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Abstract

Using Brain-Machine Interfaces to Study Motor Cortical Population Activity

by

Preeya Khanna
Joint Doctor of Philosophy
with University of California, San Francisco in Bioengineering
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Jose M. Carmena, Chair

Motor actions constitute the way in which we interact with the world, and are driven by millions of neurons in our distributed motor system. Studying how patterns of activity in motor cortical populations of neurons give rise to withholding movement, generating fast and accurate movements, and generating sequences of movements is the topic of this thesis. One challenge in studying how patterns of population activity support features of movement is that population patterns are difficult to manipulate in experiments with current neuroscience techniques. Current methods allow for anatomically-specific and cell-specific activation or inhibition, but do not, for example, allow for the careful manipulation of correlated versus uncorrelated activity pattern. We turn to closed-loop brain-machine interfaces as tools to perturb population activity patterns and to study the consequences of these perturbations on motor behavior.

The first part of this thesis focuses testing how tightly linked a specific feature of motor cortical local field potential signals are with withholding of movement. We use a non-human primate model system where subjects learn to control this neural feature, termed beta band oscillations, through a closed-loop brain-machine interface. Subjects perform tasks where they volitionally bring their internal beta band oscillatory state to a specified level, and immediately afterwards perform a motor task. The sequential task design allows for testing how tightly linked beta band oscillations are to movement onset, more so than can be claimed by correlational studies. We use a similar approach to investigate the relationship between beta band oscillations and movement in parkinsonian subjects.

Sequential task designs shed light on how a specific neural signal contributes to a feature of natural movement. Studying the complete link between cortical neural signals and natural movements, however, is challenging given i) experimenters’ limited access to neural signals driving movement ii) the number of non-linearities in the neural to movement map, iii) the challenge in fully capturing a complete picture of natural movements. One approach to simplifying the problem of studying sensorimotor control is to study control of a fully characterized virtual plant, such as a 2D velocity-controlled cursor, that is controlled neurally through an experimenter-defined transform and with observed neu-
ral activity patterns. Such systems have the advantage of allowing the experimenter to define mathematically which types of population activity influence the movement of the plant. We take advantage of this feature to investigate how different decompositions of population activity support fast versus accurate movements. Finally, we use this system to study principles of how neural population activity is generated for different orderings of cursor movements, or action sequences. We find that for action sequences that are constituted from the same commands but in a different ordering, subjects have different ways of generating the same command. We test how large these differences are by decomposing the population activity that updates the movement of the plant and assess how cursor movements are influenced. With this approach, we describe a model of how neural activity is generated that captures a majority of the neural variance observed across different action sequences.

As the motor systems neuroscience field increasingly collects simultaneously acquired population neural activity, hypotheses about how features of the population support movement will continue to emerge. Testing these hypotheses will require manipulation of possibly abstract population decompositions, a challenging feat to do precisely with current stimulation methods, but possible with closed-loop brain-machine interfaces.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 The Distributed Motor System

Whether performing simple, necessary activities of daily living, expressing ourselves through language, or performing exquisite feats of strength and precision in professional athletics, the ability to actuate our limbs and vocal cords is the basis of most of our lives. While the motor systems neuroscience field has a detailed anatomical description of the distributed motor system including the motor areas of cortex, subcortical structures, brain stem, cerebellum, spinal cord, and muscles, the concepts of how and where actions are learned, stored, and initiated from is not understood.

1.1.1 Anatomy

We begin with an older view of how the motor system generates movement, and although parts have been debated and refined over the last several decades, it serves a useful starting point. Imagine attempting a habitual action in response to a visual stimulus, say reaching for a cup of coffee. First, the retina receives visual information about the object of interest. This information travels down the optic nerve, through the thalamus to visual cortex where the features of the visual scene are parsed. The information then is thought to travel according to the dorsal-visual-stream, or 'vision-for-action' stream [1, 2]. It reaches higher order visual areas and parietal cortex where the goal is recognized and evidence of a decision to initiate an action can be decoded [1]. This decision or plan is then communicated to premotor cortices (see 1.1 for the macaque motor areas), where high-level motor planning and preparation is thought to take place. These commands then are sent to motor cortex where high-level command are translated to muscle commands and then muscle commands travel down the spinal cord to the muscles via the corticospinal pathway. Thus, motor cortex has been labeled the “final common pathway” for cortically-controlled movement [3]. If we instead perform an internally-generated action, activation of supplementary motor areas (SMA) and pre-SMA will drive motor cortical activity [1].

There are many lines of evidence contradicting the above generalization. In the above description, the spinal cord is described only as a path for transmitting motor cortical commands to the musculature, ignoring complex spinal-level computations including reflexes [5], central pattern generators for rhythmic movements [6], and even modulation of spinal cord segments during preparation of an upcoming movement [7, 8]. Further, in addition to the corticospinal tract, there are contributions to movement from spinal cord tracts that originate in the midbrain such as the rubrospinal tract (originating in the red nucleus), the vestibulospinal tract (originating in the vestibular nuclei), and reticulospinal tract (originating in the reticular nucleus) [9]. These tracts also contribute to movement related modulations. For example, red nucleus neurons projecting down the rubrospinal tract have been shown to encode inter and intra limb coordination [10] and the reticulospinal tract has been shown to contribute to distal hand function [11, 12].

Another modification of the described model is the identification of many separate areas of premotor cortices, shown in 1.1, and the finding that many of them with have direct
Figure 1.1: Pre-motor and motor cortical areas in a macaque monkey, from [4]

corticospinal projections [3], challenging the notion that primary motor cortex is the “final common pathway”. When performing retrograde mapping from spinal cord segments that control arm motions, approximately 50% of neurons originated in primary motor cortex, but about 12-20% originate in SMA, 15-20% originate in the cingulate motor areas (CMAs). It is unclear exactly which areas contribute to which types of movements through their corticospinal connections, but lesions and stimulation studies provide some insight. Standard microelectrode stimulation in M1 evokes grasping movements, supporting its contribution to distal control [13]. Long trains of electrical stimulation of M1 give rise to reaching movements or movements resembling manipulation of objects. On the other hand, stimulation in dorsal and ventral premotor cortices (PMd, PMv) give rise to more complex hand-to-mouth movements or defensive movements [14]. Stimulation in supplementary motor area (SMA) gives rise to primarily proximal movements and combinations of proximal and distal movements, but requires more electrical current to evoke movement than primary motor cortex [15]. Further, when primary motor cortex is removed, SMA stimulation only triggers proximal movements [3]. Stimulation in pre-SMA rarely evokes movements, but lesions affecting pre-SMA, but not SMA, give rise to a deficit in inhibiting competing motor plans [16]. Finally, the cingulate motor areas (CMAs) exhibit segmentation by area as well, breaking into a rostral, dorsal, and ventral subsection. Stimulation of the rostral section does not elicit movement, whereas stimulation of the dorsal and ventral sections do evoke movement [17, 18].
In addition to evoking different movements when electrically stimulated, premotor and primary motor cortex are also innervated by different parietal areas [2], and have different connectivity with the basal ganglia and thalamus [19]. Different premotor areas also have different degrees of projection to primary motor cortex [3]. This structural organization suggests that instead of viewing premotor cortices as a level above primary motor cortex in the hierarchy of motor processing, it may be more appropriate to view primary motor cortex on an equal level as the premotor cortices [3], organized in parallel loops each of which has a different contribution to movement [14]. Further evidence for parallel motor loops controlling different aspects of movement can be found by studying neural activations from each area. Primary motor cortex has a high representation of hand-tuned neurons. PMd is strongly connected to parietal area VIP, which typically associated with visual information in the dorsal stream. PMd activity is high in stimulus-response actions. A class of PMv neurons called ‘mirror neurons’ exhibit activity during observation of movements. SMA and pre-SMA neurons tend to exhibit activity prior to movement [17]. These findings point to involvements of premotor cortices and motor cortices in the mental rehearsal, planning, and direct control of movement.

Overall, the motor system’s structure and hierarchy is far more complex than the simple description given at the beginning, just based on structure and connectivity alone. To probe the functional connectivity, coordination, and generation of movement, measurement methods varying in spatial and temporal scale are used.

1.1.2 Electrophysiology Measurements

Many types of measurements can be made from cortical, subcortical, spinal cord, and musculature circuitry that yield a insight into the computations performed in each area by single neurons, ensemble of neurons, or brain regions. Here we limit our discussion to electrophysiological approaches, though note that many new measurement methods are emerging that have high temporal and spatial resolution. One of these methods is magnetoencephalography (MEG), a non-invasive method that captures changes in magnetic field due to the electrical activity of neurons, and has a high temporal resolution of ~1ms and spatial resolution of 2-3 mm. Another method used in animal models uses voltage-sensitive dyes (VSDs) which are proteins that bind to the membrane of cells and change optical properties with voltage. These changes in voltage can be measured with high-resolution fast-speed digital cameras positioned over a window where the skin, skull, and dura have been removed [20]. Both MEG and VSDs are promising measurement methods that will facilitate our understanding of motor function.

Currently, the four primary electrophysiological recording modalities that are used in awake and behaving subjects are electroencephalography (EEG), electrocorticography (ECoG), local field potentials (LFPs), and extracellular single-neuron action potential recordings (single and multi-units). These four methods vary in invasiveness of method and spatial scale of recording, with smaller spatial scale requiring the most invasive methodology as shown in 1.2. The EEG method involves placing electrodes outside of
the skull and measuring signals that are summed contributions from over ~10 cm swaths of cortex and have been low-pass filtered due to passing through the hard tissue of the skull. Benefits of the EEG method are the non-invasiveness. Drawbacks include the extensive spatial averaging due to the electrodes being so far from the signal source and the day-to-day changes in electrode positioning and impedance. The ECoG method involves placing electrodes on the surface of the cortex, below the skull, and thus records activity from within ~0.5 cm or less, with the exact spatial spread depending on the size of the electrode contact. Depending on the preparation, ECoG grids can be in place chronically or temporarily. ECoG contacts are much closer to the signal source than EEG contacts, yielding a more spatially specific, and less attenuated signal. While EEG and ECoG are biased towards sampling cortical activity in superficial layers [21], recording LFP signals requires penetrating cortex with microelectrodes and can yield signals from deeper cortical layers (such as layer V, the layer containing corticospinal projecting cells in motor areas). The small microelectrode recording tip yields signals from a smaller population of ~ 1mm radius, though the actual spatial extent relies on the neuron morphology, the distribution of synapses along the neuron, and the correlations present in synaptic activity of neurons within the recorded population [22]. If synapse activity is uncorrelated, the LFP represents cells within a radius of a few hundred micrometers. High frequency activity from LFP signals ( > 80 Hz, often termed 'high-gamma activity') has been shown to be correlated with spiking activity [23, 24], whereas lower frequency activity (0 Hz - 100 Hz) can be attributed to a variety factors including recording electrode position, frequency content of synaptic inputs, and neuron morphology [25]. Finally, extracellular recordings can be acquired with the same method used to collect LFP signals. Instead of examining the low-pass filtered signal, neural activity is high-pass filtered between 250 Hz - 10 kHz and if lucky, one or more characteristic action potential waveforms can be identified as standing out from the baseline high-pass filtered activity [26]. Even if a high SNR action potential cannot be picked out, recently groups have characterized “threshold-crossing” activity by setting a static threshold on the high-pass filtered signal, and using the crossings of this threshold as analogs for population spiking activity regardless of whether this activity results from more than one, easily isolatable neuron [27].

In this thesis, we study LFP signals, ECoG signals, and simultaneously recorded populations of single and multi units to garner how neural ensembles coordinate to accomplish motor tasks.

1.2 Coding in the Motor System

1.2.1 Representation of Movement

Examining how neural activity relates to movements throughout the motor system may yield insight into principles of how the distributed motor system generates actions. Early work in studying neural coding was based on the idea that motor intentions are represented
Figure 1.2: Figure from [28] comparing the spatial scale of recording by EEG, ECoG, LFPs, and single-unit action potentials.

Figure 1.3: Figure from [29] describing a series of sensorimotor transforms that could characterize the computations in visual, parietal, premotor, and motor cortices to generate an action in response to a presented target.

throughout the distributed motor system, but in different coordinate frames. For example, posterior parietal cortex represents goal information in retina-centric coordinates, whereas premotor cortices represent information in terms of hand kinematics, and primary motor cortex represents joint torques [29]. An example of a cascade of sensorimotor transforms is shown in 1.3.

A challenge to this approach is that the issue of which coordinate frame M1 represents action within has remained largely unresolved [30, 31]. There have been proposals that M1 encodes hand direction, hand velocity, joint angle velocity, joint torques, muscle activity (reviewed in [30]). Many of these studies have employed electrophysiological recordings of single units to make these inferences, but even simultaneously recording from a full population does not assist in resolving the question. One issue in discriminating which variables are most reliably encoded is that during standard reaching tasks, many of the proposed variables are highly correlated.
1.2.2 Generation of Movement

A different approach to studying the generation of action is to leave the question of which movement parameters the motor cortex represents and instead focus on identifying principles of how movement is generated. Early work from Fetz demonstrated that an artificial neural network with input units, hidden units, and output units could be trained to produce specific EMG activity in response to an input signal [32]. Fetz noted that there were multiple coding schemes that allowed combinations of hidden units to generate the correct EMG output signal, including schemes that would result in a poor correlation between the hidden unit and trained output EMG patterns explicitly. Since Fetz, other groups have embarked on studying properties of populations of single and multi-unit activity and developed proposals of how these properties generate movement.

One group has modeled simultaneously recorded populations of single and multi-unit activity recorded from motor cortical areas during very well-practiced, fast arm reaches, as observations from a low-dimensional linear dynamical system. Here, the activity of tens to hundreds of single and multi-units are well-summarized by only a few dimensions (low dimensional population state), where the low-dimensional observations abide by lawful temporal rules [33, 34]. When subjects initiate their reaches, the low dimensional population state starts at a reach-specific initial position and temporal rules evolve the population state to produce a pattern. This temporal pattern has the correct frequency content to produce muscle electromyography (EMG) activity [33]. This model of how neural activity evolves captures substantial neural variance, and explains specific characteristics of population activity that other typical representation models do not capture. Whether a consistent dynamical system can also explain complex behaviors such as feedback corrected reaches, or delayed reaches is beginning to be explored [35, 36, 37].

1.2.3 Studying Principles of Movement Encoding

In this thesis, we aim to study questions about how population activity within motor cortex codes for withholding movement, generating fast movement, and generating action sequences. One approach to these questions is to design behaviors that capture our questions of interest (e.g. moving vs. non-moving, fast vs. slow movements, sequences vs. single actions), record neural data during these ongoing behaviors, and look for patterns in the recorded neural data that may support the behavior. This approach has been fruitful for countless studies, and yielded insights that form the basis of our theories today. One challenge with the approach though, is if one desires to causally show how a specific pattern of neural activity relates to the behavior of interest, this will be very difficult unless the identified neural pattern of interest is gross activation or gross inhibition of a large swath of brain tissue. Below, we review Brain Machine Interfaces (BMIs), a tool we will use throughout this thesis to try to use to make claims stronger than correlations.
1.3 Closed loop Brain Machine Interface (BMI) Systems

Closed loop brain machine interfaces (BMIs) are systems that map a subject’s neural activity to the behavior of an effector. The subject then senses the effect their own neural activity has on the behavior of the effector, and can adjust their neural activity in response, closing the loop as in 1.4. In all closed-loop BMI systems there are four vital components, illustrated in 1.4. First, real-time recording or imaging of neural activity is used to estimate the state that a subject is in with respect to the BMI system. Many approaches exist for capturing neural activity from the brain, including electrophysiology at various scales as shown in 1.4, or various neuroimaging approaches. Activity from the peripheral nervous system can also be recorded as a BMI control signal via surface or intramuscular electromyography (EMG). Peripheral nerves can be recorded with cuff electrodes or more recently, miniature wireless motes [38]. Second, a mapping between neural activity and the BMI effector extracts relevant features from the neural activity, and dictates how the effector changes its behavior. In neuroprosthetic BMI systems, where the goal is to estimate a subject’s motor intent, this neural activity to BMI effector mapping is called a decoder since the mapping “decodes” brain activity and translates it into the desired action. On the other hand, in neurofeedback training systems where the goal is to provide the subject feedback about their current brain state, the mapping is only designed to make the feedback interpretable and does not require estimations of subject intent. Third, the virtual or real effector changes behavior according to the output from the neural-to-effector mapping. Effectors can include virtual cursors and robots, real robots, muscle stimulation settings, brain stimulation settings, wheelchairs or other transporters, spellers for communication, and more. Finally, the subject receives feedback of the effector either visually, through somatosensory feedback, or through changes in stimulation. The feedback update rate can be rapid (200 Hz), or very slow (1 Hz) depending on the system and the goal.

1.3.1 BMIs for Clinical Applications

Closed loop BMIs appear in many clinical applications. Closed loop BMIs can be neuroprosthetic systems where users control virtual effectors such as cursors [39, 40, 41, 42, 43] or modern day spellers [44]. Combined with a modern predictive text completion, accessibility to the host of applications, games, and resources available through the Web, and paralyzed users controlling a cursor could communicate, read, and even play music [45]. Control of robotic arms has also been demonstrated with closed loop BMIs, allowing paralyzed subjects to feed themselves and perform other reach-to-grasp motions [46, 47]. Closed loop BMIs have also been used for control of wheelchair movements [43]. There have been very few studies where wearable exoskeletons have been controlled in multiple degrees of freedom as an assistive device, owing to the complexity of the robot-human
interaction. There have, however, been many studies investigating wearable exoskeletons in closed loop BMIs as rehabilitation tools [48, 49], and studies using cortically driven electrical stimulation of the natural arm [50, 51, 52]. Further, there are exoskeleton devices that can by controlled with muscle signals [53, 54, 55].

In addition to using BMIs to control virtual cursors and robots, closed loop BMIs can also be closed-loop brain stimulation systems [56, 57, 58] where brain signals or other biometric signals such as accelerometers are used to titrate the therapeutic stimulation level to avoid delivering too much or too little therapy. Closed-loop peripheral nervous system stimulation and closed-loop drug delivery systems also exist for conditions such as urinary incontinence, chronic pain, modulation of spinal cord circuits, and modulation of cortical activity [59, 60, 61, 62].

Finally, closed loop BMIs can be used for brain training applications. Online monitoring of brain activity during learning or gaming can allow for a closed loop training environment where neural signals contribute to progression through the material to be learned or the game [63, 64]. Alternatively, if a particular neural signal is known to be related to a desired behavior or state, subjects can perform neurofeedback tasks where they learn to volitionally increase or decrease that particular signal [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70].

Overall, closed loop BMIs thus have the promise of augmenting natural human function, assisting injured populations, contributing to rehabilitation, and enhancing existing open-loop therapies.

1.3.2 BMIs as Scientific Tools

In addition to closed loop BMIs offering promising clinical therapies, they also serve as valuable tools for scientific investigation. In this thesis, we use closed loop BMIs first as a tool to probe the relationship between specific neural activity patterns and natural behaviors, and second to study sensorimotor control principles in a simplified setting. Notable other scientific uses of closed loop BMIs are to study neural plasticity [71, 72, 73] and motor learning [74].

1.3.2.1 BMIs for Probing the Brain-Behavior Relationship

One challenge in classical neurophysiological experiments is that experimenters only observe a subset of the neural activity relevant for the generation of behaviors studied. Even full brain imaging methods suffer in temporal resolution and/or spatial resolution. Thus, the best an experimenter can do to explain how a particular behavior may arise from observed neural activity is to correlate the two observations – the brain activity and the behavior. While there are manipulations to silence, remove, or stimulate brain areas hypothesized to be related to ongoing behavior, it is difficult to do so precisely. In this thesis we consider relationships between specific decompositions of population neural activity and behavior, and few tools exist to perturb only specific decompositions of neural activity. For example, we consider oscillations in a particular frequency band
Figure 1.4: A schematic demonstrating the four central components of a closed loop BMI. In red is the neural recording modality pictured as varying scales of electrophysiological measurements, but which also can include non-invasive brain imaging methods, optical sensing of voltage sensitive dyes, and recording from the peripheral nervous system. In blue is the “decoder”, or neural to effector map. In magenta is the effector, which can be a real assistive device, virtual effector, or therapeutic stimulation. Finally, in purple is the feedback which can include visual feedback, somatosensory feedback, or feedback via changes in therapy.
whose activation has long been thought to be related to motor inhibition. Thus, to manipulate frequency specific population activity patterns, we instead use a closed-loop BMI.

One method to study how tightly coupled a neural signal is to a behavior is to have a subject volitionally manipulate the neural signal of interest through a closed-loop BMI, and then to perform a behavioral task to probe the effect of the BMI manipulation. Although this is not a strictly causal manipulation since volitionally modulating a neural signal may involve unobserved co-modulations that end up being truly responsible for any resultant changes in behavior, this becomes less likely the more behavioral probes that are done. It also become less likely if bidirectional modulation (increasing the presence of the signal and decreasing the presence of the signal) have opposite effects on behavior.

Presenting feedback of a neural signal of interest for the purpose of learning to volitionally modulate the signal is referred to as “neurofeedback”. Neurofeedback has been used as a tool to study the relationship between neural signals and behavior in a variety of brain areas. For example, in the frontal eye fields (FEF) of the rhesus macaque, there are neurons that are thought to play a role both in preparation of saccadic eye movements and visual spatial attention. When their activity is volitionally decreased, subjects exhibit worse performance in a visual attention task, but not in oculomotor preparation [75]. This points to activity of FEF neurons being tightly linked to visual attention, and is suggestive of neurofeedback as a potential therapy for disorders of attention. Besides visual attention, neurofeedback has been used to influence visual perception [76], attention deficit disorder [66], motor improvement in parkinsonian patients [65], emotional regulation networks [77], pain [67], and more.

When neurofeedback manipulations cause changes in behavior, it does not definitively prove that the conditioned neural signal drives the behavior, but it is evidence for a tighter relationship between the signal and behavior than correlations alone.

1.3.2.2 BMIs for Studying Sensorimotor Control Principles

Another scientific use of closed-loop BMI systems is to study sensorimotor control principles. BMIs where a virtual effector is controlled by populations of single and multi-unit activity simplify many aspects of studying the endogenous sensorimotor system, yet still incorporate fundamental principles relevant for studying control [78] and learning [79]. In studying natural control, the mapping between observed neural signals and the movement of the limb is undefined and likely non-linear, whereas in a BMI it is fully defined by the experimenter and linear. In natural motor control the experimenter only observes a subset of the relevant neurons for driving the musculature, whereas in a BMI system the experimenter can define a subset of observed neurons as the “output neurons” thereby allowing full observation all relevant neurons. Further, in our bodies, the biomechanical properties of limbs are complex and non-linear, whereas the dynamics of a virtual effector in a BMI can be made simple and linear. Finally, in natural control, feedback about the state of the limb arrives through both visual and sensory feedback, complicating the study
of how feedback may influence control. In a BMI system, feedback is usually restricted to visual feedback, thus allowing for a simpler study of feedback manipulations.

Using populations of single and multi unit activity from primary and pre-motor cortices mapped to the movement of a 2D or 3D cursor has been a popular approach for studying sensorimotor control and learning due to the ease in which non-human primates can learn such control (days or weeks), and the compelling evidence that controlling such a BMI may resemble performing habitual motor actions. Evidence has been found for internal models of how neural commands influence the cursor during BMI control [80], which are also thought to exist for natural control of limbs [81]. Neural-to-cursor BMI mappings can be learned over days, and once learned are stable across time, can be readily recalled, and are resistant to interference [71], resembling a putative motor memory. Further, BMI cursor movement speeds and accuracy are approaching natural arm speeds [82], so the statistics of kinematics are also becoming comparable.

BMIs using other neural control signals (LFPs, ECoG signals, EEG signals) or other types of effectors (real robots) may also be used for study of sensorimotor control, but have not been so extensively studied or analogized to natural control as the typical BMI using populations of multi-units mapped to the activity of a cursor.

1.4 Open Questions and Chapter Previews

The following thesis uses BMIs that are driven by population-level (LFP signals and single and multi-unit populations) motor cortical activity in an effort to investigate principles of population-level motor cortical computation.

One open question relates to how motor areas transition from withholding movement to initiating movement. Individual neural responses in motor areas have been shown to exhibit preparatory activity and movement activity, but how the preparatory activity does not cause actual movement is not well understood. Some hypotheses posit the presence of a downstream gate, perhaps in the spinal cord, that blocks or allows movement using an independent signal. Another posits that motor cortical population patterns may modulate during preparation, but in a dimension that results in a non-moving readout [83]. A similar hypothesis proposes that temporally synchronized patterns at a specific frequency, evidenced in LFP recordings, may reflect population patterns that encode a non-moving state [84].

Chapter 2 sets out to test the hypothesis that a specific LFP feature of motor cortical population activity, beta band oscillations, is tightly linked to withholding movement. For the last two decades, the behavioral correlates of beta band oscillations have been debated and proposed to be related to behaviors like attention, co-contraction, or idling. Without technology to reliably perturb population signals, the only evidence that can be gathered are correlations between beta band oscillation strength and motor behavior. In chapter 2, we approach this problem with a sequential BMI-motor task. Subjects use a closed loop BMI to learn to control the state of their motor cortical beta band
oscillations. On each trial, they make their beta oscillatory state match the cued state (either high, medium-high, medium-low, or low). Once their beta band state matches the cued state, the closed loop BMI turns off and subjects perform a typical motor reaching task. Analyzing how motor reaching changes depending on which beta band state was achieved prior to the reach is able to shed light on how tightly linked beta band oscillations are to movement inhibition. One benefit of the BMI paradigm is that different subjects may differ in the manner in which they generate or dissipate beta band activity during the closed loop BMI. If subjects perform the task differently, characterized by differences in other neural features, yet the effect of the pre-reaching beta state on motor behavior is consistent across subjects, evidence for the link between beta band oscillations and movement inhibition is stronger. One downside of this paradigm is that it is not a causal manipulation. Subjects do need to perform an unnatural closed loop BMI task prior to executing their motor reaching task, so it is possible that the manner in which they perform the closed loop BMI may differ from the way beta band oscillations occur during natural reaching behavior. Thus, in chapter 3 we address the question of how similar neural populations of multi and single-unit activity are during natural motor reaching and the BMI-reaching task.

While beta band oscillations represent one statistic of frequency-specific population neural activity on the scale of millimeters, single-unit action potentials and multi-units offer another perspective into the state of the population on the scale of hundreds of microns, capturing high frequency spiking activity. In chapter 3, unit activity during ongoing beta oscillations is compared in a natural reaching setting versus the closed-loop BMI task setting. If populations of units show consistent relationships to ongoing beta oscillations during both contexts, the probability that the beta oscillations generated during the closed-loop BMI task are qualitatively the same as the ones during natural motor control is higher, strengthening the argument that the behavioral results found in chapter 2 reflect a relationship that is present in natural motor control contexts. Overall, analyses using different statistics of population activity are investigated to assess how similar high beta neural states are in a natural and closed loop BMI context. Similarity of these contexts supports the finding from chapter 2 that beta oscillations are tightly linked to movement inhibition states.

While closed loop BMIs are useful scientific tools to perturb neural states, they also may have clinical applications. In Parkinson’s patients, beta oscillations in the basal ganglia are known to be exacerbated when patients are not receiving pharmacological or stimulation therapy. While motor cortex does not exhibit the same increase in beta oscillatory patterns, it does exhibit greater coupling of high-frequency, putatively spiking activity, to ongoing beta oscillations [85, 86, 87]. It is also known that cortex serves as the greatest synaptic input into the basal ganglia, making it likely that correlated cortical activity has a role in the exaggerated basal ganglia oscillations. Thus, in chapter 4 we investigate first whether parkinsonian patients can perform closed loop BMI tasks given their compromised basal ganglia, and second whether there is any behavioral benefit of learning to reduce motor cortical beta power on motor behavior in a similar BMI-motor
Evidence of motor cortical beta state being linked to changes in motor behavior would not only establish a basis for closed loop BMI training as a possible therapy, but also may yield insight into how motor cortical beta oscillations are related to the basal ganglia beta oscillations, behavior, and parkinsonian symptoms. This chapter concludes our study of beta band oscillations and their relationship to movement inhibition.

We next turn our attention to questions focusing on how population activity of tens single and multi-units coordinate in a closed-loop BMI cursor control tasks as a starting point for trying to understand how the cortical motor system may generate different types of movement. Representational theories of the motor system posit the premotor and motor cortex contain thousands of neurons, all with tuning to a specific goal-related, kinematic, or kinetic variables. Downstream systems perform transformations on these variables, until they are transformed into muscles commands. Given that the musculature of the arm contains tens of muscles to control precisely, one might expect that high dimensionality to be reflected in the computations in motor cortices. However, recent findings highlight that tens to hundreds of simultaneously single and multi-units exhibit low dimensional firing patterns during arm reaching tasks [33, 88, 34], and even that the arm itself only uses a fraction of the dimensionality available to it [89]. In an analogous BMI system, when expert subjects perform a 2D BMI task driven by tens to hundreds of neurons, [90, 91] uncover low dimensional structure as well. How might low dimensional population activity emerge from inputs in a system that receives inputs from thousands of neurons each with their own respective independent neural noise? And why might low dimensional encodings be useful for control? In chapter 5, we develop a generative model of BMI population activity by modeling inputs into a population of simulated BMI neurons. Two different mechanisms are identified for how low dimensional, coordinated activity can emerge in population through inputs that are not explicitly designed to be correlated. Further, given the well defined neuron-to-cursor mapping in BMI experiments, it is possible to study how low dimensional coordinated activity contributes to online control with respect to speed and accuracy. Discovering which components of motor cortical population activity drive fast and accurate movements suggests how low-dimensional structure contributes to control during BMI tasks, and may suggest how low-dimensional natural motor cortical activity contributes to control of limbs.

Finally, natural actions are not comprised only of fast, accurate reaching movements to peripheral targets, but rather of individual actions strung together in sequences. How similar are neural population patterns when generating sequences with different orderings of the same subactions? Does the temporal arrangement of a series of actions influence the manner in which neural activity is produced? In chapter 6 we use two cursor BMI tasks, requiring different cursor trajectories, to investigate the coding, low-dimensional structure, and temporal constraints in neural population activity. Essential to these questions is having a well-defined neural-to-behavioral mapping to allow for interpretation of how specific components of neural commands do or do not directly contribute to movement.

BMIs are used in this thesis to study motor population activity and their relation to behavior. Specifically, they allowed for the manipulation of abstract types of neural
activity that are currently impossible to manipulate with optogenetics, electrical stimulation, or pharmacology. BMIs enabled the study of different frequency decompositions of local field potentials, as well as different decompositions of populations of single and multi-units into correlated and uncorrelated patterns. As the field of systems neuroscience shifts away from studying one neuron at a time to studying the population, BMIs serve as tools to perturb populations in specific ways, and gain a stronger understanding of how different pieces of their activity sum to drive the full movements we rely on daily.
Chapter 2

Neurofeedback Control of Beta Band Oscillations Affects Movement Onset
2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Beta Band Oscillations in the Motor System

In motor output areas and the basal ganglia, beta (15 – 40 Hz) oscillations have emerged as a prominent signal in LFP and ECoG recordings. However, the behavioral correlates of beta activation across different motor tasks are still poorly understood. A better characterization of motor oscillations has potential to directly improve our ability to design neural prosthetic devices such as BMIs driven by motor field potential activity [92], BMIs driven by single unit activity but that take into account field potential activity during decoding [93, 94], and create closed-loop deep brain stimulators for movement disorders triggered by field potential signals [56, 57].

Before diving into the review of the existing hypotheses, we clarify what is meant when stating that ‘x is a correlate of beta oscillations’, where x may be ‘attention’, ‘motor preparation’, or ‘cue processing’, for example. LFP activity is generated by firing of neurons, and specific features in the field potential emerge due to the network connectivity, spatial arrangement of cells, and statistics of synaptic inputs to a region [21, 22, 95]. In this sense, the oscillatory activity measured in the field potential is an epiphenomenon of local neuronal activity, and the field potential is a population summary statistic. When asking what behaviors correlate with beta oscillations, we really are asking what behaviors correlate with these specific neural patterns that can be measured through the presence of an oscillation in the field potential.

The neural patterns that co-occur with cortical beta oscillatory events have been somewhat categorized. There is evidence that firing rate of recorded motor layer V pyramidal neurons does not significantly change during beta oscillations [95] but increased regularity of firing is observed [96]. Neuronal spike timing locked to a particular phase of the ongoing oscillation is observed, and in particular, spike timing in response to a visual stimulus becomes more predictable when taking into account a neuron’s preferred phase of firing during ongoing beta activity [97]. Across different tasks though, neurons may exhibit different preferred beta phases [98]. Also, increases in synchronous ‘unitary events’, or simultaneous firing of multiple neurons, has been observed [99]. A subtlety is that since the LFP represents an electrical potential measured in the extracellular space, it will in turn affect the probability of firing of local neurons. Such ephaptic effects have been demonstrated to affect neuronal firing in vitro [100]. Thus, it is not clear whether the previously described neural firing patterns are indeed causal in creating the oscillation, or are a product of an ongoing oscillation that is generated elsewhere. Different generators of oscillatory activity (remote, local, local network) are schematized below. Which one of these best categorized beta activity is an issue that remains unresolved. Below, we will consider hypotheses that fall into each of these possibilities.
2.1.2 Beta Band Oscillations \textit{In Vitro}

In cortex, locally generated oscillations in LFP signals are attributed to cycles of synchronous excitation followed by synchronous inhibition \cite{101, 102}. There are wide ranges of network structures and cell types that give rise to different frequencies and amplitudes of oscillatory activity \cite{102}. Through stimulation studies, beta oscillations in motor cortex have been found to be generated in part by corticospinal projecting pyramidal neurons \cite{103}. Modeling and in vitro slice work has identified two specific mechanisms as responsible for sustained beta activity in pyramidal tract neurons in the presence of excitatory drive: gap junctions and the M-current \cite{104, 105}. Roopun and colleagues took slices of rat somatosensory cortex and pharmacologically activated excitatory glutamate receptors. They found an emergence of beta oscillations in layer V, and that the oscillations were robust to applications of various neurotransmitter blockers. Notably, three manipulations changed the oscillatory activity: GABAA receptor blockers, gap junction blockers, and an M-current blocker. GABAA receptor blockers at high enough dosage and gap junction blockers resulted in the disappearance of the oscillation, and the M-current blocker affected the peak frequency of the oscillation in a dose-dependent manner. This finding suggests that due to the structure of sensorimotor cortical regions, in the presence of a constant excitatory input, oscillations in beta frequencies will emerge making them an emergent property of the tissue, as schematized on the right in 2.1. While this study did identify mechanisms that explain why beta frequencies are dominant, it did rely on a constant excitatory drive, a condition that may not be physiologically reproduced \textit{in vivo}. 

Figure 2.1: Possible drivers of oscillatory activity. Remote (a) or local (b) ‘pacemaker’ neurons could be responsible, or the oscillation could be an emergent property of the tissue (c). Modified from Whittington et al., 2000 with permission.
2.1.3 Behavioral Correlates of Beta Oscillations

2.1.3.1 Motor Cortical Beta Oscillations are generated by a local network in motor cortex

Early studies found beta oscillations to emerge reliably during precision reach tasks [106], pressing of force plates with digits [107], and isometric contraction [108]. Clear onset and offset of muscle stiffening measured by electromyography (EMG) predicts the emergence and cession of oscillatory beta activity [106]. In contrast, during natural reaching and grasping where limbs are in motion, beta oscillations are not consistently correlated with EMG [95]. It is interesting that during pressing, pushing, and contraction tasks, when the upper arm is not moving but the muscles are stiffened that oscillations are well correlated with EMG. One possible reason for this is that during more dynamic movements muscle synergies are activated in a temporal sequence whereas when stiffening, all muscles in a given area receive simultaneous excitatory drive [109]. Given evidence that a strong excitatory drive in slice is required to give rise to robust beta oscillatory activity [104], it is possible that in stiffening tasks these conditions are consistently met in vivo. The “stiffening hypothesis” corresponds best with the architecture described in the right of 2.1 since it suggests that beta oscillation is an emergent property of subjects having to co-activate their muscles. Another possibility is that beta oscillatory activity could be transmitted from elsewhere (left of 2.1, [110]) or that beta activity could be driven by specific local pacemaker cells instead of driven by the entire network (middle of 2.1).

2.1.3.2 Motor Cortical Beta Oscillations are generated by few pacemakers in the motor system

Another class of hypotheses has emerged after the findings that beta oscillations are not just limited to motor cortex and EMG activity, but are concomitantly present in somatosensory and parietal cortices [111, 112]. Beta oscillations emerge in somatosensory cortices during somatosensory stimulation [113]. Even the earliest studies of beta oscillations in NHPs have noted consistent beta oscillations in M1 in response to ‘cutaneous stimulation of the hand or wrist’ [114]. Further, a number of studies have noted the emergence of beta oscillations in S1 concurrently with M1 oscillations, and even noted an anterior-posterior directional flow of activity [111, 115], implying an interaction between somatosensory and motor cortical beta oscillations. One theory as to how M1 and S1 could be interacting postulates that beta activity is a correlate of active peripheral sensory sampling. Proponents theorize that beta oscillations synchronize and serve as a ‘test pulse’ descending the spinal cord and emerging in motor and somatosensory cortex just prior to movement in order for motor commands to be updated based on the current state of the periphery. At times when motor cortex has just sent a signal, beta oscillations emerge to ensure that the feedback arrives at a time when motor cells are ‘most receptive’ to receive it so that they can quickly adapt to feedback [113], p. 20.

If the case, it would be expected to find coherence in the beta range between the initial
motor cortical oscillations and the ascending spinal cord as well as motor cortex and somatosensory cortex, which are both found [112, 116]. Further, if motor and sensory cells participate in this network wide oscillation, cells will likely have phases where they better perceive sensory feedback. In human EEG studies, a relationship between ongoing beta phase and a reliance of the magnitude of sensory evoked responses is found [117]. Additionally, numerous studies on ‘sensory gating’ have demonstrated that somatosenesation is reduced during movement [118, 119, 120], as are beta oscillations, though these studies use cutaneous somatosensation, and spinal cord recordings suggest a greater involvement of motoneurons than cutaneous neurons in muscular coherence [116]. The peripheral sensory sampling hypothesis relies on an internal driver pacemaker of beta activity to entrain cells such that their spiking probability is higher at times when they receive sensory feedback, an architecture resembling the middle of 2.1. As further evidence, potential pacemaker cells that exhibit after-spike hyperpolarization properties useful for entraining 25-35Hz activity have been identified in primate motor cortex for 25-35 Hz activity [121]. Thus far, we have discussed the biophysical generation of beta oscillations and noted that periods of constant excitatory drive ought to reliably evoke beta activity. Below, we consider a final hypothesis that posits that distal generation of beta may drive the observed oscillatory activity.

2.1.3.3 Distal Areas Generate Motor Cortical Beta Oscillations

Substantial work has found beta frequencies in other parts of cortex involved in attention and long-distance synchronization [110]. Examples include beta synchronization of dorsal prefrontal cortex and posterior parietal cortex during top-down search for a visual stimulus [122, 123, 124]. Further, modeling work has suggested that beta oscillations are best well suited for communication between distal areas, compared to gamma oscillations which are better suited for local processing [125, 110]. In addition, it has been suggested that beta rhythms could represent subject attention to motor tasks [95, 126, 127], and could be generated in a manner suggested by the left of 2.1. The link between beta in motor cortex and attention is best illustrated by an elegant human study.

Saleh and colleagues developed a task that isolates attention from motor preparation, postural holding, and muscular contraction [128]. Here experimenters instruct human subjects to observe five sequential cues, each of which instructs a reach to a different target. After observation of all five cues, subjects then execute the fourth cue, which they have to have remembered from the prior presentation. During this experiment, transient beta oscillatory activity emerged just prior to the first through fourth cues 2.2. Since the cues are presented rhythmically, they are predictable. The authors interpret the transient oscillatory activity as a proxy for subjects paying attention to the upcoming cue. For the first through third cues, subjects must attend to them in order to count their occurrence, and for the fourth cue, subjects must remember the instruction. Since the action that subjects are performing occurs much later in time, it is unlikely that the beta activity in this case represents maintenance of a postural state or any kind of muscular stiffening.
Figure 2.2: Single trials where beta power is represented by color, and the task cues are shown on the horizontal axis. In this task, a human subject is instructed to watch five cues without responding and afterwards must execute the action instructed by the fourth cue [128]. At the top, schematics of neural activity demonstrate an attentionally driven beta oscillation from prefrontal areas during times in the trial where the subject must pay attention. Attention is needed either to count the cue (cues 1-3), or to remember the instruction given by the cue (cue 4). The lack of a driving oscillation is shown when the subject no longer needs to attend to the cue (as in cue 5). Modified from Saleh et. al., 2010 with permission.
Another possible way that the distal beta source can influence computation is to selectively coordinate local cell assemblies that are task-relevant. Probabilistic models of neuronal spiking have shown a significant dependence on distal LFP phases and even distal LFP-LFP phase coupling [129]. Further, cells that form a functional cell assembly may be simultaneously co-activated by exhibiting strong coherence to distal field potentials. This phenomenon has been observed in motor cortical cells that are responsible for controlling a BMI. They exhibit enhanced coherence to striatal field potentials compared to cells in the same region that were not responsible for controlling the BMI [130]. The BMI-controlling cells also show increase locking to slow-wave activity during sleep [131]. While the above evidence is not specific to beta activity, it is possible that beta is being transmitted from a distal region to bind cells together much in the same way oscillatory activity has been proposed to solve the ‘binding problem’ in perception [132].

2.1.4 Perturb Beta Band Oscillations to Infer Relationship to Behaviors

Ideally, in order to test these hypotheses, experiments could be designed that perturb beta oscillatory activity during muscular activation tasks, movement tasks, and tasks that require motor-related attention. In addition to measuring behavioral variables such as reaction time, reaching error, and perception errors for example, ideally experimenters would also be able to recording neural activity during perturbations. Electrical stimulation is one approach to experimentally inducing oscillations. Slowly oscillating cortical macrostimulation (up to 1.7 Hz) has been shown to entrain single unit neural activity in anesthetized rodents, though it was overpowered by endogenous rhythms in an awake preparation [133, 134]. Non-invasive stimulation using transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) and repeated transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) has been used to induce changes in cortical oscillations [135], but the frequency of the induced oscillations is not solely dependent on the stimulation frequency [136, 137]. Further, the change in motor behavior from stimulation at beta frequencies has been non-congruent [138, 139, 140].

A non-stimulation based approach is to use neurofeedback to have subjects learn to manipulate their own beta oscillations in their motor cortex. While neurofeedback was pioneered by rewarding changes in firing rates of single motor cortical cells [70], learning to control cortical local field potential (LFP) features has been proposed [126, 141] and more recently has been demonstrated [142, 143]. Thus, if subjects perform a sequential neurofeedback-behavior task where they are trained to modulate their beta oscillations to an instructed level, and immediately afterwards perform a behavioral task, the relationship between beta oscillations and the probed behavior can investigated. Sequential neurofeedback-behavior task designs have been used before with a variety of neural recording modalities, neural signal features, and behaviors [66, 144, 75, 65]. For example, one study examines the effects of operantly increasing or decreasing the firing rate of a single
neuron in frontal eye field region on perception of targets in the receptive field of that neuron [75]. Sequential neurofeedback-behavioral paradigms have the benefit of first, perturbing neural signals endogenously instead of driving the tissue with an artificially large amount of current, second the ability to record neural activity simultaneously without stimulation artifacts, and finally the ability for experimenters to specify the time length and cortical location of the neural activity they wish to study.

2.2 Methods

To explore how beta oscillations reflect changes in arm movements, we trained three macaque monkeys to perform a typical center-out arm-reaching task (CO tasks) and a novel sequential beta neurofeedback arm-reaching task (NR task) while recording from bilateral intracortical microelectrode arrays.

2.2.1 Surgery, electrophysiology, and experimental setup

Three male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, RRID: NCBITaxon:9544) were chronically implanted with arrays of 128 Teflon-coated tungsten microwire electrodes (35 μm in diameter, 500 μm separation between microwires, 16 x 8 configuration, 6.5 mm length Innovative Neurophysiology, Durham, NC) in left upper arm area of primary motor cortex (M1) and posterior dorsal premotor cortex (PMd). Localization of target areas was performed using stereotactic coordinates from a neuroanatomical atlas of the rhesus brain (Paxinos et al., 2013). LFP activity was recorded at 1 kHz using either the 128-channel Multichannel Acquisition Processor (Plexon, Inc., Dallas, TX) (Monkeys S, G) or the 256-channel Omniplex D Neural Acquisition System (Plexon, Inc.) (Monkey C). Single unit and multi-unit activity from Monkey G was manually sorted offline using Offline Sorter (Plexon, Inc). Channel-level activity [27] from Monkey C was defined using OmniPlex’s auto-threshold procedure to set each channel threshold to 5.5-standard deviations from the mean signal amplitude. Thresholds were set at the beginning of each session based on 1-2min of neural activity recorded as the animal sat quietly (i.e. not performing a behavioral task). Monkeys S and G were trained to perform a center-out delayed reaching task using a KINARM exoskeleton (BKin Technologies, Kingston, ON, Canada) fitted to their right arm. Monkey C was trained using a custom right-arm sleeve with a red LED marker on the hand that was tracked in real-time with an Impulse X2 motion capture system (PhaseSpace, San Leandro, CA). For all monkeys and tasks in this study, visual feedback of hand position was shown by a circular cursor on the task screen. Monkey S and G’s right arm movements were restricted to the horizontal plane by the KINARM. Monkey C could rest and move his right arm on a horizontal plane like Monkeys G and S, but could also move his arm above the plane. Prior to this study, Monkey S was trained at reaching tasks and spike-based brain-machine interface (BMI) cursor tasks for 4 years, Monkey G was trained at joystick tasks and spike-based BMI cursor tasks for 1 year, and Monkey C...
was trained at reaching and spike-based BMI cursor and virtual exoskeleton tasks for 3 years. All procedures were conducted in compliance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the University of California, Berkeley Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Figure 2.2.1 (a) Timeline of center-out reaching task (CO task) with variable hold times (200-800 ms) (b) Timeline of neurofeedback-reaching task (NR task) where blue text indicates the neurofeedback epoch and green text indicates the reaching epoch. (c) The NR task feedback loop. Subject keep their right hand held in a central target throughout the task. They are then shown a single beta target (shown in yellow here) and beta cursor (shown in gray here) on the screen which is updated every 100 ms. Once the beta cursor is held in the beta target for 450 ms, the beta cursor and beta target disappear and the subject reaches to a peripheral target 6.5 cm away. (d) Trial averaged spectrogram of movement onset aligned motor cortical LFP signals for Monkey C, with a mean 1/f trend.
estimated with first-order linear regression and subtracted away. White box highlights the beta desynchronization in the 25-40 Hz range. (e) All three subjects perform the neurofeedback epoch part of the task above chance. The x axis corresponds to all trials from all sessions concatenated, each point corresponds to a session, and the x axis position of each point corresponds to the first trial that falls within that session. Position on the Y axis indicates standard deviations above mean chance level (shown with black dotted line) (f) Illustration of the metric termed movement onset time (MOT) throughout the text. Trial-averaged hand speed in the direction of the target is shown in blue with an arrow pointing out the time of maximum hand speed. To find the MOT, step backward in time along the hand speed trace until the hand speed falls below 20% of the maximum speed value. (g) 100 trials (rows) of hand speed are shown where time prior to 0.0 sec is the neurofeedback epoch and time after 0.0 sec is the reaching epoch in (b). Black dots indicate the calculated MOT. Increasing blue corresponds to increasing hand speed.

2.2.2 Behavioral Tasks

2.2.2.1 Center-Out Task (CO task)

Subjects performed a CO reaching task consisted of right hand movements from a center target to a peripheral target distributed over a 13 cm diameter circle, panel a of 2.2.1. The workspace was created to minimize any requirement for postural changes during task performance. Target radius was typically 1.2 cm in the workspace. Trials were initiated by entering the center target and holding for a variable time (uniformly distributed within 200–800 ms). The go cue after the hold period was indicated by the center target changing color and the peripheral target illuminating, cuing a reach to that target. A liquid reward was provided after a successful reach to each target and a peripheral hold period of 200 ms.

2.2.2.2 Neurofeedback-Reaching Task (NR Task)

Prior to training subjects to perform the NR task, beta frequency band limits used in the neurofeedback portion of the NR task were computed from the CO task. A movement onset-aligned trial-averaged spectrogram from the intracortical recordings in contralateral motor and premotor cortex (e.g. Monkey C in panel d, 2.2.1) showed that the clearest movement related desynchronization was in the 25 - 40 Hz band for all monkeys, consistent with early reports of beta oscillations in macaque motor cortex [106, 107]. Thus, the beta band limits for the neurofeedback epoch of the NR task were set to 25-40 Hz. Subjects were then trained to perform the NR task. Trials were initiated by moving the right arm (co-located with a cursor on a screen) such that the cursor fell within a central target. Holding in the center target initiated the neurofeedback epoch where a beta neurofeedback cursor and one of four possible beta neurofeedback targets appeared on the screen (all blue text in panel b, 2.2.1 falls in the neurofeedback epoch). Subjects modulated endogenous motor cortical local field potential signals to move the vertical
position of the beta cursor. Specifically, the cursor was controlled by a spectral estimate of beta band power normalized by a spectral estimate of broadband (1-100 Hz) power:

$$\beta_{est} = \frac{1}{3} \sum_{ch=1}^{3} \sum_{f=25Hz}^{40Hz} PSD_{ch}^{f}$$

$$\frac{1}{3} \sum_{ch=1}^{3} \sum_{f=1Hz}^{100Hz} PSD_{ch}^{f}$$

where $PSD_{ch}^{f}$ is the power spectral density estimate of a particular channel ($ch$) at a particular frequency ($f$) assessed using the multi-taper method (5 tapers) in windows of 200 ms [145, 143]. Once was computed, a subject-specific linear transform was used to map $\beta_{est}$ to a vertical screen position. A two-timestep (200 ms) moving average (boxcar) filter was then used to smooth out the displayed beta cursor position. Subject-specific values were finalized after ~1 week of training the subjects on the NR task. Initial training began with more lenient beta neurofeedback requirements (values to achieve low beta and high beta target were closer to the mean beta cursor value). As subjects improved in performance, the beta targets moved further apart until the top and bottom targets had a mean time to target of 5-10 seconds.

After successful beta target completion, both the beta cursor and beta target disappeared, cueing that the reaching epoch had begun (all green text in panel b of 2.2.1 falls in the reaching epoch). Subjects then executed a right-arm reach from the central target to a peripheral target to receive a liquid reward. During NR task performance from these days, subjects exhibited above chance performance as shown in panel e of 2.2.1. Chance performance was computed by shuffling the beta target order from a single block, designed to assess whether the subjects' performance during the beta neurofeedback epoch of the NR task was merely due to chance fluctuations in beta power or was due to volitional changes in neural activity that were specific for the target on the screen. In the simulation, after the beta cursor entered the beta target and held for the 450 ms beta target hold time, an average arm-reaching time, the constant reward time, and the constant inter-trial interval time transpired to simulate the natural pacing of the task. At the end of the simulation, a metric of chance performance was the mean number of successful beta targets acquired over the length of the session. For example, if one target-shuffled performance yields 10 successful trials in 10 minutes, the chance rate for that simulation would be 1 rewarded target / minute. One hundred simulations were run per session (each session ~ 10-40 min) yielding a distribution of rewarded targets/minute. The mean and standard deviation of the distribution was calculated, and used to z-score the actual number of rewarded trials. The resultant z-scores for each session are plotted in panel e of 2.2.1 where each point corresponds to a session (session i), and each point’s position on the x axis (xi) corresponds to the first trial that falls within session i amongst the concatenated trials over all sessions.

Overall, monkeys achieved average success rates of 60% and performed on average ~4 successful trials per minute in the NR task. Errors almost entirely came from accidentally moving the right hand outside the center target during the neurofeedback epoch.
Figure 2.3: (a-c) Mean (s.e.m) of normalized beta power for Monkey S, C, and G aligned to the end of neurofeedback epoch. High, mid-high, mid-low, and low beta targets are in red, yellow, blue, and green, and go-cue aligned CO trials are in black for reference. (d-f) Z-scored PSDs estimated from a time slice 0.8 seconds prior to the end of the neurofeedback epoch (labeled as 0.0 sec in a-c) and 0.2 seconds after the end of the neurofeedback epoch. This time slice is displayed in gray arrows below the time axis in (a).

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Neural Dynamics During the NR task

The neurofeedback epoch of the NR task accomplished the goal of bringing beta power to different levels shown by plotting mean normalized beta power for the last 1 second of the neurofeedback epoch and the first 0.5 seconds of the reach epoch for rewarded trials to each of the four beta targets in 2.3, panels a-c, averages (s.e.m.) over all trials (Monkey S: total n = 1184, Monkey C: total n = 2328, Monkey G: n = 1042).

The first vertical red line indicates the end of the neurofeedback epoch, or go cue for the reaching epoch. The second vertical red line indicates the mean movement onset time of the reach. The mean normalized beta power of CO trials is shown in black for reference. At the time of the go cue there is a significant group difference between normalized beta power for the four different neurofeedback target conditions (two-tailed Kruskal-Wallis test, Monkey S: n = 1184, H = 47.44, p = 2.803e-10, Monkey C: n = 2328, H = 250.1, p<5e-20, Monkey G: n = 1042, H = 48.11, p = 2.023e-10). To assess how subjects co-modulate other frequency bands in addition to beta band, and to ensure that the beta cursor changes were not a product of the normalization in panels a-c in 2.3, non-normalized, z-scored power spectral densities (PSDs) were computed over the last 0.8
seconds of the neurofeedback epoch to the first 0.2 seconds of the reaching epoch (total window is 1.0 second) is shown in panels d-f in 2.3. Mean traces show that high and low beta targets were achieved by increasing and decreasing beta power. Since calculation of the beta cursor position involved an estimate of broadband power, changes in non-beta frequencies also affected beta cursor position. In some subjects (Monkeys C, G), increases and decreases in beta power were accompanied with reliable decreases and increases in low frequencies (1-10 Hz). A final time-domain metric was computed to confirm that the occurrence of beta oscillations was changing across the different beta targets in the neurofeedback epoch. Instead of using PSD estimators over a window (as in panels a-f, 2.3), a time-domain method was used to extract time segments with bursts of beta oscillations. Briefly, instantaneous beta amplitude was measured by bandpass filtering the raw LFP with a 5th order Butterworth filter to isolate 25-40 Hz components, and taking the Hilbert transform. If the amplitude exceeded the 60th percentile of beta amplitude (computed each day) for a period of at least 125 ms (3-5 cycles of beta oscillations), the time points within that period were labeled as “on-beta”. The percent of time points that were labeled as on-beta was computed in the same time window as Figure 2d-f for all trials. All subjects exhibit increasing percentages of on-beta time points for the low to high beta targets. The mean (s.e.m) of percent of time points labeled as on-beta for low, mid-low, mid-high, high beta targets respectively in Monkey S is 9.78 (0.783), 11.2 (0.778), 17.6 (0.913), 39.4 (1.35), Monkey C is 8.65 (0.523), 17.6 (0.708), 35.9 (0.840), 37.8 (0.868), and Monkey G is 18.3(1.04), 16.6 (0.994), 22.5 (1.22), 33.4 (1.43)). These three metrics (normalized beta power in a-c, 2.3, non-normalized PSDs in d-f 2.3, and percentage of time labeled as on-beta) demonstrate that the neurofeedback epoch served to increase and decrease beta oscillatory power prior to the arm-reaching epoch.

2.3.2 Beta Band Oscillations Delay Movement Onset

In the NR task, movement onset times, movement onset speed, peak reach speed, and movement onset acceleration were calculated for the reaching epoch of each successfully completed trial from days with a fixed beta-to-cursor transform. The two-tailed nonparametric Wilcoxon-like Cuzick’s test was used to test for increasing or decreasing ordering of trial across the four beta target groups. Cuzick’s test [146] is a non-parametric test for significant ordering of groups in an increasing or decreasing manner (two-tailed) and was used to assess significance of ordering of behavioral metrics according to the four beta targets. A test statistic (Z) is calculated for the hypothesis that groups follow a designated ordering (Cuzick, 1985). Z is calculated using the ranks of individual points and the group assignment (assignments used here: low beta target: 1, mid-low beta target: 2, mid-high beta target: 3, high beta target: 4 (except where noted) to determine if there is a significantly increasing or decreasing metric following the group ordering. Z follows a standard normal distribution (confirmed for data here by shuffling group labels 10,000 times and comparing the resultant Z distribution to a standard normal distribution with the KS test), so a p-value can be calculated using the cumulative standard normal
distribution.

We tested whether rewarded trials preceded by low, mid-low, mid-high, and high beta targets exhibit increasing or decreasing behavioral metrics. In all three animals, trials with high beta power targets had subsequent reaches with slower movement onset times (panels a-c 2.4Two-tailed Cuzick’s test, Monkey S: z = 5.763, p = 8.267e-09, n = 1183, Monkey C: z = 11.987, p < 5e-20, n = 2168, Monkey G: z = 5.856, p = 4.729e-09, n = 1028). Note that trials with movement onset times greater than 0.7 seconds or less than 0.0 seconds were removed from this and all subsequent analyses (Monkey S: 1 trial, Monkey C: 160 trials, Monkey G: 14 trials). Other groups have found correlations between increased beta power and reduced onset speed, peak speed, and onset acceleration [147, 140] which we do not find consistently across subjects when comparing metrics grouped based on our proxy for beta power, the preceding beta target (see table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Z-statistic (and p-values) for Cuzick’s two-tailed test for ordered grouping performed on onset speed, peak speed, and onset acceleration. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, Monkey S: n = 1183, Monkey C: n = 2168, Monkey G: n = 1028, Combined: n = 4379

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Monkey S</th>
<th>Monkey C</th>
<th>Monkey G</th>
<th>Combine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onset Speed</td>
<td>1.378, p=0.168</td>
<td>-3.593 (***)</td>
<td>0.0734, p=0.941</td>
<td>-1.2443, p=0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Speed</td>
<td>4.476 (***</td>
<td>4.142 (***</td>
<td>-1.330, p=0.187</td>
<td>1.8339, p=0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset Accel.</td>
<td>1.901, p=0.057</td>
<td>2.573 (*)</td>
<td>0.159, p=0.873</td>
<td>0.8178, p=0.414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.3 Sequential Neurofeedback - Reaching Task Controls

2.3.3.1 Beta target acquisition difficulty does not correlate with movement onset time

To ensure the cognitive effort required to increase and decrease beta power during the neurofeedback epoch did not result in increasing movement onset time observed in 2.4, we compared the amount of time it took to acquire each beta target as an approximate measure of each target’s difficulty. For Monkeys S and G the time to acquire beta target did not significantly predict MOT in a linear regression but it did for Monkey C and when data was combined across monkeys (panels a-c in two-sided Student’s t-test for non-zero slope in linear regression, Monkey S: t = 0.7119, p = 0.476, n = 1183, Monkey C: t = 2.352, p = 0.0188, n = 2168, Monkey G: t = 1.651, p = 0.0991, n = 1028, Combined across monkeys: t = 2.0832, p = 0.0373, n = 4379). When linear regression was used to predict MOT (MOTpred) from time to beta target, and was subtracted from the actual MOT (MOTres = MOT - MOTpred), increasing MOTres with increasing beta power target remained (two-tailed Cuzick’s test on MOTres, Monkey C: z = 13.191, p < 5 e-20, n = 2168, Combined data across monkeys: z = 13.615, p < 5e-20, n = 4379). Thus, the slight predictive power of time to beta target on MOT does not account for increasing MOT with increasing beta target from Figure 3.

We controlled for whether looking at the top part of the screen (where the high power beta target is displayed) was effortful for subjects and resulted in slower movement onset times. In Monkey C the relationship between beta target and screen location was reversed by mapping increased beta power to the bottom of the Y-axis for a set of trials analyzed separately. For these trials, the high beta power target became the green Target 1 instead of the red Target 4. 2.5e shows that increasing beta-target versus increasing movement onset time reverses relationship (z = -5.971, p = 2.354e-09, n = 2113) demonstrating that increasing beta power, not the beta target position on the screen, consistently correlates with the observed increasing movement onset time. To test that the beta target versus movement onset time relationship generalizes to more than a single arm reaching target, we show that the same task with a different arm reaching target location produces the same effect (2.5d, Monkey S: z= 3.972, p =7.117e-05, n=735).
Figure 2.5: (a-c) Movement onset time (MOT) from 2.4 is plotted against time to beta target for Monkey S, C, G. Colors correspond to the beta target for that trial following the same colormap as 2.3 and 2.4. Linear regression is performed to assess if time to beta target is predictive of MOT. Non-significant p-values for Monkey S, G show time to beta target (interpreted as beta target difficulty) does not significantly predict MOT. Monkey C exhibits a significant relationship, but when MOTres is computed by subtracting predicted MOTs from time to beta target from actual MOT, MOTres exhibits the same increase with increasing beta target as seen in 2.4 (d) Changing location of the manual control reaching location from 6.5 cm to the right of the central target to 6.5 cm above the central target does not change the observed relationship between increasing movement onset times and increasing beta power target, Monkey S. (e) Changing the vertical ordering of beta targets on the screen (green is the high-beta target, blue is mid-high beta target, yellow is mid-low beta target, and red is low beta target) also shows the same increase as in 2.4B. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, Cuzick’s two-tailed test for significant increases and decreases by grouping except where noted.
2.3.3.2 Movement onset time increase is specific to beta band frequencies

Using other methods to compute beta power shows the same movement onset relationship To confirm that the correlation between lower beta power targets and faster movement onset times was not due to the beta cursor calculation method that normalizes beta power by total broadband power, offline we sought to account for the increase in movement onset time with a beta power calculation method that was non-normalized. Non-normalized beta power was computed in the window spanned by the last 0.8 seconds of the neurofeedback epoch. Trials were then re-labeled by which quartile their un-normalized beta power fell (e.g., if the un-normalized beta power falls in the 0-25th percentile of all trials, the trial would be assigned to group 1). Trials with movement onset times less than 0 seconds or greater than 0.7 seconds were removed, as before. The mean movement onset time for each of these new groups is plotted by monkey (2.6A-C, darkest and lightest bars correspond to lowest and highest non-normalized power respectively).

All three monkeys exhibit significantly increasing movement onset times with increasing non-normalized beta power (Two-tailed Cuzick’s Test, Monkey S, $z = 7.162, p = 7.945e$-13, $n = 1183$, Monkey C, $z = 7.767, p = 7.994e$-15, $n = 2168$, Monkey G, $z = 7.709, p = 1.266e$-14, $n = 1028$, Combined Across Monkeys: $z = 6.168, p = 6.924e$-10, $n = 4379$). This same procedure was performed except instead of relabeling by non-normalized beta power, trials were re-labeled by the percentage of on-beta time points using the previously explained time-domain method. Indeed, the same increase in movement onset time follows where trials with a larger percentage of on-beta time points exhibit slower movement onset times (Two-tailed Cuzick’s Test, Monkey S, $z = 7.575, p = 3.597e$-14, $n = 1183$, Monkey C, $z = 5.488, p = 4.068e$-08, $n = 2168$, Monkey G, $z = 7.890, p = 3.108e$-15, $n = 1028$, Combined Across Monkeys $z = 5.1301, p = 2.895e$-07, $n = 4379$). Thus, the normalization of the cursor does not account for the increase in movement onset time.

Non-beta frequencies are co-modulated during the beta neurofeedback epoch of task Since the neurofeedback epoch required control of normalized beta power, it is possible for subjects to have neurofeedback strategies that involve modulation of non-beta frequency bands to move the cursor. Using the same trial re-labeling procedure as described above, individual trial labels were re-assigned depending on normalized power in non-beta frequency bands (1-10 Hz, 10-25 Hz, 40-65 Hz, and 65-100 Hz) for the same time window as above. The resulting movement onset times are plotted by re-labeled group, frequency band, and monkey in 2.6D-F. For the 10-25 Hz and 40-65 Hz frequency bands there is ordering correlated with the 25-40 Hz band, and no consistent ordering across monkeys respectively. (Two-tailed Cuzick’s Test, Monkey S 10-25 Hz: $z = -0.6660, p = 0.5054, n = 1183$, 40 – 65 Hz: $z = -1.599, p = 0.1097, n = 1183$, Monkey C 10-25 Hz: $z = 5.717, p = 1.082, n = 2168$, 40-65 Hz: $z = 0.1569, p = 0.8753, n = 2168$, Monkey G 10-25 Hz: $z = 5.477, p = 4.33e$-08, $n = 1028$, 40-65 Hz: $z = -0.9347, p = 0.3500, n = 1028$, Combined across Monkeys 10-25 Hz: $z = 2.9728, p = 0.002951, n = 4379$, 40-65 Hz: $z = -0.4443, p = 0.6568, n = 4379$). The consistent ordering in the 10-25
Figure 2.6: (a-c) Trials from Monkey S, C, G were re-labeled as low, mid-low, mid-high, and high according to the non-normalized beta power during time slice -0.8 to 0.0 sec with respect to the end of the neurofeedback epoch. The movement onset times (MOTs) of the resorted trials were compared and the mean (s.e.m) are plotted in each subplot. Below titles, p-values are shown for Cuzick’s test (d-f). Same as a-c except using normalized non-beta frequencies indicated at top of plot (g). Right shows MOTs for version of task where subjects control X axis with normalized 1-10 Hz power in addition to Y axis with normalized 25-40 Hz. Note that Cuzick’s test for the right plot assumes ordering is mid-low, mid-high, high, low targets (instead of low, mid-low, mid-high, high). Left, same MOT plot for Monkey G from Figure 3c for comparison (h, i). Z scored PSD plots (same method as Figure 2d-f) for different beta targets in the standard beta neurofeedback task (h) and the neurofeedback task that incorporates delta power modulation on the X axis (i). Dotted lines point out the ordering of targets in the beta range, following the movement onset time ordering in (g). (j) Percent of time points within the last 0.8 sec of the neurofeedback epoch that are part of beta oscillatory episodes during beta and 1-10 Hz XY control. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, Cuzick’s two-tailed test for ordered grouping.
Hz band (increased power correlated with increased MOT) is likely due to the natural beta band for each animal extending into frequencies below 25 Hz. 2.3D-F shows that Monkey C and Monkey G exhibit increases in low beta frequencies that are match those in the 25-40 Hz range. The 65-100 Hz (gamma) band does exhibit consistently decreasing power for higher beta targets across monkeys (Two-tailed Cuzick’s test, Monkey S: $z = -5.0279$, $p = 4.96e-07$, $n = 1183$, Monkey C: $z = -4.227$, $p = 2.368e-05$, $n = 2168$, Monkey G: $z = -1.775$, $p = 0.0759$, $n = 1028$, Combined across Monkeys $z = -3.1079$, $p = 0.001884$, $n = 4379$). Indeed, beta power and gamma power have been shown to be anti-correlated in motor-related regions during tasks involving movement [148, 149] in prefrontal cortex during working memory tasks [150], and in parkinsonian subjects at rest [151]. Increased gamma power may then be a physiological pattern that emerges with reduced beta power. It is unlikely that subjects are relying on changes in gamma power, which would change the denominator term in the beta cursor computation, to drive their neurofeedback strategy since gamma power constitutes less than 3% of the total broadband estimate, as shown in table 2.3. The correlation between increased gamma power and reduced MOT was further investigated with a model selection analysis. MOTs were either linearly estimated using normalized gamma power as a predictor (Model 2, table 2.2), normalized beta power as a predictor (Model 1, table 2.2), or both normalized gamma power and normalized beta power as predictors (Model 4, table 2.2) from the last 0.8 seconds of the neurofeedback epoch. The normalized beta power model explained more MOT variance than the normalized gamma power model (table 2.2), and the F-test demonstrated that adding normalized beta power as a predictor in a model with normalized gamma power resulted in significant improvement (Model 2 vs. Model 4, table 2.2). Thus, while gamma power is negatively correlated with MOT, beta power explains more MOT variance than gamma power, and addition of beta power to a model predicting MOT with gamma power significantly improves prediction. The 1-10 Hz band also shows a consistent across-monkey decrease in movement onset time with increased power, discussed below (Two-tailed Cuzick’s Test, Monkey S $z = -4.290$, $p = 1.785e-05$, $n = 1183$, Monkey C: $z = -6.8774$, $p = 6.097 e-12$, $n = 2168$, Monkey G: $z = -8.4548$, $p = 2.795e-17$, $n = 1028$, Combined Across Monkeys $z = -5.3049$, $p = 1.127e-07$, $n = 4379$).

**Modified beta neurofeedback task shows 1-10 Hz band power does not account for movement onset time increase** The 1-10 Hz power subplot of 2.6D-F shows reduced movement onset time with increasing 1-10 Hz power for all three subjects. To investigate whether the movement onset time increase observed was truly due to changes in beta power and not changes in the 1-10 Hz band power, we performed an experimental manipulation as well as a regression analysis, as above with gamma power. In the experimental manipulation, Monkey G performed a NR task variant where beta power continued to move the beta cursor up and down the Y axis, but now instead of having a fixed X axis position, 1-10 Hz power controlled the cursor on the X axis. The targets were in the same positions in as in the standard NR task, but now Monkey G had to ensure that his 1-10 Hz power was neither too low nor too high else the horizontal position...
### Table 2.2: Predicting MOT with Beta and non-Beta Frequency Bands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1: MOT ~ Beta (R2)</th>
<th>Model 2: MOT ~ Gamma (R2)</th>
<th>Model 3: MOT ~ LF (R2)</th>
<th>Model 4: MOT ~ Beta + Gamma (R2)</th>
<th>Model 5: MOT ~ Beta + LF (R2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monkey S</td>
<td>0.0403</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>0.006417</td>
<td>0.05806</td>
<td>0.04321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey C</td>
<td>0.0138</td>
<td>0.004384</td>
<td>0.01253</td>
<td>0.01733</td>
<td>0.01456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey G</td>
<td>0.0767</td>
<td>0.005467</td>
<td>0.05866</td>
<td>0.10561</td>
<td>0.07963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.04363</td>
<td>0.01383</td>
<td>0.01820</td>
<td>0.05677</td>
<td>0.04522</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F statistic Model 2 vs. Model 4</th>
<th>p (Model 4 &gt;&gt; Model 2)</th>
<th>F statistic Model 3 vs. Model 5</th>
<th>p (Model 5 &gt;&gt; Model 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monkey S</td>
<td>F(1181, 1180) = 54.162</td>
<td>p &lt; 1e-16</td>
<td>F(1181, 1180) = 45.373</td>
<td>p &lt; 1e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey C</td>
<td>F(2166, 2165) = 28.531</td>
<td>p &lt; 1e-16</td>
<td>F(2166, 2165) = 4.477</td>
<td>p &lt; 1e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey G</td>
<td>F(1026, 1025) = 114.77</td>
<td>p &lt; 1e-16</td>
<td>F(1026, 1025) = 23.356</td>
<td>p &lt; 1e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine Monkeys</td>
<td>F(4377, 4376) = 199.2</td>
<td>p &lt; 1e-16</td>
<td>F(4377, 4376) = 123.83</td>
<td>p &lt; 1e-16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.3: Percentage of Broadband Power Estimate Comprised by 65-100 Hz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monkey</th>
<th>Mean (std) Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2.43 +/- 1.13 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.50 +/- .518 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>2.14 +/- .825 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of his cursor would not fall within the width of the beta target. Monkey G learned this task and after 3-4 days of practice achieved similar performance to the standard beta-only task of 5-10 sec to each beta target. In the beta task variant, Monkey G adopted a new strategy for getting to the lowest target. 2.6H and 2.6I show PSDs from the last 0.8 seconds of the neurofeedback epoch to the first 0.2 seconds of the reach epoch. For the lowest (green) target in the beta task variant, Monkey G managed to increase the power of his beta frequencies to similar levels as the highest beta target (red) but since he concomitantly increased the power of other frequencies, the denominator term in the normalized beta metric increased more, making the cursor move downwards (2.6I). To ensure that the PSD plot reflected the presence of beta oscillations, we also calculated the percent of on-beta time points using the previously explained time-domain method for the beta task variant (2.6J). This metric reflects the same ordering as in the PSD that the lowest beta target had a comparable percentage of on-beta time points to the highest beta target. This task variant effectively decoupled beta and 1-10 Hz power. In the original task, beta and 1-10 Hz power were inversely correlated (low beta power occurred with high 1-10 Hz power and vice versa) but in this modified task, high 1-10 Hz power and high beta power co-occurred during the low, green target and low 1-10 Hz power and high beta power co-occurred during the high, red target. We analyzed whether movement onset times followed the beta power or the 1-10 Hz power ordering. The movement onset times (2.6G, right) for the green target rose to match the movement onset times of the red target, indicating that the movement onset times followed beta power ordering, not 1-10 Hz power ordering (One-tailed Cuzick’s test for significant ordering of beta targets in 2.6G, right assesses increasing movement onset times per the group order 2, 3, 4, 1 instead of group order of 1, 2, 3, 4 used in all other Cuzick’s tests. Monkey G: z = 7.1359, p = 4.807e-13, n = 1164). If the 1-10 Hz power target ordering is used then MOTs show no significant trend (One-tailed Cuzick’s test for MOTs increase with decreasing 1-10 Hz power, group order of 1, 2, 3, 4, Monkey G: z = -2.5713, p = 0.9949, n = 1164). Although 2.6D-F show a strong co-modulation of 1-10 Hz frequencies with beta frequencies, the 1-10 Hz band does not explain the observed ordering of movement onset times.

In addition to the above experimental manipulation, we also assessed the contribution of the 1-10 Hz band on explaining MOT variance. MOTs were either linearly estimated using the normalized 1-10 Hz power as predictor (Model 4, table 2.2), normalized beta power as a predictor (Model 2, table 2.2), or both normalized 1-10 Hz power and nor-
malized beta power as predictors (Model 5, table 2.2). The normalized beta power model explained more MOT variance than the normalized 1-10 Hz power model (table 2.2), and the F-test demonstrated that adding normalized beta power as a predictor in a model with normalized 1-10 Hz power resulted in significant improvement (Model 4 vs. Model 5, table 2.2). Thus, while 1-10 Hz power is negatively correlated with MOT, beta power explains more MOT variance than 1-10 Hz power, and addition of beta power to a model predicting MOT with 1-10 Hz power significantly improves prediction. Finally, we investigated which sub-frequency bands within the 1-10 Hz band were most closely correlated with MOT. We divided the low frequencies into the delta band (1-3 Hz), theta band (4-7 Hz), and alpha band (8-12 Hz). By performing the same analysis as in Figure 5d-f with the narrower bands, we find that delta and theta bands, but not alpha band, strongly correlate with MOT in all three animals (Monkey S: 1-3 Hz: $z = -3.276$, $p = 1.052 \times 10^{-3}$, $n = 1183$, 4-7 Hz: $z = -3.245$, $p = 0.001174$, $n = 1183$, 8-12 Hz: $z = -1.3085$, $p = 0.1907$, $n = 1183$, Monkey C: 1-3 Hz: $z = -6.9864$, $p = 2.821 \times 10^{-12}$, $n = 2168$, 4-7 Hz: $z = -6.1334$, $p = 8.602 \times 10^{-10}$, $n = 2168$, 8-12 Hz: $z = -1.779$, $p = 0.0753$, $n = 2168$, Monkey G, 1 – 3 Hz: $z = -8.2012$, $p = 2.379 \times 10^{-16}$, $n = 1028$, 4 – 7 Hz: $z = -6.1655$, $p = 7.0239 \times 10^{-10}$, $n = 1028$, 8-12 Hz: $z = 0.0669$, $p = 0.9467$, $n = 1028$, Combined over Monkeys: 1-3 Hz: -5.0064, $p = 5.55 \times 10^{-7}$, $n = 4379$, 4 – 7 Hz: $z = -4.355$, $p = 1.33 \times 10^{-5}$, $n = 4379$, 8-12 Hz: $z = -0.9782$, $p = 0.328$, $n = 4379$).

2.4 Conclusion

2.4.1 Behavioral Correlates of Beta Oscillations

Here we have shown evidence that volitionally increasing and decreasing beta power in the motor system with neurofeedback achieves neural states that precede slower and faster movement onset times respectively in three monkeys. How do these results jive with previous hypotheses?

We first consider how beta oscillations may be generated in the motor system. Our result that volitionally increasing and decreasing motor cortical beta power with neurofeedback precedes slower and faster movement onset times supports the hypothesis that beta oscillations are linked to neural patterns that slow onset of new movements [152]. Our results add to previously reported findings of elevated beta power prior to and after well-trained movements [153, 107, 127]. While we cannot identify the mechanism that drives the beta oscillations observed, modeling and in vitro slice work shed light. Recent modeling of striatal neural populations show increased medium spiny neuron (MSN) excitation can result in beta oscillations within the striatum, which can propagate through output structures of the basal ganglia [154]. MSN excitability is affected by many neuromodulators such as acetylcholine [155] which notably drives increased MSN excitability primarily in D2 MSNs, or the MSNs responsible for the indirect pathway activation [156]. The findings from our study show that when cells generate beta oscillations they encode...
a slower movement state, which could reflect indirect pathway activation. Recent work has also shown that shifts in attention due to salient stimuli are thought to involve the intralaminar nuclei of the thalamus [157], which projects to the striatum [158], potentially resulting in transient increases in beta power in D2 MSNs as well [154]. This common striatal beta-generating mechanism would explain how increases in attention have been reported to evoke beta oscillations [126, 159, 128], and could be used to pause current motor programs in response to salient stimuli [156]. This mechanism is also a plausible explanation for evidence of beta oscillations occurring during untrained, free reaching movements [114, 153]. These oscillations could be driven by salient stimuli that subjects encounter as they execute and update their internally generated motor plan. Our results and proposed mechanism of beta generation do not predict oscillatory events occurring during isometric contraction [106, 108], however it is becoming increasingly common to find different mechanisms for generating similar frequency oscillations [155]. In vitro slice work has identified that with sufficient excitatory drive to slices of sensorimotor or motor cortex, beta frequency oscillations emerge in deep cortical layers [104, 160]. It is possible that the strong excitatory drive needed to stiffen muscles during an isometric contraction task, in contrast to reaching movements that require temporal coordination of antagonist muscle groups [109], is sufficient to generate beta oscillations by the same means described by Roopun et al., 2006 and Yamawaki et al., 2008. Further evidence for this proposed mechanism comes from computational models of driving motoneuron recruitment with pyramidal tract neurons. When pyramidal tract neurons fire at beta band or higher frequencies, motoneurons increased recruitment and hence muscular force production [161], as would be required in an isometric contraction task. Potentially beta oscillations are observed during isometric contraction tasks because of large muscular force requirements in the task, not because of the same striatal beta-generation pathway previously described. Finally, our results and the proposed striatal beta-generating mechanism do not predict the correlation of beta power with other behavioral metrics such as movement onset speed, peak speed, and onset acceleration that were correlated with beta power in other studies [147, 140]. Note though, that the findings of Joundi et al., 2012 and Pogosyan et al., 2009 are from experiments using transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) at beta frequencies applied to motor cortical areas. The mechanisms of tACS are still unclear [162], so it is possible that the reported behavioral effects are due to evoked neuronal activity patterns that are specific to tACS stimulation and do not occur endogenously. While identifying mechanisms that generate beta oscillations can shed light on how certain types of behavior such as attention or isometric contraction may be correlated with onset of beta oscillations, they do not inform how the dynamics of the underlying neural population generate movement change.

2.4.2 Benefits of the Sequential Neurofeedback-Reaching Task

Using a neurofeedback paradigm to investigate behavioral and population neural correlates of oscillations has several advantages. First, since the neurofeedback epoch only
requires subjects to modulate beta power and to be seated at rest, they choose their own subject-specific strategy for generating or quenching beta activity. These strategies may include co-modulating other frequency bands, imagining movement, or performing other internal behaviors that generate beta activity. For example, while Monkeys C and G inversely modulated low frequency (1-10 Hz) power with beta frequency power, Monkey S did not modulate 1-10 Hz power as drastically but did exhibit increased 50-60 Hz power with increased beta power (2.3D-F). Despite the different approaches that were taken to increase and decrease beta power across animals there is still a consistent effect of high versus low beta power on movement onset times, increasing confidence that the oscillation is a reliable marker of the observed behavior. In contrast, many motor tasks engage motor preparation, increased attention, cue expectation, and possibly muscular stiffening all the same time within the task. These overlapping behaviors make it challenging to deliver a parsimonious explanation for the behavioral correlates of beta oscillations using correlational studies. Another advantage of using neurofeedback over other approaches to perturb neural oscillations such as non-invasive transcranial alternating current stimulation [147, 140] or invasive transcranial electrical stimulation [133] is that the recorded neural signal is not tarnished with a stimulation artifact. In this study, simultaneously recorded units were analyzed and shown to exhibit different activity during neurofeedback-induced beta oscillations compared to natural beta oscillations occurring during typical reaching tasks. Despite differences at an individual unit level, population level analyses show that beta oscillations promote a consistent movement-slowing state during both the CO and NR tasks, matching what is observed behaviorally. This analysis may be compromised if a stimulation artifact prevented recording of local field potentials or single units.

Another report, [144], used a similar but non-invasive beta band neurofeedback method prior to a movement task and reports comparable behavioral results. The authors find that 3 of the 8 subjects exhibit significant reductions in movement onset time following reduced beta power, consistent with our findings. Possibly the movement onset increase was not in all subjects because there was substantially more temporal smoothing in their neurofeedback task setup (neural signals averaged in window of 1 seconds, compared with our window of 200 ms), and no hold requirement for their neurofeedback cursor (compared to our hold requirement of 450 ms). Thus, their subjects could be in a greater range of neural states prior to beginning the movement task, making the movement onset versus beta target relationship less robust. Finally, the authors do report a group-level significant increase in movement accuracy following beta reduction, a metric that did not change in our experiment likely due to the subjects’ overtraining of arm reaches in our study.

Finally, neurofeedback is a tool that if effective at introducing a change in subsequent behaviors could possibly be a directly translatable therapy for patients. For example, if excessive synchronization of motor neurons is pathological in PD, learning to reduce neural coupling with neurofeedback of beta oscillations may improve bradykinesia symptoms. Evidence suggests that PD patients do indeed exhibit a stronger movement-related beta power reduction prior to movement onset than non-PD patients [163], implying that some patients may already reduce beta power to initiate movement more easily. Thus,
neurofeedback could be a tool to teach patients to cognitively modulate their beta power for symptom improvement, as discussed in chapter 4.
Chapter 3

Individual and Population Neural Activity during Neurofeedback Control and Naturally Occurring Beta Band Oscillations
3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Neural Signals are Characterized During Beta Band Oscillations and During Motor Behavior, but Not During Both

In chapter 2, we discussed the behavioral correlates of beta oscillations, and an experiment designed to test the correlations between motor cortical beta oscillations and motor behavior. We now turn to the question, of how the presence of beta oscillations reflects underlying population signals in motor cortex. In the study described in chapter 2, a neurofeedback-reaching (NR) task was used in concert with simultaneous, multi-scale, high-count neural recordings to first study how the presence of beta oscillations influence arm-reaching behavior, and second, how underlying neuronal population patterns shift when beta oscillations are generated. It has been suggested that the generation of the beta oscillation itself, either locally or distally, could influence neuronal computation [164, 97] since slowly oscillating ephaptic fields have been shown to entrain spiking behavior in vitro [100]. However, little evidence exists showing that beta oscillations in the local field potential influence spiking activity through ephaptic mechanisms. Thus, in the subsequent analyses and discussions, we interpret beta oscillations as a statistic of synchronization of the underlying neural signals, not as a signal that can independently and causally influence neural spiking through ephaptic effects. We aim to investigate how the underlying neural signals change their encoding during epochs when they generate beta oscillations and do not make claims about the causality of beta oscillations on spiking.

Many proposed behavioral correlates of beta oscillations exist, as described in chapter 2, but to link oscillations to a behavior rigorously it is necessary to understand how oscillations reflect the underlying neural activity that ultimately drives the behavior. Prior studies investigating neural activity changes during beta oscillations have used acute, single-electrode recording preparations and shown that single cells are synchronized to ongoing oscillations but that the strength of this synchronization is unrelated to the involvement of the neuron during the motor task [95]. Further, individual cells do not change their mean spike firing rate but do exhibit a reduction in spiking variability during oscillations compared to before the oscillation [95]. How might these changes in individual units relate to attention, motor preparation, or idling? Modeling groups have aimed to bridge this gap by showing how beta oscillations could be a signal generated by cells conveying top-down information [164, 125], could reflect a pattern of firing used to activate specific cell assemblies [165, 98], or could reflect a specific spatiotemporal recruitment of cells [166, 115]. However, experimental evidence supporting that beta-generating spiking patterns are used to accomplish the proposed functions is lacking. In contrast, if one were to omit the role that beta oscillations may play in motor behavior, there is substantial work linking spiking patterns to specific aspects of motor behavior such as movement onset [83], reaction time [167, 168], movement angle [169, 170], and movement speed [171, 172], to list just a few. We have already reported changes in motor behavior following
performance of neurofeedback during a sequential neurofeedback-reaching task, and now we turn to analyzing a neural population shift that mirrors the change in motor behavior observed. Notably, this shift in neural population was also seen during naturally occurring beta oscillations during reaching tasks suggesting that beta oscillations reflect a common underlying subset of spiking patterns even in different task contexts. Taken together, the behavioral results plus the population analysis ties together existing works on behavioral correlates of beta oscillations with hypotheses of how motor cortex encodes movement onset through the lens of population level neural activity.

3.2 Methods

In the experiments described in chapter 2 with Monkeys G and C, single and multi-unit activity was recorded. All population unit analysis was only conducted with these two animals. Monkey S had arrays that had been implanted for > 3 years and no longer were usable for recording single-units. All neural data from sessions from Monkey G were offline sorted using the Plexon Offline Sorter. Isolated single units and multi-units were included in analysis. For Monkey C, channel activity (Chestek et al., 2011) was used (see Surgery, electrophysiology, and experimental setup). Analyses were performed within day to prevent day-to-day recording instability from influencing analysis.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Relationship of Individual Units to Beta Band Oscillations During NR Task and CO Task

First we consider that if the neurofeedback-induced beta oscillations are qualitatively the same as naturally occurring beta oscillations during reaching tasks, it might be unsurprising that increasing beta power biases subjects toward slower movement onset based on previous studies. We investigate exactly how similar the beta oscillations in the different tasks are through the lens of unit neural activity. On most days, subjects performed 5-10 minutes of the CO task prior to beginning the NR task. Only days when the CO task was performed were used for subsequent analysis (Monkey G: 6 days, Monkey C: 4 days). Simultaneous single-unit and multi-unit activity were recorded throughout Monkey G’s task sessions, and multi-unit and channel level activity [27] were recorded throughout Monkey C’s task sessions. Both single-unit and multi-unit activity were manually sorted, whereas channel level activity used the auto-thresholding function in Omniplex-D software. In subsequent analyses, time bins (100ms or 25ms depending on analysis) will be labeled as on-beta or off-beta referring to whether they fall within or outside a beta oscillation. A beta oscillation is defined as periods in which beta amplitude is above 60th percentile for at least 125 ms (same definition used in chapter 2 when computing percentage of time point on-beta, e.g. in 2.6J). Bins will also be referred to as slow or fast referring to
whether the mean hand speed within the bin is below or above 3.5 cm / sec. The ‘slow’ versus ‘fast’ bin distinction was made to separate bins that were before movement onset from ones after movement onset (approximate movement onset time occurred when hand velocity crossed 3.5 cm / sec). The point in the trial corresponding the cue for movement onset is referred to as the go cue in both tasks (corresponding to the end of neurofeedback epoch in the NR task).

We first assess whether units fire at similar rates during CO task beta oscillations and NR task beta oscillations. Go cue aligned trials were aggregated for each task with each trial lasting 2.5 sec (1.5 sec before go cue through 1.0 sec after go cue). Unit activity was binned into 100 ms bins yielding 25 bins per trial. For every trial, bins that were labeled as slow and on-beta were selected. The distribution of spike counts for these slow, on-beta bins from the NR task was compared to the slow, on-beta events from the CO task. Counts from fast bins were not used in the analysis because there were very few fast bins that were also on-beta. Example mean firing rates of four consecutive time bins in a row aligned to onset of on-beta are shown for two example single unit recordings (unit 101a and unit 1a) from Monkey G in 3.1A where red is the mean firing rate for NR slow, on-beta bins and blue is the mean firing rate for CO slow, on-beta bins. 3.1B shows the fraction of units exhibiting significantly different mean firing rates between the slow, on-beta bins from the two tasks on each day (Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.05, number of units recorded per day displayed above bar). Each day, 40-60% of units from Monkey G (15-20% of units from Monkey C, inset) exhibited significantly different firing rates for NR versus CO slow, on-beta bins. While many individual cells showed changes in mean firing rate during slow, on-beta bins across the two different tasks, it is possible that units could still exhibit a consistent spike rate change in response to beta amplitude changes. We used methods adapted from [98] to fit a continuous beta amplitude-to-spike rate mapping for the NR and CO task to determine if the units’ beta amplitude-to-spike rate correlations are consistent across tasks. Briefly, the logarithm of instantaneous beta amplitude was calculated for the entire 2.5 second epoch and was then correlated against the firing rate of each cell. Three example units are shown in 3.1C-E where the red and blue traces are the relationship between cell firing and beta amplitude for the NR task and the CO tasks respectively. Some units exhibit similar mean firing rates but different beta-to-spike rate slopes (3.1C), some exhibit different mean firing rates but similar beta-to-spike rate slopes (3.1D), and some exhibit different mean firing rates and different beta-to-spike rate slopes (3.1E). To assess whether units exhibit similar beta amplitude-to-spike rate slope across the tasks, we compared within-task and across-task slope estimates. First, two non-overlapping subsets of the CO (CO1, CO2) and NR (NR1, NR2) tasks were used to estimate separate beta amplitude-to-firing rate slopes per unit (CO1, slope, CO2, slope and NR1, slope, NR2, slope). Note that slightly overlapping CO sets were used for Monkey C due to limited CO data. Then, the two slope estimates for each task are correlated to assess within-task slope estimate stability (3.1F: CO1, slope vs. CO2, slope and 3.1G: NR1, slope, vs. NR2, slope). In 3.1F-G, each plotted marker corresponds to a unit and its color corresponds to day on which it was recorded (Monkey G: main
Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of an LFP trace (in black) with a time period corresponding to an on-beta time period (in green). During oscillatory events, example mean firing rates are shown for two example single units from Monkey G (unit 101a, unit 1a) where the red trace is for on-beta bins during the neurofeedback epoch and the blue trace is for slow, on-beta bins during the CO task. Graphs are aligned to starting bin of beta event (b) For each day (main plot Monkey G: days G1 – G6, subplot Monkey C: days C1 – C4), a bar plot indicates the fraction of units that exhibit significantly different firing patterns during slow, on-beta time points in the CO and NR task assessed by the Mann-Whitney U test (p < 0.05). Number of units recorded per day are printed above each bar (c-e) Example beta amplitude-to-spike rate mappings for single-units from a day. Mappings in red are from the CO task. Mappings in blue are from the same unit on the same day during the NR task. (f, g) Stability of beta-to-rate slope estimates from subset #1 versus subset #2 of CO (f) and NR (g) tasks (Main plot Monkey G, subplot Monkey C). R values indicate mean correlation coefficient between slopes computed from subset #1 and from subset #2 across days (h) Comparison of slopes from subset #2 CO versus subset #1 NR tasks. R values indicate mean correlation between slopes from subset #2 CO task versus slopes computed from subset #1 NR task across days.
plot, Monkey C: inset, note same colormap as 3.1B). The printed correlation coefficients are the mean correlation coefficient across days and describe how well a linear regression captures the correlation between slope estimates from subset 1 vs. slope estimates from subset 2. For both tasks, correlation coefficients exceed 0.8. These high correlation coefficients suggest a stable within-task beta-to-rate mapping. Across task slope estimates are visually compared in Figure 6h (COall data vs NRall data). In contrast to the stable within-task slope estimates, across-task slope estimates are less correlated across units. To assess whether the within-task and across-tasks slope differences are significant, a paired Student's t-test is performed to assess the differences between within-task and across-tasks between CO1 vs. CO2 slopes, NF1 vs. NF2 slopes, and CO2-NF1 slopes where units from each day are treated as independent observations (Monkey G: CO1 vs. CO2, \( t = 1.275, p = 0.2032, n = 355 \) units, NF1 vs. NF2, \( t = 0.0169, p = 0.9866, n = 355 \) units, CO2-NF1, \( t = 2.3403, p = 0.0198, n = 355 \), Monkey C: CO1 vs. CO2, \( t = -1.5075, p = 0.1323, n = 513 \) units, NF1 vs. NF2, \( t = -1.309, p = 0.1910, n = 513 \) units, CO2-NF1, \( t = 9.880, p = 3.473e-21, n = 513 \), Combined Across Monkeys: CO1 vs. CO2, \( t = 0.6258, p = 0.5316, n = 868 \) units, NF1 vs. NF2, \( t = -0.5547, p = 0.5793, n = 868 \) units, CO2-NF1, \( t = 5.1782, p = 2.786e-07, n = 868 \) units). The subset comparison of CO2-NF1 was randomly chosen to report -- CO2-NF2, CO1-NF1, and CO1-NF2 also show the same difference in CO vs. NF slopes. Thus, both the mean firing rates of units during slow, on-beta time points as well as the continuous beta amplitude-to-spike rate mappings across tasks are different for many units. Given that the behavioral effect from neurofeedback induced beta oscillations matches well with hypotheses claiming a movement-slowing role of beta oscillations during natural movements [152], it was surprising that individual unit responses during beta activity were so different across tasks.

### 3.3.2 Relationship of Population Signals to Beta Band Oscillations During NR Task and CO Task

While many individual units exhibit different spiking patterns during beta oscillations in the CO and NR tasks, population-level activity across the two tasks could still exhibit consistent patterns. Specifically, since increased beta oscillations during the NR task exhibit slower MOT times, beta oscillations may reflect shifting neural population patterns in a way that affects movement onset. To assess the relationship between CO and NR spike activity patterns with respect to movement onset, we train a classifier on within-day CO spiking activity to discriminate bins occurring pre and post movement onset (PreMO, PostMO). We then use the preMO and postMO neural population activity from the same day’s NR task and assess first whether the same CO-trained classifier successfully distinguishes PreMO and PostMO in the NR task, and second how the presence of beta oscillations influences the separation of the two labeled classes. The approach used to discriminate PreMO and PostMO neural population activity was to train a logistic regression classifier on the first two-thirds of the CO spike counts. CO spiking activity was
binned in 25 ms, each unit was z-scored according to its mean and standard deviation during the CO task, and each 25 ms bin was labeled as PreMO or PostMO. A logistic regression classifier was trained on the binned spike counts with an additional 2 bins of history (number of spike features per observation equal to 3 x number of neurons, and each 3-bin set is referred to as a ‘chunk’). The trained classifier yields a probability of each chunk being PreMO and PostMO:

\[ p(y_i = 1) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{(\beta_0 + \beta_1 x_i)}} \]

\[ p(y_i = 0) = 1 - p(y_i = 1) \]

where \( \beta_0 \) and \( \beta_1 \) are the intercept and neural weights found by the logistic regression classifier respectively. By setting a threshold on these probabilities we can assign predicted PreMO or PostMO labels. For example, if the threshold is 0.5 and the probability of an observation being PostMO is greater than 0.5, the chunk would be assigned as PostMO else it would be assigned as PreMO. Typically in logistic regression, a threshold of 0.5 is used to classify the two classes, where observations with greater than 0.5 would be assigned the label of ‘1’ and less than 0.5 would be assigned the label of ‘0’. Training with unbalanced groups can result in other threshold values being optimal which are typically discovered with an ROC curve analysis (Bradley, 1997). We find optimal thresholds for maximizing percent correct classification are 0.5 and 0.315 for Monkey G and Monkey C. These values are the MO thresholds in Figure 7.

We found that actual PreMO and PostMO chunks exhibited significantly different distances to MO threshold for the held-out 1/3 of data from the CO task (3.2A, Blue: CO task, paired two-tailed Student’s t-test on mean within-day probabilities for CO PreMO and PostMO, Monkey G: n = 6, T = -20.899, p = 4.65e-6, Monkey C (inset): n = 4, T=4.2711, p = 0.0236, Combined Across Monkeys: n = 10, T = -4.1097, p = 0.002638). Thus, population spike count chunks reliably encode before and after movement onset in the CO task. Note that Monkey G does exhibit about an order of magnitude more reliable separation between PreMO and PostMO than Monkey C (y axis in 3.2A), and this is likely due to the lower neural signal quality in Monkey C (implanted ~3 years prior to study without resolvable single or multi-units) than Monkey G (implanted only ~1 year prior to study, with resolvable single and multi-units). To assess whether the same spiking patterns were present during PreMO and PostMO in the NR task, the CO-trained classifier was used to predict the PreMO and PostMO labels of z-scored spiking activity chunks from NR trials. Note that in the NR task, chunks are labeled as ‘PreMO’ during the neurofeedback epoch of the NR task and before movement onset during the reaching epoch of the NR task, and labeled as ‘PostMO’ after movement onset during the reaching epoch. Given the differences in individual unit firing patterns across the CO and NR task (3.1), it is possible that the neural population activity also varies drastically across tasks and that the CO-trained classifier may not perform well when given NR population activity. Instead, we confirm that the same CO-trained classifier does yield significantly different distances to MO threshold for the NR task (3.2A, Red: NR task,
Figure 3.2: (a) Distance to MO threshold for the CO (blue) and NR (red) tasks for PreMO and PostMO time points from Monkey G and Monkey C (inset). Bars less than and greater than zero indicate mean scores predicting PreMO and PostMO respectively. (b) Example mean (s.e.m) of distance from MO threshold as a function of time to go cue for CO trials (black), high beta target NR trials (red), mid-high beta target NR trials (yellow), mid-low beta target NR trials (blue), and low beta target NR trials (green). At the go cue, distances to MO threshold are greatest for high beta target, and lowest for low beta targets. (c) Similar to (b) but aligned to MOT instead of go cue. Trials converge to MO threshold at MOT. (d-e) The mean distance from MO threshold for slow, preMO, off-beta and slow, preMO, on-beta time points during the CO (left) and NR (right) tasks for Monkey G and Monkey C respectively. Individual lines connect mean off-beta and on-beta distances (s.e.m) for individual sessions.
paired two-tailed Student’s t-test on mean within-day probabilities for CO PreMO and PostMO chunks, Monkey G: n = 6, T = -7.4593, p = 6.83e-4, Monkey C (inset): n = 4, T = -13.591, p = 8.62e-4, Combined Across Monkeys: T = -3.6193, p = 5.578e-3, n = 10). This finding validates that the population reliably encodes gross kinematics similarly across tasks despite the individual unit activity changes observed in the previous analysis.

Given that the CO-trained movement onset classifier maintains its predictability in the NR task, we can now ask how the presence of beta oscillations influences the distance to the MO threshold. It is possible in both the CO task and NR task that the presence of beta oscillations does not affect the distance to MO threshold since it is known that cells more involved in movement are no more likely to be entrained to beta oscillations than signals not involved in movement [95]. The classifier thus may have captured reliable movement signals from units that are not entrained by beta oscillations, making the distance to MO threshold unaffected by the presence of the oscillations. A second possibility is that the presence of beta oscillations keeps neural activity further away from the MO threshold only during CO trials, but not NR trials. Since the classifier weights were trained on the CO task the classifier weights may reflect beta-related structure in the population that is useful for predicting CO bins to be PreMO. If the neurofeedback beta-related structure in the population is different than it is in the CO case, as is suggested on an individual unit basis by 3.1, then the population spiking patterns occurring during beta oscillations during the NR task may not exhibit similarly greater distances from the MO threshold. A final possibility is that despite the differences in individual unit firing patterns during the CO and NR beta oscillations, production of beta oscillations requires a consistent shift in population activity that is also related to movement onset. By comparing the signed distance to the MO threshold of each of the beta targets during NR trials and CO trials during on-beta and off-beta periods we can begin to discriminate amongst the three possibilities. 3.2B-C show the mean signed distance to MO threshold for beta targets and CO trials from one representative day (Monkey G, session 5). In 3.2B, traces are aligned to the go cue, showing that during the neurofeedback epoch prior to the go cue, the high beta target (red) maintains a much greater distance from the MO threshold than the low and mid-low beta targets (green and blue). At the time of the go cue the high beta target is further from the MO threshold than the lower beta targets, suggesting that subjects must traverse a greater neural distance to arrive at the MO threshold, which may take longer resulting in a longer MOT. When aligning the same trials to the MOT, all traces converge around the MO threshold showing that all NR trials must arrive at the same MO threshold to initiate movement. These examples suggest that the presence of beta oscillations is an indicator of subjects’ neural population being far from movement initiation. It is possible, however, that the decoder has identified discriminative firing patterns that are unrelated to the presence of beta oscillations. Since subjects are performing a neurofeedback task with different strategies for different beta targets, the differences observed in 3.2B-C could be related to their distinct beta-target strategy instead of the actual presence of beta oscillations. In 3.2B-C, the green line corresponding to the lowest beta target is further from the blue line corresponding to the
Table 3.1: Unit Properties of Chosen vs. Unchosen and Chosen+ vs. Chosen- : All tests are Kruskal Wallis test for differences in median

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chosen</th>
<th>Unchosen</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Beta-to-FR Slope</th>
<th>Mean Modulation (Hz)</th>
<th>Mean Firing Rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Beta Rhythmicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monkey G</td>
<td>N = 104</td>
<td>N = 251</td>
<td>H = 32.42, p = 1.24e-8</td>
<td>H = 24.78, p = 6.41e-07</td>
<td>H = 0.97, p = 0.324</td>
<td>H = 14.40, p = 1.48e-04</td>
<td>H = 0.229, p = 0.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey C</td>
<td>N = 171</td>
<td>N = 342</td>
<td>H = 244.2, p = 4.72e-55</td>
<td>H = 145.0, p = 2.1e-33</td>
<td>H = 1.195, p = 0.274</td>
<td>H = 139.6, p = 3.3e-32</td>
<td>H = 0.364, p = 0.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine</td>
<td>N = 275</td>
<td>N = 593</td>
<td>H = 213.4, p = 2.5e-48</td>
<td>H = 132.3, p = 1.30e-30</td>
<td>H = 0.004, p = 0.947</td>
<td>H = 99.16, p = 2.3e-23</td>
<td>H = 0.016, p = 0.897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mid-low beta target, showing that the presence of more beta oscillations in the mid-low beta target is not the only factor in determining distance from the MO threshold. To directly test if the presence of beta oscillations affects distance to the MO threshold, we collapse all NR data across beta targets, isolate slow chunks that occur prior to actual movement onset, and compare distance to MO threshold for on-beta and off-beta bins in both the CO and NR task. 3.2D-E show mean on-beta and off-beta distances to MO threshold for individual days in the CO (left) and NR (right) tasks. In all cases but one, off-beta slow chunks exhibit significantly closer distances to MO threshold than on-beta slow chunks (paired Students’ t-test of with-in-day means 3.2D: Monkey G: CO off-beta vs. on-beta, n = 6, T = 6.7423, p = 0.001089, NR off-beta vs. on-beta, n = 6, T = 2.6073, p = 0.0478, 3.2E: Monkey C: CO off-beta vs. on-beta, n = 4, T = 1.3245, p = 0.2772 NR off-beta vs. on-beta n = 4, T = 4.7632, p = 0.0176, Combined Across Monkeys: CO off-beta vs. on-beta, n = 10, T = 4.2458, p = 0.00126, NF off-beta vs. on-beta, n = 10, T = 3.1851, p = 0.0111). The CO and NR tasks exhibit common population level activity changes reflected by the onset of beta oscillations, and specifically, these population changes encode a shift further away from the MO threshold.

To determine which types of units contributed most to the success of the logistic classifier, we selected units that fulfilled two criteria. First, a logistic classifier trained
Figure 3.3: Top shows differences between classifier weight $\beta_1$ for chosen and unchosen units (top) and chosen+ and chosen- units (bottom) for Monkey G (left) and Monkey C (right). Same layout for (b) beta-to-FR slope (as in 3.1f-h), (c) CO task modulation, (d) mean firing rate, and (e) beta rhythmicity. Differences are assessed with Kruskal Wallis test and reported along with sample sizes in 3.1. * $p < 0.05$, ** $p < 0.01$, *** $p < 0.001$. 
only on chunks from the individual unit in 2/3 of the CO task had to predict significantly lower scores for PreMO than PostMO in held-out data in the CO and NF tasks. The second criterion was that units exhibit lower predicted scores for ‘on-beta’, slow chunks than ‘off-beta’, slow chunks in both tasks. The units that fulfilled both criteria were referred to as ‘chosen’ units, and were compared to all other ‘unchosen’ units (units collapsed across days -- Monkey G: 104 chosen units, 251 unchosen units, Monkey C: 171 chosen units, 342 unchosen units). We analyzed the differences between chosen and unchosen weights using five different metrics—classifier weight, beta-to-firing rate slope during CO task, mean modulation during the CO task, mean firing rate during the CO task, and beta rhythmicity during the CO task (3.3, table 3.1). We found the weights of chosen units exhibited significantly higher and more positive weights than unchosen units, indicating that most chosen units increased their firing rate during PostMO compared to PreMO. Chosen units also tended to have higher firing rates. Further, chosen units show significantly lower beta-amplitude-to-firing-rate slopes during the CO task than unchosen units, consistent with the finding that firing rates increase during movement concomitantly with beta amplitude decreases. Chosen units and unchosen units showed no difference in their mean task modulation, and no difference in their beta rhythmicity (3.3, table 3.1). Lastly, to assess any difference between the chosen units with a positive $\beta_1$ classifier weight and the chosen units with negative $\beta_1$ classifier weight, the same analyses were performed between these groups (termed ‘Chosen+’ units and ‘Chosen−’ units, Monkey G: 85 Chosen+ units, 19 Chosen− units, Monkey C: 170 Chosen+ units, 1 Chosen− unit). The Chosen+ units and Chosen− units respectively increase and decrease firing rate during movement. Thus, we also find that the Chosen+ group exhibits significantly lower beta-to-firing rate slopes. The groups do not show any difference in mean task modulation. The positive units exhibit significantly higher firing rate. Finally, the negatively modulated units have a non-significantly higher ‘beta rhythmicity’ than the positive units. Overall, units that contribute most to the classification of PreMO versus PostMO tend to be high firing units that are positively modulated with movement onset, yet are no more task modulated. Within this group are a few units that instead fire less with movement that are generally lower firing rate and possibly more entrained to ongoing beta oscillations in the local field potential. These Chosen− units are possibly a distinct subpopulation of single and multi-units that may act as pacemaker cells for the population [121], though more data and a more careful characterization of firing properties, ISIs, and waveform would be needed to make this claim.

3.4 Conclusion

In chapter 2 we presented evidence that volitionally increasing and decreasing beta power in the motor system with neurofeedback achieves neural states that precede slower and faster movement onset times respectively in three monkeys. These results support the hypothesis that beta oscillations in the motor system reflect neural patterns that are far
from a movement onset neural state. Importantly, we use simultaneously recorded single
and multi-unit activity during the NR and CO tasks to characterize how the presence
of beta oscillations reflects changes in underlying neural population activity that ultimately
drives the behavioral changes observed. During the neurofeedback epoch of the NR task,
population neural activity exhibits greater distances from the computed MO threshold in
the presence of beta oscillations, and shorter distances when there are no oscillations. We
emphasize that this result is not merely driven by the observation that there are often more
beta oscillations at rest than during movement. Rather, when subjects are performing
neurofeedback and they are at rest, their underlying neural population is shifting further
away from the MO threshold when beta oscillations are observed. We discuss mechanisms
that generate beta oscillation in the conclusion of chapter 2 which can shed light on how
certain types of behavior such as attention or isometric contraction may be correlated
with onset of beta oscillations. However, they do not inform how the dynamics of the
underlying neural population generate the movement change.

We find here that populations of neurons generate beta oscillations, their patterns
are further from movement onset threshold than when they do not generate oscillations.
In both the CO and NR tasks, on-beta PreMO bins exhibit further distances from the
MO threshold than off-beta PreMO bins 3.2 emphasizing the common population shift
that occurs in the CO and NR tasks during beta oscillatory periods. We propose that
neural populations must stop generating beta oscillations before they can instantiate spec-
cific preparatory and movement generating patterns that may occur closer to the MO
threshold. Thus, the generation of beta oscillations favors a low-risk state where neural
populations will not accidentally create patterns that cause movement, and in exchange
compromise their readiness for upcoming movements. Generation of these oscillations
may possibly be implemented by a distinct subpopulation of ‘pacemaker’ cells, as dis-
cussed in 3.3, though data with more clearly isolatable single units is needed to describe
how distinct subpopulations may each contribute to the pacing of beta oscillations versus
the encoding of kinematic information. The hypothesis that encoding of specific move-
ments is compromised with beta oscillations is further supported by experiments showing
that in a delayed reaching task similar to the CO task here, movement cues associated
with more uncertainty are correlated with higher beta power during preparatory periods
than movement cues associated with certainty [173]. Uncertain stimuli bias the subject
against preparing movements, corroborating that periods of beta oscillations are associ-
ated with compromised preparation. Further, during spike driven cursor brain-machine
interface tasks when subjects are not moving, periods of beta oscillatory activity corre-
spond to inferior neural decoding [93] and slower cursor movements [94], suggesting that
the population contains less specific directional information that can be used to move the
prosthetic cursor. How does this hypothesis of reduced movement encoding mesh with
results showing linearly separable neural activity patterns for different movements occur-
ring during preparatory periods when beta oscillations are prominent [174]? Since beta
oscillations occur in transient bursts and only show elevated power for trial averages [175],
it is possible that movement encoding during bursts is compromised, but outside of bursts
is intact. Further, not all cells engage in beta oscillatory events [95] making it possible that some cells are still encoding movement information during ongoing oscillations [97].
Chapter 4

Neurofeedback Control in Parkinsonian Patients
4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Beta Band Oscillations in Parkinsonian Patients

In addition to neurofeedback being a useful scientific tool for perturbing neural signals of interest as demonstrated in chapter 2 and 3, neurofeedback has also been used as a therapy for various neurological disorders including attention deficit disorder [66], chronic pain [67], and even epileptic seizure frequency [176]. Below we first consider whether neurofeedback control can be performed in Parkinsonian patients, and second whether repeated practice of a neurofeedback-behavioral task can reveal how cortical beta oscillations are related to motor behaviors in Parkinsonian patients.

Parkinson’s disease is characterized by a denervation of dopaminergic inputs to the basal ganglia, resulting in a variety of motor and cognitive deficits including tremor, bradykinesia, rigidity, and disorders of executive function, impulse control, and mood. Two common therapies for Parkinson’s disease are pharmacological (dopamine replacement therapy) and surgical (deep brain stimulation). Pharmacological treatment is initially an effective therapy, but eventually the required dose for efficacy becomes too high. Deep brain stimulation is an effective therapy for patients responsive to dopamine replacement therapy, though its mechanism of action is not clear. One consistent finding in Parkinsonian patients is that they exhibit increased beta oscillatory power in the basal ganglia when they are not receiving deep brain stimulation therapy or dopamine replacement therapy, compared to when they are on these therapies [177]. The mechanisms through which dopamine administration or deep brain stimulation ameliorates patient symptoms and reduces beta oscillations remains to be determined.

Primary motor cortex, a primary source of input to the motor basal ganglia does not exhibit the same increase in beta power when patients are off therapy [86], nor does it exhibit a difference between PD and non-PD patients [85, 163]. However, individual motor cortical neuron recordings from parkinsonian non-human primates and electrocorticography recordings in parkinsonian humans support the hypothesis that excessive beta oscillations in the LFP of the basal ganglia may be reflected in hyper synchronized spiking activity or high-frequency LFP activity of motor cortical signals. This hyper synchronization may prevent successful encoding of kinematic information during movement. Specifically, simultaneously recorded activity from many motor cortical cells was found to be more correlated in motor disabled non-human primates after systemic treatment with 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP, a drug causing Parkinson’s disease) than before treatment [178, 179]. Cells also fire less specifically to passive limb movements after MPTP treatment [178] suggesting a link between parkinsonian symptoms and highly synchronous, uninformative spiking activity. It has also been found that coupling between low frequency beta phase and high frequency broadband gamma power is elevated in PD patients who had their deep brain stimulation therapy turned off [86] or were in an off state following an extended period of no levodopa medication [87]. Both stimulation and levodopa administration therapies improve symptoms of bradykinesia and rigidity for PD
patients, suggesting that synchronization of high gamma LFP activity, a proxy for spiking activity, to beta frequencies may be related to akinesia symptoms. This evidence supports the hypothesis that beta oscillations reflect reduced capability of kinematic encoding in motor cortical population activity, and that in Parkinsonian patients, reducing excessive beta activity in the basal ganglia, or reducing synchronization of spiking activity to beta frequencies in motor cortex may be therapeutic. One possible strategy for overcoming excessive beta synchronization in the basal ganglia and motor system may be to learn to reduce motor cortical beta power, which may serve to reduce the beta-synchronized spiking activity. Since cortex constitutes the majority of input to the basal ganglia, this manipulation may also reduce excessive beta activity in the basal ganglia. Recent work has found that PD patients do exhibit stronger sensorimotor cortical beta desynchronizations in early movement preparation compared to Essential Tremor (ET) patients [163], suggesting some patients may already use this cortical beta desynchronization strategy. Finally, the technical reason to test the cortical beta desynchronization approach instead of directly reducing basal ganglia beta power is that cortical neural signals are much greater in amplitude, and less likely to be affected by stimulation artifacts than basal ganglia signals [180].

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Activa PC + S Use

Neurofeedback studies to date either utilize invasive or non-invasive neural recordings. Studies making use of invasive recording systems often require subjects to be in a hospital setting (e.g. [181]) and have not been developed for patients to use while going about their normal daily activities. On the other hand, acquiring non-invasive signals is more convenient but the signal itself suffers from reduced spatial resolution and attenuated high frequency activity. Further, non-invasive systems are sensitive to ambient electronic noise as well as biological artifacts from muscle and eye movements. An ideal neurofeedback system would combine the high signal quality of invasive studies with the convenience of a non-invasive setup. In addition, it would support real-time data streaming and not exert excessive power demands on the device.

The Medtronic Activa PC + S neurostimulator coupled with the Medtronic Nexus-D communication link system enables such capabilities [182, 183, 184]. This device is an investigational pulse generator capable of delivering continuous constant frequency electrical stimulation, similar to commercially available pulse generators used in DBS for movement disorders such as PD, dystonia, and essential tremor. In addition to delivering therapeutic subcortical stimulation, bipolar ECoG neural signals can also be recorded. Recently, recording invasive cortical ECoG signals chronically has been demonstrated in a nonhuman primate by implanting a quadripolar lead over sensorimotor cortical regions and routing leads (with lead extensions) into the neurostimulator [185]. Coupled with
Table 4.1: Neurofeedback task parameters for three study subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient #</th>
<th>Months Post-Surgery</th>
<th>Home or Clinic</th>
<th>Stim On or Off</th>
<th>Streamed Data</th>
<th>Beta Band (Hz)</th>
<th>Power Est. Method</th>
<th>Cursor Predict Alg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>Clinic</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Time Domain</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>Multi-Taper Reg.</td>
<td>Linear Reg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Power Estimate</td>
<td>12.5-17.5</td>
<td>On Chip Linear</td>
<td>Linear Reg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Clinic</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Time Domain</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>Welch Kalman Filter</td>
<td>Linear Reg.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the Nexus-D communication link, the system allows for real- time, wireless transfer of ECoG signals. Here, we leverage the fully embedded, wireless streaming capabilities of the device to investigate whether PD patients can learn to perform a neurofeedback task driven by invasively recorded cortical signals.

4.2.2 Activa PC + S Configuration

We first sought out to determine if 3 PD patients could perform neurofeedback control with the Activa PC + S device. This protocol was approved by the UCSF institutional review board (protocol # 13-10878) under a physician sponsored investigational device exemption (IDE #G120283 to Dr. Phil Starr). The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01934296). Informed consent was obtained under the Declaration of the Principles of Helsinki.

Study subjects were evaluated by a movement disorders neurologist and met criteria for a diagnosis of PD (i.e. presence of bradykinesia and at least one other parkinsonian cardinal symptom and responsiveness to levodopa). Baseline motor function in the on medication and off medication states were characterized using the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale, motor subscale (UPDRS III). Patients were evaluated by a neuropsychologist to exclude significant cognitive impairment or untreated mood disorder. In all three patients, the 4-contact cortical ECoG lead (Medtronic model 3587a) was placed in the subdural space through the same burr hole used for the therapeutic subthalamic nucleus (STN) lead. The STN lead was placed with standard methods [186]. At least one contact covered the posterior precentral gyrus (presumed primary motor cortex). Localization of the ECoG strip was confirmed using intraoperative CT merged to the patients preoperative MRI, as previously described [187]. Then, the free ends of the cortical and subthalamic leads were each connected to 40 cm lead extender (Medtronic model 37087) and tunneled down the neck to a Medtronic Activa PC+S bidirectional neural interface placed in a pocket over the pectoralis muscle. Sessions occurred at 13.5, 11, and 18 months post-surgery for patients 1-3 respectively (see table 4.1).

The Activa PC + S accommodates different sampling rates, channel streaming con-
figurations, and filtering options. The sampling rate utilized in this study was 422 Hz (maximum sampling rate supported when device is streaming data). At this sampling rate, the device can stream one channel of time-domain data per lead (packets of 169 points sent every 400 ms). It can also stream pre-calculated power in a frequency band (2 points sampled at 5 Hz, sent every 400 ms). The benefit of the on-chip power calculation option is that it substantially reduces the power consumption of the neurostimulator device. In contrast to streaming time-domain data which consumes 2.5 mA, streaming power channels consumes only 90 uA (both estimates do not include additional drain of 220 uA required for stimulation) [188]. In order to validate that our experimental paradigm would function in a setting where we used the lower-power on-chip spectral power estimate, we chose to use the on-chip power estimate of beta power for Patient 2’s online control instead of using beta power calculated from the streamed time-domain channel. Prior work has shown that with stimulation on in the Activa PC+S device, artifacts can be introduced into time domain data and power estimate data at multiple frequencies, corrupting the underlying neural signal [188]. In order to avoid Patient 2’s stimulation artifact from compromising beta band recordings, we selected a bandwidth of 15 +/- 2.5 Hz (recommended for a stimulation frequency of 130 Hz) instead of optimizing the beta band frequency limits with the baseline calibration task (as was done for Patients 1, 3). The Activa PC + S is also outfitted with a number of filter and gain options. Our real-time streamed data was filtered through a low-pass anti-aliasing filter at 260 Hz and a 0.5 Hz high pass filter. We used the maximum gain (2000) that the device allowed. The Activa PC+S also requires a data compression feature to be used when streaming data in real-time with Nexus-D.

4.2.3 Neurofeedback Task Calibration

All neural recordings were bipolar. Contact selection occurred prior to the training session using both recorded neural data from previous neural recordings sessions and anatomical location. Contacts that were over sensorimotor areas and exhibited a strong beta desynchronization during overt movement tasks were selected. For Patients 1 and 3, to estimate the beta band limits to be used for online control, patients performed a 1-2 minute movement task involving elbow flexion and extension in response to quasi-random auditory cues. These tasks elicit strong beta synchronizations in anticipation of the movement cue and after movement, and desynchronizations at movement onset [189]. Using the neural recording during this movement task, the power spectral density was estimated (see below) in windows of 400 ms at steps of 400 ms (no overlap). The variance of the spectrum at each frequency was plotted. The frequency band in the beta region (10-40 Hz) that yielded the local maxima on the frequency versus variance plot was selected.

For patient 1, the multi-taper method (using 5 tapers) was used to estimate the baseline spectrum as well as beta power online [143]. In patient 2, however, STN stimulation was on which resulted in a noisier signal. Due to artifacts from stimulation and the
Figure 4.1: Patient power spectral densities during online neurofeedback control. Despite stimulation on in Patients 2 and 3 (130 Hz, 160 Hz respectively), beta peaks are still resolvable. Colored horizontal lines denoted by black arrow show the beta frequency range used for online control for each patient (Patient 1: 10-20 Hz, Patient 2: 12.5-17.5 Hz, Patient 3: 20-30 Hz). Note that the beta band used for neurofeedback control in Patient 2 was specially configured for streaming power estimates (instead of time domain data), and does not match the actual beta peak.
Figure 4.2: (A) Patients implanted with the Activa PC + S and cortical leads have the implantable pulse generator (IPG) located over the pectoralis muscle. A telemetry module has an antenna that sits on the skin surface in close proximity to the IPG and wirelessly acquires neural data and transmits the data to a Windows 7 machine via serial port. The Medtronic Nexus-D application program interface provides functions called from Matlab 2014b to acquire data from the serial port. Neural data is then translated into cursor position. (B) Task timeline begins with a target appearing. The patient then must make the cursor enter the target and hold (in all sessions reported, hold <400 ms making the hold time effectively 0 ms) after which the target turns yellow and the score count is incremented. An inter-trial interval of 1.6 seconds follows before the next trial begins.

Processor clock (at multiple frequencies, see [188]), the smoothing from the multi-taper method spread artifacts to other frequency band estimates, yielding a noisy estimate of the spectrum. To mitigate this issue in future patients, estimates of beta power using the time domain signal used a method without smoothing (Welch’s method with a Hamming window, pwelch in Matlab).

To fit the mapping between beta power estimates and cursor position, either simple linear regression (Patients 1, 2) or a Kalman filter (Patient 3) was used. To fit the simple linear regression model, a distribution of baseline beta power estimates from a 1-2 minute movement task was first acquired. The slope and offset of the linear regression were fit using two points ((x1, y1) and (x2, y2)) where the 25th and 50th percentiles of the beta power distribution from the movement task were x1 and x2 and the cursor positions at the bottom of the screen and middle of the screen were y1 and y2. For Patient 3, the Kalman filter utilized had constant A, W, C, and Q matrices, and the state-space model and observation model were formulated typically:

\[ y_{t+1} = Ay_t + w_t, w_t \sim N(0,W) \]
\[ \beta_t = Cy_t + q_t, q_t \sim N(0,Q) \]
Here, \( y_t \) represents cursor position, and \( \beta_t \) represents beta power estimate. \( C \) was fit by estimating the target position from the baseline movement task where it was assumed that at all times when beta power was in the 0-25th percentile of the overall baseline beta power distribution, the 'intended' cursor position was the position of the low beta target. Similarly, beta power in the 25th-50th percentile, 50th-75th percentile, and 75th-100th percentile were assumed to be aiming at the mid-low, mid-high, and high target respectively. Then beta power (\( \beta_t \)) was regressed against these inferred target positions (\( y_t \)). \( Q \) was calculated as the covariance of (\( \beta_t - Cy_t \)). \( A \) was calculated by adding minimal Gaussian noise to the inferred target position and calculating the correlation between time \( t \) and \( t - 1 \). \( W \) was calculated as the covariance of (\( y_{t+1} - Ay_t \)). Matrices remained constant throughout the task, and the standard time-update and measurement-update steps were utilized to estimate cursor position from neural input and previous cursor state [190].

Once a mapping was set, patients began to play the neurofeedback game (4.2b). The task includes 4 targets each centered at -6, -2, 2, and 6 on a y axis that extends from -10 to 10 (arbitrary units). Targets had a radius of 2 (1.75 in early training for Patient 1 only) and the cursor was a point that was represented by Mario, a popular video game character. The cued target for that particular trial was indicated by the target turning green. Once subjects got their cursor (Mario) in the target, an auditory cue sounded, and the target turned yellow to indicate success. The score counter on the task interface incremented. Finally, an inter-trial interval time of 1.6 seconds elapsed before the next target was cued (turned green). The GUI and custom code for interfacing with the Activa PC + S using Nexus D and the Medtronic provided Matlab API functions is available on [http://github.com/pkhanna104/nexusbmi](http://github.com/pkhanna104/nexusbmi)

In order to help patients reach targets in early training an assistive feature was used to bring the cursor closer to the final target position that was currently trying to be acquired. The assist was an additive offset to the decoded cursor position:

\[
cursorpos = (1 - \alpha)\cursorpos_{\text{decoder}} + \alpha\finalpos
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a value between 0 (no assist) and 1 (full assist) that corresponds to how much the assistive feature determines the position of cursor. \( \alpha \) parameters used for each patient. Patients provided verbal input during breaks in between blocks indicating what value of \( \alpha \) they wanted for the next block.

### 4.3 Results: Evidence of Neurofeedback Control

Three patients completed the cortical beta power driven neurofeedback task (4.2). Two patients visited the UCSF Movement Disorders and Neuromodulation Center, and one patient completed the task at home. All patients had one Activa PC + S device that supports two quadripolar leads. The lead for DBS therapy was placed in the subthalamic nucleus, while the lead for recording covered sensorimotor cortex. Patients with bilateral therapy also had a separate Activa SC unit (for clinical therapy only). Depending on
severity of patient condition, patients were tested either on or off stimulation for the entirety of the neurofeedback training session (table 4.1). Because ECoG contact locations and the limits of the beta frequency band vary slightly by subject, contact selection and band limits were defined through an initial calibration procedure at the beginning of each patient's training session. After contact selection and beta band frequency limits were selected, a linear mapping between beta band power and the one-dimensional height of a cursor was fit. The mapping was fit such that mean beta power during the baseline task positioned the cursor in the middle of the 1D axis of cursor movement, and beta power above and below baseline levels moved the cursor higher and lower respectively. This position-based mapping is in contrast to many velocity-driven neurofeedback systems.

Patients then proceeded to play a neurofeedback game where they controlled a cursor shaped like Mario, a video game character from the Nintendo Mario franchise. The Mario cursor could move in one dimension and was controlled by patients changing their endogenous sensorimotor beta power. On each trial one of the four targets that were uniformly spaced along the 1D workspace was illuminated. Patients goal was to move the cursor to a position within the illuminated target before the trial timed out (4.2B). Patients completed 5-10 blocks of 5-15 minutes each where they practiced moving the cursor into targets. In early blocks, an assistive feature that moved their cursor closer to the desired target was utilized to make the task easier for patients. As training progressed, the assist was either maintained or reduced (4.3). Patients completed 1-2 hours of training each. During online control Patients 1 and 3 exhibited beta power peaks that were similar to their baseline recording peak (4.1) illustrated by the match between the beta peak in the
Table 4.2: Mean time to target (s.d.) in late training (secs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient #</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Mid-Low</th>
<th>Mid-High</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.6 (4.9)</td>
<td>0.5 (0.3)</td>
<td>4.0 (4.6)</td>
<td>29.3 (32.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20.4 (29.6)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.9)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.6)</td>
<td>15.5 (15.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>6.2 (12.6)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.3)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

power spectral density plot calculated from online control sessions and the horizontal line representing the beta band used for online control (calculated from baseline recordings). Patient 2’s baseline beta peak was not used to fit the beta band limits used for online control, which is why the peak in the PSD from online control appears mismatched to the horizontal line illustrating the beta band used for neurofeedback.

When examining the average time to target, there was a natural division where trials to one or two of the four targets were acquired on average in <2 sec and trials to the other of the four targets were acquired on average in >4 seconds (see table 4.2). It is possible that the trials to targets that were acquired on average in <2 sec were just acquired due to the natural variation of the cursor, in contrast to the patient trying to get the cursor in the target. To determine whether these two groups of times-to-target were better described by a single Gaussian or a mixture of two Gaussians we fit a Gaussian mixture model to the time-to-target data, and compared the one-Gaussian model to the two-Gaussian model. Specifically, first, all time-to-target data across 3 subjects from their late learning sessions was pooled. The mean and standard deviation was estimated for the pooled data, and the resultant Gaussian probability distribution function was used to calculate the log-likelihood of the data. Then, a second model was fit that used one Gaussian for the quickly acquired targets, and a second Gaussian for the more slowly acquired targets (see table 4.2 for target designation for each patient) and log-likelihood of the data was estimated for the second model. Finally, Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) were calculated to compare the models account for the greater number of parameters in the second model. We found that times-to-target were better explained by two Gaussians (AIC, BIC of one Gaussian: 947.13 and 948.01, and of two Gaussians: 547.06, 548.82). In addition, patients reported that they did not need to control the cursor in order to acquire these easier targets. Because of our analysis showing that these times-to-target are better described by two Gaussians and because patients reported a lack of voluntary control to certain targets, we proceeded to only include the targets with mean acquisition times of >4 sec in the subsequent chance analyses (table 4.2 bolded targets are used for each patient). In order to assess whether task performance was above chance level, the cursor trajectory from late training blocks with constant assist level was replayed through a target-shuffled version of the task 1000 times. We re-simulated the patient cursor trajectory from late sessions through many task simulations with shuffled target orders. Included in the task simulation is the target and cursor size, hold time, timeout times, and inter-trial intervals. In 4.4, we only report counts for those of the four targets that took longer than an average of 2 seconds for patients to acquire. For
example, if the mid-low and mid-high were deemed to be spuriously acquired by the previous analysis, and a patient has a final target count of 30 in a particular block, but 15/30 of the simulated targets were trials to the spuriously acquired targets, we would only count the other 15 targets in their final count for that block. Then, if a simulation of the block was performed with target shuffling and the simulation scored 40 targets but 30/40 of the targets are trials to the mid-low and mid-high targets, we would only count the 10 trials to other targets. Thus, the final count for the actual performance would be 15 and the simulated performance would be 10, in contrast to the original 30 to 40 comparison.

The actual number of successes by each patient was compared to the distribution of successes in simulated performance for targets deemed to be acquired by voluntary control (4.4A-C).

Subject performance significantly exceeded the distribution of chance performance (4.4A-C, Patient 1: p <0.05, Patient 2: p <0.01, Patient 3: p <0.001, one-tailed test, Bootstrapped distribution).

Through the course of training, subjects had access to an assistive feature that they could use at a level varying between 0 (no assist) to 1 (full assist). Subjects’ beta cursor was determined by a linear summation of the cursor position estimated by their neural activity weighted by 1- $\alpha$, and the desired target position weighted by $\alpha$. The assist features thus served to nudge the cursor closer to the cued target. Patients provided verbal input in between blocks indicating what value of $\alpha$ they wanted for the next block. All patients exhibited a trend of reducing or maintaining a constant assist level over blocks indicating that patients felt they were either improving or doing the task proficiently over the course of the session (4.3). In addition to the reduced reliance on the assist feature, we also analyzed improvement in time to target for late training blocks where patients had a constant assist level. Patient 3 improved significantly in time to target for the mid-low target which was the lowest target achieved by this patient (4.4F). Other patients exhibited non-significant reduction in time to target over the course of late training evidenced by linear regression slopes less than zero (4.4D-E). These improvements are promising but not significant, likely because subjects did too few trials with assist at a constant level.

Interestingly, Patient 1 and 3 exhibited few overt movements during their training sessions, but Patient 2 explored the movement space and converged on a movement strategy (raising his right hand and holding it up) to make their beta power increase. It is possible that he was activating the beta rebound generated post-movement, or persistent beta activity produced during posture maintenance [108]. Discovery of this strategy may have contributed to Patient 2’s reduction in time to the highest target whereas Patient 1 and 3 exhibited improvements with mental strategies.

As subjects relied less on the assist, they learned to generate distinct target-specific neural patterns. We analyzed the beta band input signal preceding successful target acquisition for each patient from early in the session and late in the session (early: 4.5A-C, late: 4.5D-F). Early in the session patients relied more heavily on the assist feature to move the cursor close to the target, and thus only needed to change their endogenous beta
Figure 4.4: Patients perform the neurofeedback task above chance levels. (A-C) Patient chance level is illustrated by the blue cumulative distribution (see Experimental Procedures for calculation method). The x-axis is total rewards from simulated performance and the y-axis is a cumulative normalized count of how many simulations yield that number of rewards. Actual patient performance (total rewards) is shown with the vertical orange line. P-values are printed and are the percent of chance level simulations greater than actual performance (one-tailed test). Only data from late learning (constant assist) and from targets with mean time to target greater than four seconds are included in the chance level performance calculation (targets included are denoted in title, see Experimental Procedures). (D-F) For each patient, the time to target is plotted versus session time for the target with most improvement (restricted to late session data). Note that for patient 3, the negative slope indicative of reduced time to reach target is significantly different than zero (Students t-test, p < 0.05).
Figure 4.5: Neural changes emerge with training. (A-F) Trial averaged beta power estimates used to drive the cursor are plotted for each patient two seconds before target acquisition to time of targets acquisition (0 sec on x axis). Different colored traces are for the different targets as indicated by the target color key in (A) and (D). (A-C) show Patient 1-3 neural activity for early in the session (high assist levels). (D-F) show Patient 1-3 neural activity for late in the session (lower constant assist level, same data as Fig 3.). Asterisks indicate significant group differences (Kruskal-Wallis test, * p <0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0.001). (G-I) Modulation of full spectrum during neurofeedback task. Traces show trial-averaged z-scored power spectral densities (z-scored by subtracting mean and dividing by standard deviation of aggregated data from late training session) calculated in the 800 ms before target acquisition. Red traces are for the high beta target, teal traces are for the lowest beta target (G, H), and blue trace is for the mid-low beta target (I). Shaded gray indicates significant difference between the top and bottom target plotted for each subject (Kruskal-Wallis two-tailed test, p <0.05).
power by a small amount to acquire the target. Thus, the distribution of the beta power produced for each target was not very different. By late in the session though (4.5D-F) subjects learned to generate beta band power at distinct levels: they produced their highest beta power for the highest target, and lowest beta power for the lowest target. Further, late in the session, this target-based separation of beta band power occurs for longer periods of time prior to patients entering the target. Patients 2 and 3 exhibited a significant difference in beta band power at 0.4 seconds (and 0.8 seconds for Patient 2) before their cursor entered the target, compared to early learning where there was no difference (Patient 2: p < 0.05 at 0.8 seconds before target acquisition, p < 0.01 at 0.4 seconds before target acquisition, Patient 3: p < 0.01 at 0.4 seconds before target acquisition, in contrast to no significant differences at these time points in early session data). Overall, patients learned to generate sensorimotor cortical signals containing different amounts of beta power to move the cursor to each of the four targets.

Finally, we investigated how other frequencies co-modulated during the beta power task for the top most and bottom most targets (4.5G-I). We calculated the full power spectrum for trials to the highest target (in red) and trials to the lowest target achieved (lowest beta target in teal for Patients 1, 2 and mid-low target in blue for Patient 3) for late session performance. The spectrum was calculated from the 800 ms prior to the time of target acquisition. Grey rectangles represent significant differences between the power spectrum of the highest target achieved and lowest target achieved (Kruskal-Wallis test, two-tailed, p < 0.05). Patient 1 significantly modulated a large range of frequency values to move the cursor including 6.6 Hz-26.4 Hz, as well as 38.2 Hz and 52.8 Hz though their control band was only 10-20 Hz. Patient 2 also learned a strategy for modulation covering the large range of 6.6 Hz-16.5 Hz, and 17.5 Hz-36.2 Hz although their control band was only 12.5-17.5 Hz. In contrast, Patient 3 modulated only 13.3 Hz-33.0 Hz and their control band was 20-30 Hz. For all three patients, higher frequencies (<55 Hz) were not utilized, nor were the lowest frequencies (0.5-5 Hz). Thus patients do not exactly converge on their input beta signal, but they also do not utilize the full spectrum to modulate beta.

4.4 Conclusions

Here we have shown for the first time to our knowledge use of a chronic, fully embedded implantable device for neurofeedback training in human patients. While neurofeedback paradigms using mesoscale and macroscale neural activity have been demonstrated in humans before, these studies were done with to either one-time invasive recordings with epilepsy patients who were undergoing monitoring for seizures [181], paralyzed patients [46], or chronically but in non-human primates [143, 191, 142]. This paradigm demonstrates the feasibility of chronic neurofeedback training in patients at their homes with an invasive, fully embedded neural recording system accessible without the need to visit a hospital or clinic. This study is a proof of principle for future work on the effects of chronic neurofeedback training utilizing similar implanted devices for access to invasive cortical
signals. Implantable neural devices with better power consumption, artifact rejection, streaming latency, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are in development [192]. All these improvements will further enhance neurofeedback learning by reducing concerns about battery consumption, increasing feedback rate and responsiveness of the system to the patient, and improving the SNR of the desired neural features.

Despite the different device configurations and task parameters used in the three patients (table 4.1: beta power extraction method, beta frequency limits, cursor estimation method, stimulation settings, and training session environment), all subjects still performed above chance level. This suggests the cortical beta band signal quality was sufficiently robust to be estimated either by calculating the spectrum from a streamed time-domain signal or a streaming on-chip power estimate. Remarkably, in both cases (streamed time domain or power estimate) the signal was not corrupted by the stimulation signal on the STN lead despite both the sensing and stimulation leads being routed into the same device. Further, despite the slow feedback rate (400 ms) in comparison to typical brain-machine interface cursor control studies (≤100 ms), subjects were still able to process the feedback and use it to update their endogenous beta power.

We had subjects modulate cortical sensorimotor beta band power due to its relevance in PD motor symptoms. Patients exhibited modulation to distinct target-specific beta band power levels (4.5D-F), and did so without modulating the entire power spectrum (4.5G-I). Patients’ time-to-target improvement was different for different targets (4.4D-F) suggesting that target difficulty must vary from patient to patient. This was likely due to variance in baseline beta power calculations which then translated to an offset bias in the beta-to-cursor map fitting. It is of interest that Patient 3 exhibited significant improvement in performance to the lowest beta target (4.4F). Given that literature suggests PD patients may need to compensate for their excessive beta synchrony throughout the basal ganglia and motor areas through earlier and more drastic desynchronizations prior to movement [163], it is perhaps not surprising that Patient 3 learned desynchronization faster. Potentially, this patient had practice at desynchronizing aberrant beta activity from using it as a compensation during normal motor control, which allowed the patient to exhibit faster improvement to the lower target. Patients 1 and 2 exhibit most improvement in the high beta target (4.4D-E). Patient 2 did find an overt movement strategy that worked for the high target, potentially explaining why improvement was quicker for that target compared to others. Further investigation of synchronization versus desynchronization difficulty can be addressed in longer-term neurofeedback training studies.

While subjects demonstrate they can learn to increase and decrease cortical beta power, modulating it may not alleviate symptoms. It is possible that changing cortical beta power will not affect spiking synchrony at beta frequencies and thus will not affect PD symptoms. It is also possible that the cognitive strategy used to generate or inhibit beta activity is a distinct circuit from the one creating pathological activity. With respect to the neurostimulator device, streaming time domain neural data for many hours requires substantial battery power. Streaming from the power channel requires less power but
still drains the battery [188]. Future systems will use rechargeable batteries eliminating this challenge [192], but current patients implanted without rechargeable batteries may limit their engagement in neurofeedback training to avoid invasive battery replacement surgeries.

While DBS is currently an FDA-approved therapy only for PD, essential tremor, and dystonia, it is being piloted as a therapy for numerous other neurological disorders such as medication-resistant depression, Tourette syndrome, epilepsy, and neuropsychiatric disorders [193, 194, 195, 196]. For many of these disorders, symptom characterization is more challenging than it is in PD. Exploring neural activity in relevant circuits may shed light on signals that can be used as biomarkers for symptom onset, as well as potential targets for neurofeedback therapy. Since neurofeedback has been shown to be effective at influencing neural signals relevant to specific behaviors, it is a promising tool to work in tandem with DBS, with both therapies striving to relieve the patient of pathological neural activity.

4.5 Introduction

4.5.1 Extended Neurofeedback Control in Parkinsonian Patients

The previous sections demonstrate that three PD patients were able to control a one-dimensional cursor with their motor cortical beta oscillations well above chance level after 1-2 hours of practice. Here, we extend this study in one of these patients (Patient 3). We ask first whether extended neurofeedback practice results in performance improvements over 9 days, and second, if the patient performs a sequential neurofeedback-finger tapping task, if we will see any effect of neurofeedback training on finger-tapping behavior. Notably, while this patient is characterized as parkinsonian, their actual diagnosis is Multiple Systems Atrophy (MSA), parkinsonian-subtype. MSA is a neurodegenerative disorder like Parkinson’s disease characterized by symptoms that affect the autonomic nervous system and movement. There are two types of of subtypes of MSA – one is the parkinsonian subtype and the other is cerebellar.

4.6 Methods

4.6.1 Settings of the Activa PC + S for Multi-Day Use

As previously described, the Activa PC + S allows for wireless real-time streaming from a fully embedded neural stimulator. Since the device’s battery is not rechargeable and real-time streaming applies extra computational demands on the device, care must be taken to ensure that data streaming protocols do not place patients at risk for an early battery change surgery. We computed the number of days of stimulation therapy that
would be sacrificed by doing a study involving real-time streaming. Estimates of current drain for different device behaviors are summarized in Table 4.3.

Using the above table, an estimate for 10-15 hours of practice for the neurofeedback task where time domain is streamed is 90 - 135 C, or the equivalent of 4 - 7 days of conventional open loop stimulation therapy (Stim ON in Table 4.3). On the other hand, streaming power channels for 10-15 hours of neurofeedback practice is 3-5 C, or less than a quarter of a day. Thus, doing the task with only the power channel streaming saves substantial battery power.

In this study, only motor cortical power channels from the left hemisphere were streamed while the device was stimulating in a monopolar stimulation configuration. Stimulation was delivered on two STN contacts (+) and the INS case (-) (located behind the pectoralis muscle) at 160 Hz at 3.7V with a pulse width of 60 μsec. Motor cortical beta power (22.5 - 27.5 Hz) was computed on the bipolar signal between cortical strip contacts E10-E11 (same contacts used in study described in previous section). Beta power was computed on-chip and was streamed in real-time during the neurofeedback task.

One important consideration in deciding what bandwidth limits should be used for on-chip power computation is that stimulation artifacts can leak into the power calculation of the desired frequency band [188]. This artifact can overpower the physiological signal, preventing observations of modulation during the task. To eliminate the interference of stimulation in the signal, one can compute the ‘folded harmonics’ from the stimulation frequency (here, 160 Hz) and the sampling rate of the signal (here, 422 Hz):

```python
import numpy as np
artifacts = []
fstim = 160 # Hz
Fs = 422 # Hz
for n in range(1, 18):
    temp = np.abs(n*fstim-np.round(n*fstim/Fs)*Fs)
    artifacts.append(temp)
print 'artifacts: ', np.sort(artifacts)
```
artifacts: np.array([14, 28, 58, 72, 116, 130, 160, 174, 188, 218, 232, 276, 290, 320, 334, 378, 392])

For our stimulation and sampling rate parameters, we find that 28 Hz is a frequency that likely will experience folded stimulation artifacts, so we chose to cutoff our beta band frequency limit off at 27.5 Hz to avoid this leakage.

4.6.2 Task Description

The patient participating in this research performed two types of tasks within the one hour of training completed per day. The first task of the day was always a cued-movement task where an auditory cue was delivered every 6 seconds and at the sound of the cue the patient performed an elbow flexion/extension movement. At the end of sessions sometimes this task was repeated but with a finger-tapping motion instead of with elbow flexion/extension.

The second task was a sequential neurofeedback-finger tapping task, illustrated in 4.6. The task setup was almost identical to the NHP sequential neurofeedback-reaching task described in 2.2.1 but with a finger tapping task instead of reaching task. Finger-tapping was selected because it is part of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS, part III) and has been proposed as a movement that can capture elements of speed, amplitude, and rhythm which are taken into account by clinician ratings [197, 198, 65, 199]. The task began the with patient initiating a trial by bringing their cursor (Mario character) to the middle of the screen. Next, either the top (high-beta) or bottom (low-beta) target appeared. Once the cursor entered the cued-target, the target color and text changed, cuing the patient to begin finger tapping. Finger tapping lasted for 6 seconds before the beta cursor and central target re-appeared signaling the start of a new trial.

Baseline beta power streamed from the Activa PC + S fluctuated substantially day-to-day, and even within-day. To account for these fluctuations, the beta-to-cursor map was adjusted each day using the cued-movement task with elbow flexion/extension as calibration, as shown in 4.7. First, a cued-elbow flexion/extension task is performed while beta power estimates are collected. In the first panel of 4.7, clear beta desynchronizations and synchronizations following and prior to the next cue are evident, as expected [189]. A distribution of beta power values from the calibration task is constructed, as shown in black in the middle panel, and the 25th and 50th percentiles are identified and mapped to the bottom and center of the middle target respectively. This process then fully defines the linear beta-to-cursor mapping.

Since motor cortical power from the left hemisphere is used during this task, the patient performed finger-tapping with their right hand. To quantify the kinematics of the tapping, the subject wore an inertial measurement unit (IMU) (SparkFun, MP9250) on the right hand index finger, and a capacitive touch sensor on the right hand thumb.
Figure 4.6: Schematic illustrating the sequential neurofeedback-finger tapping task. Trials are initiated by bringing the cursor (Mario character) to the central target. When the cursor enters the central target, a trial has been successfully initiated. Either the top or bottom target is cued. The patient then has 120 seconds to move the cursor to the cued target. If successfully reached, the target turns cyan with the red word 'TAP' displayed on the target, and the cursor disappears. This concomitant color change, 'TAP' cue, and cursor disappearance cues the patient to begin finger tapping for 6 seconds. After 6 seconds, the central target and cursor reappears allowing the patient to begin a new trial.
Figure 4.7: Daily calibration method: First, an cued-elbow flexion/extension task is performed. Elbow flexion/extension is performed immediately after auditory cues (vertical blue dotted lines, occurring every 6 seconds). On-chip beta power estimates are streamed while the task is being performed and are plotted in black in units of LSBs (least significant bits). A distribution of beta power values from the calibration task is constructed, as shown in black in the middle panel, and the 25th and 50th percentiles are identified. The 50th percentile is mapped to the center of the middle target, and the 25th percentile is mapped to the bottom edge of the middle target, fully defining the linear beta-to-cursor mapping.

To quantify movements of the left hand, the patient wore an accelerometer on the left hand (SparkFun, ADXL345). Sensors were attached to fingers with custom 3D printed housing and velcro straps as shown in 4.8.

An example of the flow of the task is shown in 4.9. Here, the dotted green line corresponds to the target position (the y-axis is the vertical axis in which the cursor moves). At first the cued target is the bottom target. The patient’s cursor (plotted in black) then enters the bottom target, and 6 seconds of finger-tapping ensue (shown in red). The red arrow points out the modulation of one axis of the gyroscope data during the tapping epoch. Once the 6 seconds of tapping are complete, the target moves to the center position, and the patient quickly re-initiates a trial. Next the target moves to the top position, which is quickly acquired followed by another 6 seconds of tapping. The task progresses.

4.7 Results

4.7.1 Neurofeedback Performance Over Days

First we assessed whether the subject was able to generate higher beta power when the high beta target was cued compared to when the low beta target was cued. In 4.10, we show that for almost all blocks on all days, the subject was able to generate a distribution with a higher median for the high beta target compared to the low beta target (right panel, almost all points are greater than zero). In 4.10, the left plot red trace shows a distribution
Figure 4.8: Custom-made IMU holder for right hand. On the left is an image of the patient’s hand wearing the custom-made IMU, in the middle is a file of custom IMU, and on the right is a schematic of the SparkFun IMU with an arrow indicating how it fits into the casing. The slots on the sides of the IMU holder are for velcro straps to secure the device to the subjects’ index finger.

Figure 4.9: Neurofeedback-finger tapping task cursor and gyroscope progression over ~80 seconds. In the top plot, the green dotted line corresponds to beta target position. The black line corresponds to cursor position. The red lines indicate when the cursor and target are removed from the screen because the patient is completing the finger tapping epoch of the task.
Figure 4.10: On the left is an example of the distribution of beta power for the low beta target and the high beta target for one day. Both distributions have the median of the calibration block (cued movement block) subtracted, hence the negative values of LSBs. The dotted lines point out the median of both distributions. On the right, the median of the high beta target distribution minus the low beta target distribution are plotted for each 10-15 minute block performed over 9 days of training. The dotted vertical lines separate days, and the dotted horizontal line is the linear regression line of all days (not significantly different from zero, p > 0.05).

of beta power from one day for times when the high target was on the screen, including unsuccessful trials, and not including times when tapping was occurring. Similarly the green trace shows a distribution of beta power from one day for times when the low target was on the screen. The medians are shown in dotted vertical lines, and the median of the red distribution is higher than the median of the green distribution. For all days and all blocks, the difference between the median of the high and low beta power distributions is calculated, and plotted on the right graph.

When performing a linear regression on the all points (each corresponding to a single 10-15 min block on a single day), there is no clear increase in median difference over days. We also assessed whether the subject got better at reaching the neurofeedback target over days assess by a ‘time to target’ measure as shown in 4.11. Over days the subject does not exhibit improvements in time to target, though often exhibits within-day improvements in the bottom target time-to-target, and worsening in the top target time-to-target. Overall, these results are consistent with no improvement in time to target.

One observation that may account for the within day changes in time to target are changes in baseline mean beta power. Often on days where the top target became more difficult, the baseline beta power level averaged over minutes had drifted lower. Naturally if the distribution shifts lower, the top targets will become harder.
Figure 4.11: Time-to-target for the top and bottom beta neurofeedback targets for all trials over blocks (thin vertical bars) and over days (thick vertical bars). Note that ten days of data are displayed here while 9 days are reported in other figures. Indeed 10 days of data were collected, but the first day was used to select motor cortical contacts, frequency band limits, and used a beta-to-cursor mapping that was slightly different than the subsequent days, so it is only shown here for comparisons of within-day learning. Dotted diagonal lines are within-day regressions between time to target over the course of the day.
4.7.2 Dynamics of Finger Tapping Are Influenced by Neurofeedback

Given that the subject has consistent performance in the neurofeedback task, we next asked if the dynamics of finger-tapping change depending on whether they were preceded by the low beta target or the high beta target. First we assess if there is a significant improvement in tapping reaction-time, signifying that the subject was improving in their ability to react to the tapping cue after completing the neurofeedback task. If there is a learning effect, it does not make sense to include the early days in the analysis since the subject was still learning the contingencies of the task. Plotted in 4.12 are the reaction times of all finger tapping trials across the nine days of training. Some days have very few trials because there was a technical issue in which occasionally the data trigger to start the IMU recording was not received. Some reaction times are very high ( > 1.5 sec) because occasionally the patient did not realize that they had achieved the target, or occasionally forgot to start tapping. The patient commented after the 9 days of training that having an auditory cue to indicate the onset of tapping would be helpful. Some reaction times are zero due to anticipation of the tapping cue.

We note that some days exhibit systemically higher RTs than other days (e.g. day 5) shows RTs that have a greater mean than RTs on day 9. On average though, there is no reduction in RTs over days, indicating that there is no systemic trend of the patient learning to initiate taps faster throughout the course of training.

We choose to perform a 2-way unbalanced ANOVA to assess tapping metrics such as RT to assess the difference between taps preceded by the high beta target versus taps preceded by the low beta target. The two factors in the ANOVA are i) low vs. high beta target preceding tap and ii) day of training. Given the high day-to-day variance in RTs,
we wanted to assess within-day differences in high vs. low beta targets. We eliminated trials that had RTs < 0.2 sec, or RTs > 1.5 sec. We also did not analyze days in which there were fewer than 15 trials collected (did not analyze days 3, 9). There was a total of 198 trials analyzed. Plotted in 4.13 are boxplots of RTs following low vs. high beta targets by day. On a majority of days, the low beta target precedes faster RTs than the high beta target. The 2-way ANOVA shows an effect of day (p < 10^{-15}) and of beta target (p = 0.0011).

We also assessed other tapping metrics in addition to tapping RT, shown in 4.4. Tapping Frequency is defined as the dominant frequency when performing an FFT on gyroscope data about the tapping axis. Higher values indicate a faster tapping pattern. Tapping frequency was higher for trials following the low beta target compared to the high beta target. Finger angle speed is defined as the mean rectified angular velocity over the 6 seconds of tapping. A higher finger angle speed indicates a more vigorous tapping sequence with higher positive and negative angular velocities. Finger angle speed was higher for taps following low beta targets compared to higher beta targets, although not significantly. Finally, we assessed whether the number of discrete taps (measured as the number of times the capacitive touch sensor turned from off to on) different following low versus high beta targets. We found that there were more discrete taps following low beta targets compared to high beta targets, although not significant.

In the previously described work in 2 using a sequential neurofeedback-reaching task in non-human primates, there was no difference in the kinematics of the arm reaches except for the movement onset time (here, RT). It is surprising, then, to find evidence for more vigorous tapping following low-beta target than high-beta targets. Perhaps, cortical
Table 4.4: Table of 2-way ANOVA test results for tapping metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Tapping following Low vs. High Beta Target</th>
<th>2-way ANOVA, Test for Metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tapping Frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>Low &gt; High</td>
<td>p = 0.0460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger Angle Speed (rad/sec)</td>
<td>Low &gt; High</td>
<td>p = 0.5213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Discrete Taps Per Trial</td>
<td>Low &gt; High</td>
<td>p = 0.1454</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

beta oscillations have different dynamics in parkinsonian patients than in healthy NHPs. We analyzed control finger-taps to assess how different cortical beta dynamics were for fast (RT < 3 sec) versus slow (RT > 3 sec) finger-taps. These taps were collected in the same way that the calibration task was – an auditory cue instructed the patient to begin tapping. The patient was instructed to complete two big and fast taps, and then to rest until the next cue. Because the patient performed these taps after the sequential neurofeedback-finger tapping task, they likely more tired than during the calibration phase and thus had a slower reaction time. Thus we were only able to collect 10 example trials where the response to the cue was within 5 seconds. For many of the cues, the patient was still tapping from the previous trial, contaminating the current trial. When plotting the fast vs. slow RT trials during the instructed tapping time, we see differences in cortical dynamics, though admittedly with very few trials.

Though we have very few trials of the controlled finger-tapping task, we still can assess the mean cortical beta dynamics. As shown on the left in 4.14, when aligning to the movement cue fast and slow trials exhibit a beta synchronization in anticipation of the cue, and a desynchronization following the cue. The slow trials, however, do not fully desynchronize, and instead re-synchronize within 0.8 seconds. When assessing the fast versus slow RT trials when aligned to the RT (movement onset time), we see that cortical beta has desynchronized prior to RT in fast trials, but has yet to fully desynchronize prior to the RT in slow trials. Thus, we hypothesize that fast RT trials are associated with a successful, persistent beta desynchronization following the movement cue. On the other hand, we hypothesize that slow RT trials may exhibit a slight beta desynchronization following the movement cue, but pathological beta throughout the cortico-basal-ganglia-thalamic loop may drive M1 to resynchronize, arresting movement onset.

4.8 Conclusions and Future Directions

Future directions of this work will investigate whether the findings that finger tapping RT is faster, tapping frequency is faster, number of taps is greater, and angular speed
is greater when finger-tapping follows a low beta target compared to a high beta target holds up in parkinsonian patients as opposed to an MSA patient. It will also further investigate the dynamics of beta power during finger-tapping itself, and if the observed differences in movement kinematics have a neurophysiological signature in beta band.

Technologically, future devices with rechargeable battery [192]will be used in these investigations, to enable time domain-streaming from more than just one channel. In the setup described above, only a couple estimates of on-chip beta power are streamed every 400 ms to reduce battery consumption. If there are changes in the range of the full time-domain signal over the course of recording, or changes in baseline noise level, these will be reflected as changes in beta power when using the on-chip estimate. For example, during the study described above, beta power was also streamed from a bipolar pair of STN electrodes but the baseline level noise due to the stimulation artifact changed on a day-to-day basis and even throughout the course of a session. This noise obscured expected movement-related desynchronizations in beta power [200].

Better filtering and signal conditioning techniques can be used if the full time-domain signal is available. Streaming more channels than a single bipolar pair per electrode strip would also enable better online-computation of beta power, as well as analysis of other brain regions including the basal ganglia during the neurofeedback task. We also hope to be able to make a more engaging and exciting task for patients given the importance of motivation and engagement in learning.

Overall, we hope that the approach described above (sequential neurofeedback-behavioral task) will be used to study not only the motor system and beta oscillations, but also the relationship between other brain areas with unique neural signals and other behaviors.
Chapter 5

Distinct Sources of Neural Variability Drive Neuroprosthetic Control
5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Modeling Neuroprosthetic Control

Previous chapters focused on beta oscillations in the motor system and their relationship to fast versus slow movements in health and disease. Here, a different experimental paradigm is employed but is still used to study of how population motor activity contributes to movement dynamics. As discussed in chapter 1, closed-loop brain machine interfaces (BMIs) can be thought of as simplified, mini, motor systems. In these systems, unlike our natural motor systems, the experimenter fully observes all neural activity that controls the actuator, knows the exact (and usually linear) transform of how neural activity affects the movement of the actuator, knows the physics of how the actuator moves, and knows exactly what feedback the subject receives. In the natural motor system, experimenters can measure only a subset of the relevant signals for control, do not know the exact non-linear brain to arm mapping, have only an estimation of the physics of how the arm moves, and must contend with sensory feedback that is linked to arm movements [78]. A closed-loop BMI then simplifies many aspects of studying sensorimotor control yet still includes fundamental features of natural motor control. Notably, subjects still must use many neurons to control a lower-dimensional effector, must plan and execute a motor plan, and must use sensory feedback to update their motor plan. Much like the endogenous motor system, there is evidence of subjects learning skillful control of neuroprosthetic effectors [71, 74] and developing an internal model of how to control the effector [80]. This chapter explores principles of how subjects coordinate their population activity to control an effector using both in silico simulations of BMI control, and online experiments.

Many closed-loop, continuous-control BMI architectures rely on decoding via a linear readout of noisy population neural activity [169]. However, the neurons responsible for controlling a BMI (BMI output cells) receive inputs from diverse sources. Different inputs likely have dissociable effects on BMI population activity, and contribute to BMI control differently. Indeed, recent work has found that BMI output cells increase shared variability (many cells co-modulating) and decrease private variability (cells modulating independently) as subjects increase the speed and directness of the 2D cursor movements over learning [90]. Further work has demonstrated that BMI decoders that require the production of specific types of correlated modulations are very difficult to learn [91]. Correlated modulation patterns that are generated during BMI control thus represent an informative statistic of population activity, and even predict the learnability of a BMI decoder. What is unclear is first, what types of inputs give rise to correlated versus independent variability in a population. Can a high-dimensional set of tuned inputs with independent noise give rise to shared variability or must inputs already be low-dimensional? Understanding what inputs give rise to shared and private variance in populations will assist in interpreting what variables must be encoded upstream of motor cortical populations. Does controlling a low-dimensional effector necessitate a upstream population activity to first
Figure 5.1: A conceptual schematic of the questions addressed in this chapter. First, the population activity of BMI output neurons as a linear combination of private and shared sources. We then simulate the resultant population activity, and apply Factor Analysis to the resultant population activity to assess how different combinations of shared and private input sources affect the amount of correlated and uncorrelated population activity. Second, we assess how the correlated and uncorrelated population activity contribute to online BMI control of a cursor.

... become low-dimensional? This work presents a generative model of population neural activity in which a shared input drives many cells simultaneously, and private inputs drive each cell independently. Presented are results of how changes in input parameters of this generative model produce the neural population’s observed correlated and uncorrelated variability. Second, how do shared and private variance contribute to neuroprosthetic control? If only shared variance or only private variance is used to control the cursor, how successful is performance? Offline simulations and online experiments are used to test how shared and private variability contribute to BMI control.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Terminology

In the following section, we will refer to two input sources: input shared variability and input private variability. These are defined as the inputs to the population which are simulated in the generative model described below. Observed shared variability and observed private variability refer to shared and private variability that are parsed by observing the population activity after all the input sources in the generative model have been summed. Output neurons refers to the neurons in the simulated population. The terms ‘output’ and ‘observed’ should not be confused with the Kalman Filter decoder output. The Kalman Filter decoder output will be referred to as velocity commands, decoded velocities, or predicted velocities.
5.2.1.1 Generative Model

5.2.1.2 Overview

In order to study how different types of inputs to a population influence the observed shared and private variability observed, we developed a generative model of neural population activity 5.2. Activity for a population of 20 neurons was generated based on the shared (blue arrows) and private (red arrows) population inputs described below and the summed activity of inputs to these neurons were then used as BMI output neurons. The activity of the 20 BMI output neurons was binned in 100 ms bins (illustrated with the raster plot), and used as observations in a Kalman Filter. The decoder predicts intended velocities, $\bar{v}_t$, which is integrated and used to update the position of 2D cursor as is commonly used in cursor BMI experiments [73, 91]. To complete the closed-loop simulation, the cursor state and cued target position were used to infer an intended velocity command, $u(t)$, which would move the cursor closer to achieving and holding within the cued target. This intended velocity command was then used to generate inputs for future population activity as illustrated by the gray brain and its yellow thought bubble.

5.2.1.3 The Factor Analysis Model

Typically Factor Analysis is used to decompose a high-dimensional set of simultaneous observations ($y_t$) into a summation of i) low dimensional shared patterns, ii) high
dimensional private patterns, and iii) a mean. The Factor Analysis statistical generative model is [201]:

\[ y_t = U_{obs}z_{obs,t} + \psi_{obs,t} + \mu_{obs} \]

\[ \psi_{obs,t} \sim N(0, \Psi_{obs}) \]

\[ z_{obs,t} \sim N(0, I) \]

Here, \( y_t \) is a vector \( \in R^n \) where \( n \) is the number of neurons in a population (in these simulations, \( n = 20 \)). \( y_t \) represents a vector of spike counts over the course of a 100 ms bin and in real data consists of integer counts. In this simulation, \( y_t \) is modeled as Gaussian and can have continuous values. Shared variability, \( Uz_t \) can be attributed to the variance of a low-dimensional source (\( z_t \in R^m, m < n \)) that is mapped through a loading matrix (\( U \in R^{nxm} \)) to the high-dimensional space of neurons. Private variability (\( \psi_t \)) is individual neural variance that is independent of other neurons. That is, \( \Psi \) is a diagonal matrix with cross-terms of zeros. Finally, \( \mu \in R^n \) is the mean of \( y_t \). This model will be used to parse observed shared variance and observed private variance, but also inspires the simulated structure of input sources to the population. Details on fitting Factor Analysis can be found in A.1.

Note that correlated and uncorrelated variability were extracted with the fit FA model without any knowledge of the generative model parameters, as would be the case in an online experiment. Theoretically this decomposition ought to segment neural activity into exactly the private and shared sources that were used to generate the activity, but given limited data and different levels of noise (untuned activity), the decomposition may converge on a different solution than that of the generative model.

### 5.2.1.4 Population Inputs

There are four types of inputs to each output BMI neuron; tuned and untuned shared inputs, and tuned and untuned private inputs. Shared inputs represent activity that is generated by \( m \) low-dimensional factors, and mapped to each output neuron through a loading matrix \( U \). Private inputs are generated independently for each output neuron. Tuned inputs produce a linear readout of the subjects’ intent to reach an instructed target during a two-dimensional velocity-driven cursor BMI task and untuned inputs generate noise with respect to the BMI objective. These inputs are illustrated in more detail 5.3 and 5.4.

Specifically, tuned inputs change according to the desired velocity of the cursor, \( u(t) \). Once \( u(t) \) is computed by some function \( F \), \( u(t) = F(cursor_t, target_t) \), the tuned shared and tuned private inputs are computed based on cosine tuning models to \( u(t) \). Tuned
Figure 5.3: Generative model of neuroprosthetic control with four classes of inputs highlighted. The raster plot first shows tuned private activity which is derived from the dot product of $u(t)$ with each output neurons’ private tuned cosine tuning model. Next, untuned private activity is sampled from each output neurons’ private untuned zero-mean normal distribution and is unrelated to $u(t)$. Tuned shared input is third, consisting of of cosine tuned low-dimensional factors whose activation is determined by cosine tuning to $u(t)$, and then is mapped to the output neurons via $U_{shar,tuned}$. Finally, untuned shared input is generated by each untuned shared factor sampling the standard normal distribution, and is mapped to output neurons via $U_{shar,tuned}$. 
shared activity is defined as $z_{t,tuned}^i = u_t \cdot \theta_{pref,shar}^i, 0 < i \leq m$ where $\theta_{pref,shar}^i$ is the unit vector in the preferred velocity direction of tuned factor $i$. Tuned private is defined as $\psi_{t,tuned}^j = u_t \cdot \theta_{pref,priv}^j, 0 < j \leq n$ where $\theta_{pref,priv}^j$ is the preferred velocity direction of tuned private input to unit $j$.

Untuned shared activity is defined as $z_{t,untuned} = N(0, I)$ and untuned private activity is defined is $\psi_{t,untuned} = N(0, \Phi_{untuned})$ where $\Phi_{untuned}$ is diagonal with off-diagonal components equal to zero. At each time bin, $z_{t,untuned}$ and $\psi_{t,untuned}$ were drawn from their respective normal distributions. All sources $z_{t,tuned}, z_{t,untuned}, \psi_{t,tuned}, \psi_{t,untuned}$ are weighted before being summed:

$$y_t = \alpha_1 U z_{t,tuned} + \alpha_2 U z_{t,untuned} + \alpha_3 \psi_{t,tuned} + \alpha_4 \psi_{t,untuned} + \mu$$

Finally, to break temporal correlation between the four sources an update rate is included for each source. For each time point, the number of times to sample each source changes according to a Poisson process with rate parameter $\Lambda_{source} = 1$. Thus at each time point, for each source, and each factor or neuron, an integer $\lambda_{t,s,k}$ is drawn from a Poisson process with rate parameter $\Lambda_s$. Here, $t$ corresponds to time bin, $s$ corresponds to source, and $k$ corresponds to factor or neuron index depending on source. Thus, $\lambda_{T0,unt.priv} = 2$ would mean that on bin $T0$, for source untuned private, for neuron 1, the distribution $N(0, \Phi_{1,1})$ would be sampled twice, and sum the two resulting samples to get $\psi_{T0,untuned}^1$. If $\lambda_{T1,tun.shar}^2 = 2$, that would mean that on bin $T1$, tuned factor number two would equal $z_{T1,tuned,shar}^2 = 2*(u_{T1} \cdot \theta_{pref,shar}^2)$. Almost always $\Lambda_{source} = 1$, with the exception of $\Lambda_{tuned,priv}$ which will be varied in results presented below.

To summarize, the parameter set of this generative model include:

- $\Lambda_{tuned,priv}, \Lambda_{untuned,priv}, \Lambda_{tuned,shared}, \Lambda_{untuned,shared}$
- $U, \Phi_{untuned}, \mu, n, m_{tuned}, m_{untuned}$
- $\theta_{pref,priv}^j, \theta_{pref,shar}^i$ for $1 \leq j \leq n, 1 \leq i \leq m$
- $\alpha_1, ..., \alpha_4$
- $F(cursor_t, target_t)$
- Kalman filter decoder

In the simulations following, $\Lambda_{source}$ was always equal to 1, unless specifically manipulated. $U$ was set to random values between -1 and 1. $\Phi_{untuned}$ was diagonal and set to values between zero and 1. $\mu$ was set to match mean firing rates of real neural data collected during online BMI performance. $n$ was set to 20, $m_{tuned} = m_{untuned} = 3$ factors. $\theta_{pref,shar}^i$ and $\theta_{pref,priv}^j$ were set to random unit vectors spanning the 2-D space. The $\alpha$ weights were set between values of 0 and 1. The function mapping cursor state and target position to $u(t), u(t) = F(cursor_t, target_t)$ is defined as:
Figure 5.4: A summary of how the four different sources of private and shared, tuning and untuned activity are generated. The yellow circle with black arrow in the middle refers to $u(t)$ interfered from cursor and target position. The graphs for private tuned and shared tuned refer to neuron or factor tuning curves. The graphs for private untuned and shared untuned sources show the probability distributions $N(0, \Psi_{untuned})$, $N(0, I)$ respectively. Dice refer to the Poisson process used to determine how many times to sample the source.
\[
\text{cursor}_\text{pos} \notin \text{target}_\text{rad} : u(t) = 15 \times \frac{\text{target}_\text{pos} - \text{cursor}_\text{pos}}{|| \text{target}_\text{pos} - \text{cursor}_\text{pos} ||}
\]

\[
\text{cursor}_\text{pos} \in \text{target}_\text{rad} : u(t) = 0.5 \times \text{target}_\text{pos} - \text{cursor}_\text{pos}
\]

Once all the above parameters were set, samples of data were drawn using actual experimental cursor and target positions to compute \( u(t) \) and then each of the individual sources. It was confirmed that for \( \alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = \alpha_3 = \alpha_4 \), on average (across neurons and simulations) each input source contributed equal amounts of variance to the summed population activity. It was also confirmed that the shared tuned and shared untuned low-dimensional variations, \( z_t \), were normally distributed with identity covariance, the private tuned and untuned variations were normally distributed with appropriate variances \( \Psi_{i,i} \).

Finally, the algorithm used to generate population activity:

1. Estimate desired velocity, \( u(t) \), based on current cursor state and cued target position
2. For each source \( z_{t,\text{tuned}}, z_{t,\text{untuned}}, \psi_{t,\text{tuned}}, \psi_{t,\text{untuned}} \) compute the number of times to draw from each factor or neurons by sampling from a Poisson process with parameter \( \Lambda_{\text{source}} \).
3. For each source, computed the activations for each neuron or factor using \( u(t), \lambda^*_t, \theta^*_i, \theta^*_f, \theta^*_f, \).
4. Sum all sources together: \( y_t = \alpha_1 U z_{t,\text{tuned}} + \alpha_2 U z_{t,\text{untuned}} + \alpha_3 \psi_{t,\text{tuned}} + \alpha_4 \psi_{t,\text{untuned}} + \mu \)
5. Use \( y_t \in R^n \) as an observation to update the Kalman Filter decoder’s cursor velocity prediction.
6. Update the cursor position and velocity.

### 5.2.2 BMI Task and Decoder

A standard center-out task is used to assess BMI performance. To begin a trial, the cursor is automatically set to the center of the workspace. One of eight peripheral targets, arranged uniformly in a circle of radius 10 cm around the center, is cued. The cursor center must enter the target (radius of 2 cm) must be acquired in less than 10 seconds to avoid a timeout penalty. The cursor is updated every 100 ms using a velocity Kalman Filter decoder. The Kalman Filter models neural activity as a linear combination of \( x \) and \( y \) cursor velocities. Every 100 ms, a new vector of neural observations is used to update the Kalman Filter’s estimate of the subject’s (in this case, simulation’s) intended velocity by performing first a time update step on the previous estimate of cursor state according to the modeled cursor dynamics, followed by a measurement update step using the neural observations. More details can be found [73].
In order to fit the Kalman Filter decoder for each simulation, a calibration phase was completed to fit a decoder that would drive the BMI cursor from simulated neural activity, as is done in online experiments (described as ‘visual feedback’ in [73]). In this phase, pre-computed cursor trajectories on a center-out only task were played, and at each time step, cursor velocities were used along with the generative model to create a vector of spike activations resulting from a linear combination of the four different types of input sources. In this calibration phase, neural activity was not used to update the cursor. Using the calibration data, a Kalman filter decoder was fit between neural activity and cursor velocities (previously described as ‘visual feedback seeding’ in [73]).

5.2.3 Extracting Observed Shared and Observed Private Activity for Online Control

During the calibration (‘visual feedback’) phase, the generative model creates population neural activity driven by four input sources. Then, to analyze the observed shared and private variability in the resultant population activity, an FA model is fit. Once the model is fit to the calibration neural data, each vector of neural activity at each time point can be decomposed into a vector estimating the shared component and a vector estimating the private component (see A.3.2 for details):

\[
y = E(y_{t,\text{shared}}|y_t = y) + E(y_{t,\text{private}}|y_t = y) + \mu
\]

\[
E(y_{t,\text{shared}}|y_t = y) = UE(z_t|y_t = y)
\]

\[
E(y_{t,\text{private}}|y_t = y) = y - E(y_{t,\text{shared}}|y_t = y) - \mu
\]

\[
E(z_t|y_t = y) = U'(UU' + \Psi)^{-1}(y - \mu)
\]

The decomposed activity can then be used to drive the BMI cursor to directly simulate the contributions of shared and private activity in BMI performance. Since segmenting neural activity into private and shared activity components reduces its overall variance, a scaling factor was calculated to restore both shared and private components to the same variance level as original activity prior to simulating through the decoder:

\[
\beta_{\text{shar}}^i = \sqrt{\frac{\sigma^2_{i,\text{full}}}{\sigma^2_{i,\text{shar}}}}, \beta_{\text{priv}}^i = \sqrt{\frac{\sigma^2_{i,\text{full}}}{\sigma^2_{i,\text{priv}}}}, 1 \leq i \leq n
\]

\[
\beta_{\text{shar}} \in R^{nx1}, \beta_{\text{priv}} \in R^{nx1}
\]

Here, \(\sigma^2_{i,\text{full}}\) is the variance of the full neural activity for neuron \(i\) and \(\sigma^2_{i,\text{shar}}, \sigma^2_{i,\text{priv}}\) are the variance of the computed shared and private activity. Thus the shared \((y_{t,\text{shar}})\) and private \((y_{t,\text{priv}})\) decompositions of neural activity are then:
\[
\hat{\eta}_{t,sc,\text{shared}} = \beta_{\text{shar}}(UU'(UU' + \Psi)^{-1}(y - \mu)) + \mu
\]

\[
\hat{\eta}_{t,sc,\text{private}} = \beta_{\text{priv}}(y - \mu - UU'(UU' + \Psi)^{-1}(y - \mu)) + \mu
\]

We note that this approach of fitting a separate scaling factor for each neuron is not the most principled approach to re-scaling shared and private neural activity. In fact, choosing a different scaling for each neuron makes it such that neurons that are largely driven by private activity and have a very small shared component part with have very small \(\sigma^2_{i,\text{shar}}\) compared to their \(\sigma^2_{i,\text{full}}\), resulting in a very large \(\beta^i_{\text{shar}}\). In contrast, units largely driven by shared activity will have \(\beta^i_{\text{shar}}\) approximately equal to one. This behavior is undesirable since it causes neurons with low shared activity to contribute heavily to the estimate of \(\hat{\eta}_{t,sc,\text{shared}}\). Should this experiment be repeated in either the online or offline context, estimating a single scaling factor for all neurons is advised in order to preserve the proper correlational structure between neurons. Despite this error, we persist. To simulate shared and private contributions to online BMI control, \(\hat{\eta}_{t,sc,\text{shared}}\) and \(\hat{\eta}_{t,sc,\text{private}}\) are passed into the decoder instead of \(y_t\). All calibration and simulation sessions were run for 3 minutes, sufficient time for a mean of 65.9 trials. Some simulations contained more trials than others due to faster or slower cursor movement.

### 5.2.4 Online Experiment

The full experimental setup including electrophysiology and task description can be found in chapter 6, as these experiments were included in that data collection. Briefly, a non-human primate who was previously trained in neuroprosthetic control performed a standard centerout 2D cursor task (almost identical to the centerout task described in chapter 2, but now in neuroprosthetic control mode, instead of arm-reaching mode). In this task, the virtual BMI cursor (0.4 cm radius) was set to the middle of the workspace to begin a trial, and one of eight peripheral targets (2.1 cm radius) arranged radially around the center, a distance of 10 cm away, was cued. The subject, using tens of single and multi-units that were being recorded, binned every 100ms, and decoded with a velocity-Kalman Filter, attempted to drive the cursor to the peripheral target. Once at the target, they attempted to hold their cursor within the target for 200 ms, and was delivered an apple juice reward for successful trials. The next trial began when the subject was finished with the reward, or had spent too long attempting a target (timeout time, varying from 15-30 seconds).

In the online experiment, as in the simulations, we also estimate \(\hat{\eta}_{t,sc,\text{shared}}\) and \(\hat{\eta}_{t,sc,\text{private}}\) and use these values to drive cursor performance. Here, the factor analysis model is not fit from calibration data (‘visual feedback block’), but rather from another block when the subject is performing online neuroprosthetic control. The experimental flow involved the first block, calibration block used to seed the Kalman Filter decoder, followed by a second block of short decoder adaptation used to refit the decoder [202]. After these two
blocks, the decoder was fixed for the remainder of the day and the subject performed a third block of 64 trials (8 to each target) using full neural activity to drive the cursor ($y_t$). A factor analysis model was fit using just data this third block, and subsequent blocks then used estimated $\hat{y}_{t,\text{shared}}$ and $\hat{y}_{t,\text{private}}$ as inputs to the decoder.

It should be noted that other groups exclusively used $\hat{y}_{t,\text{sc.shared}}$ (though parameterized differently and without the scaling factors) to drive the cursor [91], however they do not compare control of $y_t, \hat{y}_{t,\text{sc.shared}}$, and $\hat{y}_{t,\text{sc.private}}$. Finally, see A.1 for further details on how the model was fit for the simulations and the online experimental results.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Effect of Source Weights on Observed Correlated Variability

The first question investigated was how variability in the 20-neuron population emerged from inputs by manipulating the $\alpha$ weights. The expectation was that any shared variability input to the population would emerge as observed shared variability once all four sources were summed, but it was unclear how the weighting between tuned and untuned sources may influence the final amount of observed shared variance. We simulated population with the following sets of alpha parameters: $\alpha_{\text{untuned,shared}} = 0.2$, $\alpha_{\text{untuned,private}} = [0, 0.25, 0.5]$. Depending on $\alpha_{\text{untuned,private}}$ the remaining weights for tuned variance were 0.8, 0.55, or 0.3. A ratio between $\alpha_{\text{tuned,shared}}$ and $\alpha_{\text{tuned,private}}$ was then swept, where ratio $= \frac{\alpha_{\text{tuned,private}}}{\alpha_{\text{tuned,shared}} + \alpha_{\text{tuned,private}}}$, and ratio sweeps [0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0] for a total of $1 \times 3 \times 5 = 15$ parameter sets tested. For each of these parameter sets, the amount of variance contributing to the input source was compared to the observed variance in the summed population activity. Specifically, during a ‘visual-feedback calibration block’, the following comparisons were computed:

$$Shared_{\text{input}} - Shared_{\text{output}} =$$

$$\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} var(\alpha_{\text{tuned,shared}} \ast U z_i^{t,\text{tuned}} + \alpha_{\text{untuned,shared}} \ast U z_i^{t,\text{untuned}})^T_{t=0} \right] - \text{trace}(U_{\text{out}} \ast U_{\text{out}}')$$

$$Private_{\text{input}} - Private_{\text{output}} =$$

$$\left[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} var(\alpha_{\text{tuned,private}} \ast \psi_j^{t,\text{tuned}} + \alpha_{\text{untuned,private}} \ast \psi_j^{t,\text{untuned}})^T_{t=0} \right] - \text{trace}(\Psi_{\text{out}})$$

If the input private and shared variances are directly reflected in the output shared and private variance, on average $Shared_{\text{input}} - Shared_{\text{output}} = 0$ and $Private_{\text{input}} -$
$Private_{output} = 0$. What happens instead is shown in 5.5. When there is little private tuned input, as on the lefthand-side of the x-axis, private and shared input roughly match private and shared output. In contrast, when there is mostly private tuning and little shared tuning, as on the righthand-side of the x-axis, private input variance is much greater than private output variance. Further, shared input variance is much lower than shared output variance. Thus, when input private activity is heavily tuned, it manifests in the resultant population as shared variance. Adding more private untuned activity (increasing redness in color of each point) dampens this effect. However, the more untuned private activity there is, the less tuned private activity there can be. For example, on the righthand-side of the x-axis, $\alpha_{tuned, private} = 0.8$ when $\alpha_{untun, private} = 0$ (black dots), but $\alpha_{tuned, private} = 0.3$ when $\alpha_{untun, private} = 0.5$ (red dots). Thus, there much less tuned private activity to be interpreted as shared activity when the untuned private activity is higher.

Why would input tuned private activity, that has been designed such that temporal correlations across neurons are broken via the Poisson process, exhibit output correlated shared activity? If we direct attention back to 5.4, the answer comes from the fact that the tuned private activity is being driven by a low-dimensional $u(t)$ signal. Although different neurons may have different tuning curves to the $u(t)$ signal, and although there is a separate Poisson process for each neuron to break temporal correlations, over the course of an entire calibration session the two-dimensional velocities used to compute the private tuned inputs are the same for each neuron. Thus, when modeling the private tuned neural activity, a model that used a two factors and a mapping from the factors to the neural activity fits well. Increasing temporal jitter by decreasing $\Lambda_{tuned, private}$ could be a way for input private, tuned activity to be reflected as private in the output regardless of the fact that the activity is driven by a low-dimensional source. We explore this possibility below.

5.3.2 Effect of varying $\Lambda_{private, tuned}$ on Observed Shared Variability

To investigate how the update rate may influence whether input variability is designated as private or shared in the resultant population, we varied the update rate ($\Lambda_{tuned, private}$) for just the tuned private input source while keeping all other parameters constant ($\alpha_{private, tuned} = \alpha_{private, untuned} = \alpha_{shared, tuned} = \alpha_{shared, untuned} = 0.25$). In the resultant population, we measure how much of the total population variance is designated as a shared by computing a shared-over-total metric:

$$SOT_{out} = \frac{\text{trace}(U_{obs}U'_{obs})}{\text{trace}(U_{obs}U'_{obs} + \Psi_{obs})}$$

Increases in SOT indicate that an increasing amount of a population’s total variability is shared variability.
Figure 5.5: Differences in input versus output private and shared variability as a function of $\frac{\alpha_{\text{tuned, private}}}{\alpha_{\text{tuned, private}} + \alpha_{\text{tuned, shared}}}$ and $\alpha_{\text{untuned, private}}$.

5.6 illustrates that as the update rate increases from 10 events / sec (1 event / 100 ms bin) to more than 100 events / sec, the resultant population exhibits increasing shared variability. This trend is in line with the findings of greater private tuning activity resulting in more shared output activity in 5.5, except that here instead of increasing the weight of private tuning, the weight remains constant but the update rate increases, making the private tuned events more likely to be coincident across neurons. Why SOT increases when the private tuned activity approaches zero is less clear. One possible explanation is that as the rate of private tuned activity decreases, the influence of private tuned activity disappears. Thus, although $\alpha_{\text{private, tuned}} = 0.25$, if $\Lambda_{\text{private, tuned}} = 0$, then the number of bins with non-zero $\lambda_{i, \text{priv., tuned}}$ is very few. If $\alpha_{\text{private, tuned}} = 0$ then the contribution of shared sources and untuned private sources becomes: $\alpha_{\text{private, untuned}} = \alpha_{\text{shared, tuned}} = \alpha_{\text{shared, untuned}} = 0.33$, making SOT values of 0.6 - 0.8 understandable for small $\Lambda_{\text{private, tuned}}$.

Note that since our Factor Analysis model is fit with neural data binned in 100 msecs, the increase in private tuning event rate above the 10 Hz rate will result in more observable shared activity. For systems with narrower binning, the local minima of shared activity seen in 5.6 will be at the shorter update value.
Figure 5.6: Observed shared variability in the population varies as a function of the $\Lambda_{\text{private,tuned}}$. 
5.3.3 Contributions of Observed Shared and Observed Private Activity to Online Control

We next consider how population with different amounts of input private and input shared activity perform in simulated online BMI control. First, cursor speed and accuracy toward the end target are measured in populations containing different $\alpha_{\text{private,untuned}}$, $\alpha_{\text{shared,tuned}}$, $\alpha_{\text{shared,untuned}}$ and then we consider how using observed shared or observed private affects performance.

Using the same populations as studied above in 5.5, now a full closed-loop simulation setup is used to study how populations with different weightings of input sources perform online. In these figures, each point is a single population where its position on the x-axis corresponds to the private tuned to total tuning ratio as before ($\frac{\alpha_{\text{tuned, private}}}{\alpha_{\text{tuned, private}} + \alpha_{\text{tuned, shared}}}$) and the color corresponds to $\alpha_{\text{untuned, private}}$. As before, $\alpha_{\text{untuned, shared}}$ is set to 0.2.

In the left figure, tuning ratio is plotted versus the path error. Path error computes the total distance between the cursor location and the straight-line path between the center start target and the peripheral target. The longer the path error, the worse the accuracy. The metric plotted was multiplied by -1 such that greater accuracy is at the top of the y-axis. The left figure shows that populations with more private tuning exhibit greater accuracy, and populations with less private tuning exhibit lower accuracy. The right figure shows that populations with no private tuning (leftmost on x-axis) exhibit the fastest cursor speeds. However, populations with a mix of private and shared tuning exhibit lowest speeds, and population with only private tuning exhibit the second highest speeds.

Why is accuracy linear with proportion of private tuning, but speed has a parabolic relationship? Perhaps speed is a better reflection of the observed activity in the resultant population, instead of the input sources, since the resultant population activity is what drives the decoder. Since 5.5 already establishes that relative contributions of input sources of variability do not always dictate the observed sources, plotting speed versus observed shared variability may yield a clearer correlation. In 5.8, speed is plotted versus observed shared over total variability ($SOT_{\text{obs}} = \frac{\text{trace}(U_{\text{obs}} \ast U_{\text{obs}}^{\top})}{\text{trace}(U_{\text{obs}} \ast U_{\text{obs}}^{\top} + \Psi_{\text{obs}})}$). Although speed does not exactly correlate with $SOT_{\text{out}}$ ($R^2 = 0.35$), the relationship is linear. Thus, shared variability in the output population contributes to speed of the cursor. The relationship will not be perfect though, since observed shared variability can vary in its tuning, and more tuned observed shared variability ought to drive the cursor faster.

Thus far, we have shown that:

1. Inputs of private, tuned activity give rise to observed shared variability for specific regimes of $\Lambda_{\text{tuned, private}}$
2. Cursor accuracy in simulated online control is best achieved with tuned private inputs
3. Cursor speed is correlated with observed shared variability
Figure 5.7: Left: Path error in simulated online BMI control as a function of tuned activity ratio. Note that higher on the y-axis is more accurate. Right: Average cursor speed during BMI control as a function of tuning ratio.

Given these findings, we ask whether extracting shared-only activity from the resultant population may improve online simulated BMI control.

5.3.4 Using Observed Shared Activity Online Boosts Speed when Private Tuning is High

So far, it has been shown that private, tuned inputs give rise to observed shared variability for specific regimes of $\Lambda_{\text{tuned, private}}$, that cursor accuracy in online control is best achieved with tuned private inputs, and that cursor speed is correlated with observed shared variability. Next, online BMI simulations are performed with scaled, shared activity ($\hat{y}_{t, \text{shared}}$) in order to see if extracting observed shared variance and removing observed private variance may serve to give a speed boost.

In simulation, extracting observed shared variance does have the effect of increasing speed, but only for populations dominated by private tuning as shown in 5.9. This is the same figure as 5.7(right), but now the same populations were re-simulated with $\hat{y}_{t, \text{sc.shared}}$ as the input to the decoder ($\hat{y}_{t, \text{sc.shared}} = \beta_{\text{shar}} (U_{\text{obs}} U_{\text{obs}}' (U_{\text{obs}} U_{\text{obs}}' + \Psi_{\text{obs}})^{-1} (y_t - \mu_{\text{obs}}) + \mu$). We hypothesize if (observed shared variance - input shared variance (y axis of 5.5) is plotted against average speed shared - average speed full activity (difference between circles and triangles in 5.9), there would be a clear correlation.
Figure 5.8: Same as 5.7(right) but now x-axis is observed shared over total (SOT_{obs}) activity
5.3.5 Experimental Results Demonstrate Contributions of Distinct Sources of Neural Variability to Online Neuroprosthetic Control

In order to test how using estimated shared variance or estimated private variance online contributes to online performance, we performed a set of catch-trial experiments in one nonhuman-primate. The NHP performed the task described above, but on 30% of trials $y_t$ was replaced with $\hat{y}_{t, \text{sc.shared}}$, on 30% of trials $y_t$ was replaced with $\hat{y}_{t, \text{sc.private}}$, and the remaining 40% of trials were performed with $y_t$. The data presented below consists of 1167 trials collected over a few days.

5.3.5.1 Cursor Speed is Faster when Using Scaled Shared Activity

First cursor speed was analyzed since that was the attribute most obviously noticeable to the experimenter when scaled shared activity was used compared to scaled private activity. Plotted in 5.10 is the average cursor speed for trials driven by $y_t, y_{t, \text{sc.private}}, y_{t, \text{sc.shared}}$. When using $y_{t, \text{sc.shared}}$, speed is significantly higher than the original $y_t$, and when using $y_{t, \text{sc.private}}$, speed is significantly lower than the original (Significant Kruskal-Wallis test followed by two-tailed Mann-Whitney, number of trials: $y_t=580, y_{t, \text{sc.shared}}=324, y_{t, \text{sc.private}}=263$, p-values; $y_t$ vs. $y_{t, \text{sc.private}}, p=1.8\times10^{-57}$, $y_t$ vs. $y_{t, \text{sc.shared}}, p=3.7\times10^{-69}$, $y_{t, \text{sc.shared}}$ vs. $y_{t, \text{sc.private}}$.}

Figure 5.9: For all populations, scaled shared activity ($\hat{y}_{t, \text{shared}}$, triangle) was used as observations for the decoder, and the speed of the resultant trajectories were compared to their speed when using the full neural activity ($y_t$, circle).
Figure 5.10: Changes in average cursor speed (left) and time to target (right) when using $y_t, y_t, \text{private}$, $y_t, \text{shared}$ online to drive the same Kalman Filter decoder.

vs. $y_t, \text{sc.private}$, $p=3.0e-91$). This finding matches with the simulation results in the regime of a high ratio of private tuning to shared tuning.

Also assessed was time to target, to see whether the increase in speed was accompanied by a lack of control, as would be evidenced by an increase in time to target for $y_t, \text{sc.shared}$. Time to target was significantly lower for $y_t, \text{sc.shared}$ than $y_t$, and was significantly higher for $y_t, \text{sc.private}$ than $y_t$. (Significant Kruskal-Wallis test followed by two-tailed Mann-Whitney, number of trials: $y_t = 580$, $y_t, \text{sc.shared} = 324$, $y_t, \text{sc.private} = 263$, $p$-values; $y_t \text{vs.} y_t, \text{sc.private}$, $p=6.5e-45$, $y_t \text{vs.} y_t, \text{sc.shared}$, $p=5.3e-20$, $y_t, \text{sc.shared} \text{vs.} y_t, \text{sc.private}$, $p=3.0e-65$). Thus, using scaled shared variance online did not make the cursor so fast that it was uncontrollable.

5.3.5.2 Average Cursor Path Error is Higher when Using Scaled Shared Activity

Finally, we investigate how cursor accuracy changes for trials driven by $y_t, y_t, \text{private}$, $y_t, \text{sc.shared}$. The above analysis already shows that cursor accuracy is not so low when using $y_t, \text{sc.shared}$ that the time to target is negatively affected. In fact, time to target is significantly lower (faster) when using $y_t, \text{sc.shared}$ compared to either $y_t, \text{sc.private}$ or $y_t$. Plotted in 5.11 are the average and total path errors. The average path error for $y_t, \text{sc.shared}$ is significantly higher than the path error for $y_t, y_t, \text{private}$ (Significant Kruskal-Wallis test followed by two-tailed Mann-Whitney, number of trials: $y_t = 580$, $y_t, \text{sc.shared} = 324$, $y_t, \text{sc.private} = 263$, $p$-values, $y_t \text{vs.} y_t, \text{sc.shared}$, $p=3.5e-04$, $y_t, \text{sc.shared} \text{vs.} y_t, \text{sc.private}$, $p=3.4e-06$), and the total path error for $y_t, \text{sc.private}$ is significantly higher than the total path error for $y_t, y_t, \text{sc.shared}$ (Significant Kruskal-Wallis test followed by two-tailed Mann-Whitney, number of trials: $y_t = 580$, $y_t, \text{sc.shared} = 324$, $y_t, \text{sc.private} = 263$, $p$-values, $y_t \text{vs.} y_t, \text{sc.private}$, $p=2.8e-07$, $y_t, \text{sc.shared} \text{vs.} y_t, \text{sc.private}$, $p=1.9e-08$).
Figure 5.11: Changes in average path error (left) and total path error (right) when using $y_t, y_{t, \text{private}}, y_{t, \text{shared}}$ online to drive the same Kalman Filter decoder.

5.4 Conclusions

We first simulated inputs to a population of neurons to parse how inputs can influence presence of observed shared variability in a population. We found that tuned, private inputs can generate observed shared variability, since they are themselves driven by a low-dimensional signal, $u(t)$. We also found that increasing the update rate $\Lambda_{\text{tuned, private}}$ can result in more observed shared variability, since each neurons’ private encodings of low-dimensional $u(t)$ are more likely to be coincident. Similarly, decreasing the update rate below the BMI rate will also serve to increase observed shared variability, since the tuned private source contributes less and less to the total population activity. This relationship between private inputs and observed shared variability suggests a mechanism by which activity that is private may become shared. Given observations of private variability dominating observed population activity shown in the beginning of learning a BMI and shared variability dominating in late learning [90], perhaps an analogous increase in update rate drives this change in structure.

BMI populations with greater observed shared variance exhibit greater speed. This makes sense in our model since the populations with the greatest observed shared variance are the ones with the least untuned private inputs. Thus, all shared variance is from untuned shared variance, and tuned shared and private variance. Since untuned shared variance is the same in all of the above populations, increases in speed can be attributed to the tuned private and tuned shared variance that become observed shared variance. Since the Kalman filter decoder is a linear decoder, when inputs encoding the same $u(t)$ are synchronous as they are when they constitute shared variance, the decoder has more observations of the same $u(t)$ signal. In our model when inputs are asynchronous as in tuned private inputs, some neurons will encode $u(t)$ while the other will have no activity, giving the decoder fewer observations of the $u(t)$ signal within a single timepoint. Note that in general, just because a population has shared variance doesn’t necessarily mean
that this variance is encoding a useful variable, it just happens to be true in our case because we did not vary the untuned shared input.

Observed private activity still drives the cursor towards the target, but along a slower trajectory more accurate (on average) trajectory. While it has been postulated that a low-dimensional shared representation of neural activity may be sufficient for driving proficient BMI control and even that learning may be limited to this space [91], we show by decomposing neural variance into shared and private sources in an online experiment, that each has its own contribution to performance.

A number of unanswered questions remain. Why is private activity used online more accurate in the online experiment? If all tuned private activity appears as observed shared variability, there should be little tuned information left in the observed private activity. It is possible that the regime most analogous to the online results is a private tuned ratio of approximately 0.5, indicating that some private tuned activity will appear as observed output but not all. In this regime, might there be conflicts between private tuning and shared tuning? Might a single neuron’s shared variability component be tuned to a different direction as their private component? Perhaps separating observed private and observed shared sources could improve overall information in the population. Another related question is how the dimensionality of the shared variance changes depending on whether it is driven by private tuned inputs or shared tuned inputs, or a mix of both. Perhaps the dimensionality of the shared variance when using private tuned inputs is higher. Establishing this could improve our ability to figure out which regime real data resides in.

Another simplification in the model is the assumption that subjects generate a representation of $u(t)$ where they always point at the target. As highlighted in [203], subjects can only aim exactly where they want to go if they have a uniform distribution of tuning curves about the angular axis. In the case that they don’t, they must learn to re-aim depending on the tuning of the units chosen as ‘output units’. Thus, this model could be improved if the function used to generate $u(t)$ was fit based on actual subject behavior. Doing so could allow for better comparisons of how a simulated population compares to the a real neural population during the same behavior, and used to explore principles of how real neural populations operate.

Finally, the generative model of population activity models neural activity using cosine tuning to an intended direction of movement, a representational model of how motor areas would encode movement objectives. Although grounded in decades of electrophysiological findings [29], this generative model is very simple, and does not capture recent findings that neurons change their tuning properties based on a variety of task parameters [204, 205, 206]. However even if many independent tuning curves do not present a useful model of motor encoding, the result that independent, noisy observations of a low-dimensional quantity can appear as correlated activity is still an important principle. At the most basic processing level, a high dimensional number of primary sensory neurons samples the three dimensional world and give rise to inputs that drive motor areas, so somewhere in this processing is a collapse of high dimensional private observations to a lower-dimensional
shared representation. While this model is a simple abstraction, it yields a number of basic principles that guide our investigation into studying motor population computation during actions sequences in the next chapter.
Chapter 6

Distinct Action Sequences Performed During Neuroprosthetic Control Reveal High-Dimensional Neural Dynamics
6.1 Introduction

How does motor cortex generate action sequences which constitute our ability to reach for the newspaper to read it ourselves one morning, and then reach for the newspaper and give it to our friend the next? The initial newspaper-directed part of these hand reaches will resemble each other kinematically, but are these identical portions generated by the same motor cortical neural activity patterns? With a focus on primary motor cortex (M1), we ask how do neural activity patterns for a given action change depending on the sequence in which the actions fall? Early work in understanding motor cortical coding of motor sequences reports changes in M1 neural firing rates [207] and M1 neural correlations [208] during planning phases for the same motor actions that occur in different planned sequences. These results suggest that motor cortex encodes information about sequence context or future movement [209, 172, 210]. However, we cannot be certain that all aspects of motor actions are in fact identical when performed in one sequence versus another. Perhaps a seemingly identical motor action measured kinematically in fact requires more co-contraction of the trunk or stabilizing muscles when performed in one sequence compared to another. Thus, finding neural activity patterns that are different for the same kinematic action performed in different sequences may just be evidence of different muscular activations for the same kinematic action. For example, in speech production, the same sound may be produced with different muscle activations depending on the sequence it falls due to the dynamics of the muscles and jaw [211]. Another challenge in interpreting differences in neural firing or correlations is that others have found consistent M1 firing patterns for a given action regardless of sequence [212]. One approach to simplifying the problem of studying natural movements and assessing whether the observed changes in neural activity contribute substantially to behavior is to use a brain-machine interface (BMI) where a population of motor cortical neurons drive the velocity commands to a virtual 2D cursor. In this setup, the experimenter knows exactly which neurons contribute to movements of the cursor, and know the exact mapping between neural activity and kinematics of the cursor behavior, as discussed in chapter 1. Further, the experimenter can decompose neural activity patterns to assess how different parts contribute to cursor control.

Another complication with studying neural encoding of action sequences is that even if kinematics and muscular patterns are identical when performing the same action in different sequences, the issue of which coordinate frame M1 represents has remained largely unresolved [30, 29]. Thus, studying neural encoding of action requires the experimenter to first select their favorite coordinate frame for M1, a selection that is not obvious. A different approach to studying the neural correlates of action is leave the question of which movement parameters M1 represents and instead focus on identifying principles of how M1 generates movement. The redundancy of neural solutions to generate the same EMG output may explain how different neural firing patterns generate the same movement depending on the sequence it falls in. However, understanding the principles of why certain solutions are used for one context versus another remain unclear. Some have
embarked on studying properties of M1 population activity and generated proposals of how M1 generates some types of behaviors, though few have focused on action sequences directly. For example, it has demonstrated that M1 population activity occupies a low-dimensional subspace, and subjects have difficulty generating neural activity that departs from the space even when doing so would allow for task-related rewards [91]. However, how neural activity traverses the low dimensional subspace to generate action sequences remains unclear. Further, why the space tends to be higher-dimensional than required by the task is also unknown. Another group has proposed a theory of movement generation which models neural activity during very well-practiced, fast arm reaches, as observations from a low-dimensional linear dynamical system, with a low-dimensional population state evolving according to a consistent lawful linear dynamical process [33, 34]. When subjects initiate their reaches, the low dimensional population state starts at a reach-specific initial position and consistent temporal dynamics evolve its state to produce a temporal pattern that has the correct frequency content to produce EMG activity [33]. This model captures substantial neural variance, and explains rotational characteristics of population activity that other representational models do not capture. Whether a consistent dynamical system can also explain complex behaviors such as feedback corrected reaches, or reaches requiring the subject to hold for an extended period of time before reaching is beginning to be explored [35, 36, 37].

Here, we investigate how M1 generates action sequences by using a brain-machine interface. In this preparation, we record from tens of M1 single and multi-units and linearly map the activity of these neural activity patterns to the velocity of a 2D cursor on a screen [213]. In different tasks, the subject must generate distinct cursor trajectories, allowing us to precisely study the neural activity patterns that generate different action sequences. The BMI preparation gives us an exact assay of the behavioral variables (velocities sent to the cursor) and neural-to-behavioral mapping (decoder used in the BMI), in contrast to natural reaching experiments where behavior is more challenging to rigorously capture and the neural to behavioral mapping is unknown and nonlinear. Within the BMI preparation, we first ask how neural activity used to generate individual behavioral actions differs depending on which action sequence the behavior is embedded. We assess if the neural activity patterns for different action sequences occupy a consistent subspace, as predicted by [91]. Given that the subspace found by Sadtler is higher dimensional than the task dimensions, there are multiple ways in which subjects may generate within-subspace neural activity which have the same behavioral output. Perhaps they use this redundancy to have flexibility in how they generate the same behavior depending on which action sequence it falls within. We also assess the mean firing rates of each neuron for a given behavioral action. One hypothesis for how subjects perform BMI control is that they infer through experience the tuning parameters of the neuron-to-cursor mapping in the decoder [71, 73] and then reliably generate each neural firing rate corresponding to the direction they want the cursor to move. Again, there is substantial redundancy in the many neuron to two-dimensional cursor mapping, so we assess whether the same behavioral actions (cursor velocities) are generated by different mean firing rates depending on
action sequence. These analyses reveal if in a well-controlled BMI task mean firing rates and covariation patterns differ for generation of identical behavioral actions depending on action sequence. These analyses are the beginning steps to understanding principles of how M1 leverages its redundancy to generate activity patterns.

Finally, we investigate if the differences in M1 neural activity for the same behavioral action can be explained by M1 neural activity abiding by temporal rules that can be modeled with a linear dynamical system. Indeed, using a linear dynamical system fit from arm movements has already been shown to capture substantial neural activity in an online BMI task, yielding improved BMI performance compared to models that do not model the temporal rules of neural activity [214, 215]. However, we don’t ask if this model is the best way of representing neural activity for online BMI performance, but rather if it can distill principles of computation in M1 that yield different neural activity for identical behaviors within action sequences. We investigate whether the inclusion of these temporal rules explains our subspace difference and mean firing rate difference observations. We conclude proposing that the high-dimensionality and temporal laws in M1 give rise to a flexible generator of action sequences.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Surgery, electrophysiology, and experimental setup

Two male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, RRID: NCBI:Taxon:9544) were chronically implanted with arrays of 128 Teflon-coated tungsten microwire electrodes (35 μm in diameter, 500 μm separation between microwires, 16 × 8 configuration, 6.5 mm length, Innovative Neurophysiology, Durham, NC) in the left upper arm area of primary motor cortex (M1) and posterior dorsal premotor cortex (PMd). Localization of target areas was performed using stereotactic coordinates from a neuroanatomical atlas of the rhesus brain [216]. LFP activity was recorded at 1 kHz using either the 128-channel Multichannel Acquisition Processor (Plexon, Inc., Dallas, TX) (Monkey J) or the 256-channel Omni-plex D Neural Acquisition System (Plexon, Inc.) (Monkey G). Single-unit and multi-unit activity were sorted online, after setting channel thresholds. Thresholds were set at the beginning of each session based on 1–2 min of neural activity recorded as the animal sat quietly (i.e. not performing a behavioral task). For all monkeys and tasks in this study, visual feedback of the BMI output was shown by a circular cursor on the task screen. Prior to this study, Monkeys G and J were trained at reaching tasks and spike-based brain-machine interface (BMI) cursor tasks for 1 year. All procedures were conducted in compliance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the University of California, Berkeley Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
6.2.2 Tasks

Two BMI tasks are performed – a centerout task and an obstacle avoidance task. In the centerout task, subjects control a 2D cursor to move from the center target to one of eight cued peripheral targets distributed radially around a 6.5 cm (Monkey J) or a 10 cm (Monkey G) radius circle. For Monkey J, trials were initiated by entering the center target and holding for a variable time. The go cue after the hold period was indicated by the center target changing color and the peripheral target illuminating, cuing a reach to that target. For Monkey G trials were initiated automatically by resetting the cursor to the center position, and illuminating a peripheral target. A liquid reward was provided after the cursor successfully reached the target with a peripheral hold time of 200 ms.

In the obstacle avoidance task, Monkeys G and J performed different tasks. Monkey G performed an obstacle avoidance task with a very similar structure to the center-out task. The only difference was that a square obstacle (side length 2 or 3 cm) would appear in between the center cursor reset position and peripheral target. If the cursor center entered the obstacle, the trial would end in an error and subjects would repeat the trial. Monkey J’s obstacle-avoidance task required a point-to-point movement between an initial (not necessarily center) target and a peripheral target. On arrival at the initial target, an ellipsoid obstacle appeared on the screen. If the cursor entered the obstacle at any time during the movement to the peripheral target, an error resulted and the trial was repeated. Target positions and obstacle sizes and positions were selected to vary the amount of obstruction, radius of curvature around the obstacles, and spatial locations of targets. Trials were constructed to include no obstruction, partial obstruction with low-curvature, full obstruction with a long distance between targets and full obstruction with a short distance between targets thus requiring a high curvature.

We analyzed 9 days of data from Monkey G and 4 days of data from Monkey J where on each day, monkeys performed both the centerout and obstacle tasks with the same BMI decoder. Only successful trials were analyzed.

6.2.3 Decoding

In both tasks, subjects must draw upon their action repertoire to generate trajectories that bring their cursor to the cued peripheral target. In both the Kalman Filter decoder (Monkey G) and the Point Process Filter decoder (Monkey J), the cursor position and velocity are modeled with a state space with position and velocity variables with a dynamics process:

\[ x_t = Ax_{t-1} + w_{t-1}, w_{t-1} \sim N(0, W) \]

\[ n_t \sim p(n_t|x_t) \]

where \( x_t \) is a 5 x 1 vector corresponding to \( x_{pos}, y_{pos}, x_{vel}, y_{vel} \), and an offset variable. Note that \( x_t \) always refers to the full 5 x 1 vector, whereas \( x_{pos}, x_{vel} \) each refer to specific cursor
variables. Additionally, \( n_t \) are binned spike counts (100 ms bins for Monkey G, 5ms bins for Monkey J).

For the Kalman Filter, the observations process \( n_t \sim p(n_t|x_t) \) is:

\[
n_t \sim N(Cx_t, Q)
\]

\[
n_t = Cx_t + q_t, q_t \sim N(0, Q)
\]

Here, \( C \) is an \( nx5 \) matrix where each row represents the preferred direction and magnitude of each neuron in a cosine tuning model. In these experiments, neural activity is modeled as a linear function of velocity, so \( C[:,1,2] = 0 \). At each time bin, an estimate of \( x_t \) is computed from the previous estimate of \( x(t-\hat{1}_{t-1}) \) through the time update process \( (x(t-\hat{1}_{t-1}) = E(x(t,x(t-\hat{1}_{t-1})) \), and then a refined estimate of is computed using the observed spike counts, (the measurement update, \( x(t,x(t-\hat{1}_{t-1}), n_t) \)). For the Kalman Filter, these two update steps can be summarized with the follow expression:

\[
x(t|t-1) = Fx(t-\hat{1}_{t-1}) + K_t n_t
\]

where \( K_t \) is the Kalman Gain and takes into account \( C, Q, \hat{P}_t \), where \( \hat{P}_t = E((x(t|x(t-\hat{1}_{t-1}))) \). \( K_t \) approaches steady-state in BMI tasks within seconds \( (K_t \to K, [217]) \). Further details about velocity Kalman Filter decoding are available [73, 218].

For the Point Process Filter, the observations process \( n_t \sim p(n_t|x_t) \) is:

\[
p(n_t|x_t) = \prod_{i=1}^{n}(\lambda_i(t|x_t, \phi_i)\Delta)^{n_i}exp(-\lambda_i(t|x_t, \phi_i)\Delta)
\]

where \( \lambda_i(t|x_t, \phi_i) \) is each output units’ instantaneous firing rate modeled as a log-linear function of \( x_t \):

\[
\lambda_i(t|x_t, \phi_i) = exp(\beta_i + \tilde{\alpha}_i x_t)
\]

where \( \tilde{\alpha}_i \) is tuning model parameter that only includes the velocity terms: \( \tilde{\alpha}_i = [0, 0, \alpha_{xvel}, \alpha_{yvel}, 1]^T \). Thus, \( \beta_i, \tilde{\alpha}_i \) are the parameters that model how an output units’ firing rate \( (\lambda_i) \) modulates with velocity, and the expression for \( p(n_t|x_t) \) describes the Poisson Point Process model that takes into account the velocity-modulated \( \lambda_i \). The Point Process Filter decoder also has a time-update and measurement update steps that may be summarized with the following expression:

\[
x(t|x(t-\hat{1}_{t-1}), \phi_i)\Delta)
\]

Further details about Point Process Filter decoding can be found in [219, 220, 221].
6.2.4 Analysis

6.2.4.1 Repertoire Similarity

The repertoire similarity metric used in Figure 1G computes what percentage of the 32 sections have differences in distributions that are more than half of the mean of their distributions:

$$similarity = 1 - \frac{\sum_{b=1}^{32} |p_{co}(b) - p_{obs}(b)| > 0.5 \times (p_{co}(b) + p_{obs}(b))}{32}$$

where $p_{co}(b)$ refers to the empirical probability of observing a velocity command that falls in section $b$.

6.2.4.2 Subspace Overlap Metric

The subspace overlap metric is a uni-directional metric that computes what fraction of variance from one shared space is captured by another shared space. For example, if one has two factor analysis models (reminder: $k$ is dimensionality of $z$, $U$ is the loading matrix between $z$ to $x$, $\Psi$ is a diagonal matrix characterizing private variance and $\mu$ is the population mean):

$$FA_1 = \{k_1, U_1, \Psi_1, \mu_1\}, FA_2 = \{k_2, U_2, \Psi_2, \mu_2\}$$

The subspace overlap from between the two first requires finding the main shared variance ($UU_{\text{main}}^T$, see A.2) and projection matrix to main shared spaced ($P_{\text{main}}$):

$$\text{overlap}_{1\rightarrow2} = \frac{\text{trace}(P_{\text{main},2}UU_{\text{main},1}^TP_{\text{main},2}^T)}{\text{trace}(UU_{\text{main},1}^T)}$$

Note that $\text{overlap}_{1\rightarrow2} \neq \text{overlap}_{2\rightarrow1}$. When computing this metric for within-task vs. across-task overlap as in 6.3.1.1, both directionalities were considered.

6.2.4.3 Comparisons of mean firing rate for a given command

In 6.3.2G, we compare the mean firing rate of each neuron for a given velocity command across both across tasks as well as within task. We followed the following procedure for each comparison outlined in 6.3.2D:

1. Across Task vs. Within Task:

   (a) First, for each day, spike counts and neural push velocity vectors from 100ms bins from successful trials were accumulated.

   (b) Spike counts and their corresponding neural push vectors from the 100ms bins from each task were randomly assigned to subset 1 or subset 2 (yielding CO_subset1, CO_subset2, OBS_subset1, OBS_subset2).
(c) Within each subset, neural spike counts and corresponding neural push vectors were further discretized by assigning the neural push vectors to their corresponding velocity sections.

(d) For each subset and each velocity section, a mean neural firing rate vector was computed. If fewer than 15 bins were assigned to a particular velocity section, the mean neural firing rate vector was populated with NaNs.

(e) To compute the across-task differences in mean firing rates, the absolute difference in mean firing rate between i) CO_subset1 and OBS_subset1 ii) CO_subset2 and OBS_subset2 was computed for each velocity section. These calculations yielded two n x 1 vectors per velocity section. Each of these vectors was then summed across neurons, yielding 2 ‘across-task-population-difference-estimates’ for each velocity section. If any of the subsets did not have enough data to estimate a mean firing rate, then the population difference estimate that used that subset was not used.

(f) To compute the within-task difference, the same procedure described above in (e) was followed, except instead of taking the difference between i) CO_subset1 and OBS_subset1 and ii) CO_subset2 and OBS_subset2, now differences were taken between i) CO_subset1 and CO_subset2 and ii) OBS_subset1 and OBS_subset2. This procedure also yielded two ‘within-task-population-difference-estimates’.

(g) Each velocity section then had two across-task-population-difference-estimates and two within-task-population-difference-estimates. The absolute difference between the first across-task-population-difference-estimate and first within-task-population-difference-estimate was used to compute one across-vs-within-task-population-difference-estimate. This was repeated for the second within and across task population-difference-estimate.

(h) At the end, for each day, 2 x n_section estimates (or fewer, if some sections has too few samples to estimate) were obtained to estimate the across-vs-within-task-population-difference-estimate. These values constituted Bar 1 in 6.3.2G.

2. Across Task Close vs. Across Task Far:

(a) This procedure was very similar to the Across Task vs. Within Task procedure. Instead of creating two CO subsets and two OBS subsets using the full task data, instead two CO and OBS subsets were created based on time in session. On each day, the 16 trials of the CO task session closest in time to the OBS task session was identified and used to create CO_close (light green in 6.3.2E). Then, 16 trials of the CO task session furthest in time to the OBS task session was identified and used to create CO_far (dark green in 6.3.2E). Similar sections were made for the obstacle task (16 trials closest to CO session used
to make OBS_close – light blue in 6.3.2E, 16 trials furthest from CO session used to make OBS_far—dark blue in 6.3.2E).

(b) For each subset and velocity section, a mean population firing rate was computed using data from that subset.

(c) To compute the close and far across-task-population-difference-estimate, the absolute differences between i) OBS_close and CO_close and ii) OBS_far and CO_far were computed for each velocity section, respectively. After summing each vector across neurons, this yields one close and far across-task-population-difference-estimate for each velocity section.

(d) To compute the close-vs-far-across-task-population-difference-estimate, the absolute difference was taken between the close and far across-task-population-difference-estimate for each velocity section, yielding for each day n_section estimates (or fewer, if some sections had too few samples to estimate).

3. Within Task Close vs. Within Task Far:

   (a) Same as above, but with subsets chosen to be i) CO_subset,close1 as the 16 trials before the midpoint of the CO task, ii) CO_subset, close2 as the 16 trials after the midpoint of the CO task, and iii) OBS_subset, close1 iv) OBS_subset, close2, v) CO_subset, far1 as the first 16 trials of the CO task, vi) CO_subset, far2 as the last 16 trials of the CO task, vii) OBS_subset, far1, and viii) OBS_subset, far2. Here, initial differences were taken between: i. CO_subset, close1 and CO_subset, close2 ii. OBS_subset, close1 and OBS_subset, close2 iii. CO_subset, far1 and CO_subset, far2 iv. OBS_subset, far1 and OBS_subset, far2. And then final differences were taken between: CO_close vs. CO_far and OBS_close vs. OBS_far.

6.2.4.4 Data and Performance Metrics for Online Subspace Testing

For the tests of how using the shared space from one task influences performance on the other task (6.3.1.1E, F), data from 9 days with Monkey G were used (overlapping, but not identical to the 9 days used for the main centerout vs. obstacle comparisons). For these tests, the metrics used for comparison between online performance with within-task vs. across-task subspaces was normalized time to target and normalized path length:

**BMI Performance Metrics**  Time to target was computed as the amount of time it took to leave the center and arrive at the peripheral target for successful trials. Faster times to target indicate better performance with the decoder. One issue in comparing within vs. across task shared spaces for online control is that there are four permutations we would ideally aim to test on a single day: CO_space-CO_task, OBS_space-CO_task, CO_space-OBS_task, OBS_space-OBS_task. Further, to compute CO_space and OBS_space,
an initial block of performance was needed on respective tasks. Finally, we also used decoders that were either seeded with the CO task or OBS task. All of the above conditions resulted in an inability to perform all decoder-task-subspace permutations on a single day. Unfortunately, comparing BMI performance across days in this animal yielded highly variable results depending on unit quality for that particular day, motivation level, and as we find later—whether the CO or OBS task was used as the seed decoder. Thus, we compute normalized performance metrics for easier comparisons across days. On each day, regardless of whether the CO or OBS task is used to seed the decoder, and regardless of which shared space is tested on which task, there is always a block in which the decoder is used to perform the task tested on that day without any shared space manipulations. Thus, we normalized all time to target metrics using that block. For example, assume on day 1 we want to test how a shared space fit from the CO task performs when the subject is trying to do the OBS task. We could compute time to target for all of the CO_space-OBS_task successful trials. Then, for each trial to target $i$, we subtract the mean time to target measured on that same day, with that same decoder, performed on the same task (here, OBS), with full activity $n_t$ without any shared space manipulations, to target $i$. This way, any biases in the decoder related to speed or direction do not influence our ability to detect differences in using one shared space compared to another.

The same procedure was used for path length. First raw path length was computed as the sum of the distances the cursor travel from time point to time point over the course of a successful trial to target iduring a specific task. Then, normalized path length was computed by subtracting the mean path length during baseline performance on the same task, with same decoder, without shared space manipulations, to the same target from raw path length.

Rewards per minute were computed by estimating the number of rewards obtained within 2 minute windows during task performance. Thus if a particular block was performed for 11 minutes, 5 values were obtained for 'rewards per minute' for that block. No normalization was performed on the rewards per minute estimates presented in 6.3.2.

**Tuning Mismatch Metric** For each BMI output unit, we compared the mismatch in what the decoder tuning curve model to a model estimated from online performance. For each block of online BMI performance, we regressed the cursor velocities against the neural activity patterns using linear regression, to yield an estimate of how the subject was ’using’ the BMI output neuron $i$ in online control, $v_{\text{task}}^{i}$. We then took the difference between the decoder-fit preferred vector direction $C(i, 3:4)$ (see 6.2.3 for details about decoder) and preferred vector direction fit from the task $v_{\text{task}}^{i}$, $d_{\text{v}}^{i} = C(i, 3:4) - v_{\text{task}}^{i}$, and summed $d_{\text{v}}^{i}$ over all neurons $i$ to yield a single $DV$ for each block. The angle of $DV$ was compared across blocks in 6.3.2.
6.2.4.5 Linear Dynamical System

The linear dynamical system that was fit to our data used very similar methods to [214]. Here we fit the following model to our neural data:

\[ z_t = A z_{t-1} + w_t, \quad w_t \sim N(0, W) \]

\[ n_t = C z_t + q_t, \quad q_t \sim N(0, Q) \]

If the above model looks similar to the Kalman Filter Decoder, it's because it's exactly the same. The Kalman Filter Decoder assumes that kinematics of the cursor \((x_t)\) follow a dynamics process (first equation), and that neural activity \((n_t)\) is a linear readout of the cursor kinematics. In contrast, the way this model is used in the work below, is the model the dynamics of the neural activity itself. Thus, \(z_t\) is a low-dimensional latent factor, must like it was in FA. However, now instead of \(E(z_t z_{t-1}^T) = E(z_t z_{t+1}^T) = 0\) as in FA, now there are temporal correlations modeled in \(z_t\). Thus, the activation of the latent variables cannot jump around from time point to time point, but must follow some temporal rules governed by \(A\).

**Fitting**  In all analyses, we use a 15-state linear dynamical system. Thus, \(z_t \in R^{15}\), \(A, W \in R^{15 \times 15}\). To fit an LDS (and all the models the LDS is compared to in 6.1, 6.4) for a particular task’s data, 20% of trials from the CO and OBS task from a particular day is held out as training data \((N_{test,CO} and N_{test,OBS})\). The remaining 80% of trials were used as training data. Since temporal structure is vital to maintain in fitting the LDS, each ‘datapoint’ was a single trial instead of just a bin of data. Each trial gets one turn being in the test dataset, and 4 turns being in the training dataset.

For the test and training data sets, trials were organized in structures and included a full 1 second of data before their actual start. An LDS was fit using expectation-maximization [222] implemented in python package (https://github.com/mattjj/pylds) with the following relevant parameters:

- number of states: 15
- number of EM iterations: 30
- initialization: from Factor Analysis fit to data, as in [214]
  - \(C_0 = U\)
  - \(Q_0 = \Psi\)
  - Let \(z_1 = z_{1:T-1}, z_2 = z_{2:T}\)
  - \(A_0 = (z_1^T z_1)^{-1} (z_1^T z_2)\)
  - \(W_0 = cov(z_2 - A_0 z_1)\)
Prediction, Filtering, Smoothing  Once the LDS for a particular fold was fit, it was then used to make predictions on held-out data. We review the following terminology:

- **Prediction**: \( E(z_t | n_{1:t-1}, z_0, P_0) \)
- **Filtering** (e.g. what is done during Kalman Filter Decoding): \( E(z_t | n_{1:t}, z_0, P_0) \)
- **Smoothing**: \( E(z_t | n_{1:T}, z_0, P_0) \)

In order to make any of the above predictions, we first must estimate \( z_0 \) and \( P_0 \) (which is \( E(z_T^T z_0) \)). In order to do this, we use the whole trial estimate in order to estimate the tenth bin (1 sec after start of trial), \( E(z_{10}, P_{10} | n_{1:T}, z_0 = 0, P_0 = I) \). Since we data for our training and testing data starting one second before the actual start of the trial, we can then use \( E(z_{10}, P_{10}) \) as the initial starting point for our actual trial estimates.

Armed with values of \( z_0, P_0 \) for our actual trial starts, we can now predict, filter, and smooth to our hearts’ content according to [222].

Dynamics Ratio  In order to determine how much the dynamics process actually contributes to estimates of \( z_t \) compared to the observations process, we compute a “dynamics ratio” for each bin in each trial, as is done [214]. For each bin, the norm of the dynamics update (or time update), the norm of the innovations update (or measurement update), and ratio between the two are computed:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{dyn} &= |x_{t|t-1} - x_{t-1|t-1}| \\
\text{innov} &= |K_t n_t - C x_{t|t-1}| \\
\text{ratio} &= \frac{\text{dyn}}{\text{dyn} + \text{innov}}
\end{align*}
\]

Estimating Subspace Overlap Within an LDS  For each LDS fit, there is a matrix fit which defines the mapping from \( z_t \) to \( n_t \). This defines a low-dimensional plane (specifically 15 dimensional) within \( \mathbb{R}^n \), that is analogous to the shared space from FA. We can see how similar these planes are by defining the LDS-subspace overlap metric:

1. For each LDS, concatenate all \( \hat{z}_t \) into an \( pxT \) matrix \( Z \).
2. Compute main shared variance \( (UU_{main}^T) \) and the normalized projection matrix \( (P_{main}) \) of the following co-variance matrix: \( CZZ^TCT \) (see ??). Note that in the LDS, there is no requirement that \( z_t \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I) \), so we compute the empirical co-variance of \( z_t \) instead of assuming it is the identity (as done in FA).
3. Compute overlap from \( LDS_1 \rightarrow LDS_2 \):

\[
\text{overlap}_{LDS_1 \rightarrow LDS_2} = \frac{\text{trace}(P_{main_2} UU_{main_1}^T P_{main_2}^T)}{\text{trace}(UU_{main_1}^T)}
\]
6.3 Results

Action sequences are comprised of sequences of smaller units, which in motor control have been termed primitives [223], submovements [224], fragments [225], or strokes [226]. While each concept has its own properties, they all describe a complete set of basis movements that are used as building blocks to create the full set of more complex movements. We term these set of basis movements as the action repertoire. Drawing from and combining basis movements from the action repertoire yields action sequences for solving goal-directed tasks in different environments (6.3A).
Figure 6.3.0 Action sequences in distinct BMI tasks. a) Left: A schematic illustrating the repertoire of action commands, which in the case of BMI, consist of individual velocity commands of varying directions and amplitudes. Middle: Two distinct action sequences, required due to differences in task demands, contain at least one of the same action (red arrow). Right: Red arrow is embedded in sequences with different histories and futures. b) We ask, how do the neural activity patterns that generate the red arrow in the first, green action sequence differ from the neural activity patterns that generate the red arrow in the second, blue action sequence? c) Illustrated with a one dimensional
velocity readout space (red dotted line) and two neural dimensions (x and y dimensions of each gray plane). The axis along which the three planes lie is a time axis illustrating the evolution of neural activity over time. The blue dotted lines are perpendicular to the red dotted line on all three planes (representing sequential time points). Neural activity patterns that lie on the blue line are decoded identically (arrow in blue box), and thus the three trajectories plotted exhibit different neural activity but are decoded identically. d) The brain machine interface loop used in this investigation. Single and multi unit activity is decoded from primary motor cortex (M1) and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), and binned into 100 ms (Monkey G) or 5 ms (Monkey J) bins. Then a velocity decoder is used to convert binned spikes into predicted cursor velocities. These predicted velocities update the position of the cursor, which is driven either in a straight centerout task, or a curved obstacle avoidance task. e) Example straight, centerout trajectories, or curved obstacle trajectories for Monkey G. f) Distribution of velocity commands over an entire centerout session and entire obstacle session. Gray scale refers to how frequently a particular command was used (darker indicates more frequent use). g) Similarity of velocity command distributions between the centerout and obstacle task sessions within day (9 days for Monkey G, 4 days for Monkey J).

Here, we study the neural generation of the basis movements for BMI control, velocity commands, and specifically ask how neural encoding of a single velocity command changes depending on the sequence in which the command is embedded (6.3B). In both natural motor control and in BMI control, there are many more neurons than number of behavioral dimensions to control. For example, if we were to map the activity of two neurons onto a BMI with a 1 dimensional velocity vector (6.3C, dashed red line), at each discrete time point (pictured as grey planes), there are many neural activity patterns that can yield the same behavioral output. In 6.3C, three different neural activity trajectories through time are pictured that all yield the same behavioral output (pictured as boxed black velocity arrows). Since variations orthogonal to the velocity readout line do not affect behavior, subjects have flexibility in how they generate desired movements.

Here, we designed two BMI tasks – a centerout task and an obstacle avoidance task. In the centerout task, subjects control a 2D cursor to move from the center of the workspace to a cued peripheral target. When reaching the target, they are required to hold within the target for 200 ms. In the obstacle avoidance task, subjects must perform the same centerout movements but now must avoid a square obstacle placed exactly between the straight line connecting the center and the peripheral target (Monkey G), or must perform target to target trajectories with an ellipse obstacle in the path (Monkey J). We analyzed 9 days of data from Monkey G and 4 days of data from Monkey J where on each day, monkeys performed both the centerout and obstacle tasks with the same BMI decoder (6.3D). Only successful trials were analyzed.

In both tasks, subjects must draw upon their action repertoire to generate trajectories that bring their cursor to the cued peripheral target. In both the Kalman Filter decoder
(Monkey G) and the Point Process Filter decoder (Monkey J), the cursor position and velocity are modeled as states with a dynamics process. At each time bin, an estimate of cursor state is computed from the dynamics process propagating the prior state estimate, and then a refined estimate of cursor state computed using the observed spike counts (see 6.2.3 for details). Both processes can be summarized as:

\[
x_t = F x_{t-1} | n_{t-1} + G(n_t)
\]

where \(x_t\) is cursor position and \(n_t\) is binned neural spike counts. In the case of the Kalman Filter, \(G(n_t) = Kn_t\) where \(K\) is the Kalman Gain. In the case of the Point Process Filter, \(G(n_t) = \hat{P}_t C^T n_t\) where \(C\) is a matrix \(\in \mathbb{R}^{nx5}\) with \(i\) row of \(C\) equal to \(\tilde{\alpha}_i\) (see 6.2.3).

In the following analyses, we define the basis movements of BMI control as the contribution of the observations to the update of cursor state, or \(G(n_t)\). We choose not to define the actual cursor velocity as the basis movement because the subject does not control the dynamics process, and so the only way for them to update the state of the cursor is through generating neural observations that will direct the cursor. There is evidence that subjects develop an internal model of the cursor dynamics during BMI control [80], making it likely that their neural commands are issued to the BMI with full knowledge of how it will update control of the cursor. Since we are interested in how subjects generate control, we define the basis movement for a particular bin as the velocity command \(G(n_t)\).

As evidenced from example cursor trajectories in 6.3E, subjects succeed at generating successful trajectories in both tasks. Cursor trajectories in the centerout task are straight whereas ones in the obstacle avoidance task are more curved. In subsequent analyses, we pool over all targets and trials during performance of a given task to ask questions about subjects select neural commands to generate desired action sequences. Thus, we first ask how similar the distribution of velocity commands is across the two tasks. Each velocity command is binned into one of eight angular bins and one of four magnitude bins as shown in 6.3F for an example session from Monkey G. For each animal and each session, the similarity of distribution of commands (see 6.2.4.1) is close to 1, indicating very similar distributions of commands (6.3G). Thus, subjects draw from similar distributions of velocity commands across tasks.

### 6.3.1 Manifold Similarity

#### 6.3.1.1 Task-Specific Comparison

Given that subjects draw from very similar distributions of velocity commands, we next ask whether neural activity used to control the BMI in different tasks lies within the same manifold parameterized by a low dimensional set of latent variables. Recent work demonstrates that subjects’ selections of neural activity to control a 2D cursor BMI are well described by combinations of low-dimensional latent variable activations [91]. It is suggested that creating new cursor trajectories would involve using the original activation
patterns but strung together in a different order [227, 91]. If subjects are overall generating the same velocity commands in the centerout and obstacle tasks (6.3G), and are generating each of these commands with the same latent variables activations, then we expect the manifold fit from neural activity during the centerout task versus the obstacle task to be nearly identical (6.3.1.1A). On the other hand, if performing the different cursor sequences required in the different tasks involves producing velocity commands with distinct latent variable activations, the manifold fit from different tasks may differ (6.3.1.1B).
Figure 6.3.1.1 Manifold Similarity. a) Example of where the neural activity commands for both centerout (green) and obstacle (blue) action sequences are drawn from the same manifold. The red dotted line again represents a one dimensional readout space, and the boxes with arrows illustrate the decoded action sequence. b) Example of where neural activity commands for the same centerout and obstacle action sequences as shown in (a) are now drawn from different task specific manifolds. c) Illustration of typical session where first the centerout task is performed for about 20 min (green line), followed by performance of the obstacle task for another 20 minutes (blue line). On some sessions this order is reversed. Within these blocks, consecutive 16 trial epochs are defined and subspaces are fit from the data in the epoch. These subspaces are illustrated by the green and blue parallelograms. d) Comparison of across task vs. within task subspace overlaps for Monkey G (top) and Monkey J (bottom). e) Example of typical session in which and estimated subspace is used in online decoding. First, a normal 64 trial epoch is performed (illustrated by green line), in this case on the centerout task. A subspace is fit from the data in that block. Then the subspace is used in online decoding during performance in a second block, in this case, on the obstacle task. The BMI loop shows the subspace (green) and task (blue) used in online testing of subspaces. f) Normalized time to target and g) normalized path length for different combinations of tasks used to fit subspaces and tasks performed.

In order to assess similarity of the task-specific manifolds, trials from each task on each day were split into 16-trial epochs (6.3.1.1C). Spike counts from neurons that were used to control the BMI were binned at 100 ms. Trials to all targets were concatenated to yield an \( nxT \) array, where \( n \) is the number of neurons, and \( T \) is the total number of bins (sum of bins over all 16 trials). Next, Factor Analysis (FA) was applied to estimate a low-dimensional manifold for each 16-trial epoch [201]. FA decomposes the activity of each 100ms bin of neural spike counts (vector) into a summation of i) a mean rate \( \mu \in \mathbb{R}^n \), ii) private signal \( \psi_t \sim N(0, \Psi) \) where \( \Psi \) has diagonal covariance, and 3) shared signals \( Uz_t \) where \( z_t \) is a low-dimensional latent variable \( \in \mathbb{R}^k, k < n, U \in \mathbb{R}^{nxk} \). The low-dimensional manifold is defined as the column space of \( U \). Once an FA model was fit for each 16-trial epoch (see Appendix A.1 for methods), we compared within task versus across task manifolds. Each manifold was compared to every other manifold within its own task on that same day, and every other manifold in the different task on that same day. Manifolds were compared using a subspace overlap metric, comprising of an estimate of how much variance from Manifold A is captured in Manifold B, and vis versa (see 6.2.4.2). Both estimates contributed to the overall estimate of within-task versus across-task subspace overlap. In both monkeys, within task overlap was significantly higher than across task overlap (Monkey G, Kruskal Wallis test statistic = 56.10, \( p = 6.89e-14 \), \( n_{within} = 2194 \), \( n_{across} = 1046 \), Monkey K Kruskal Wallis test statistic = 59.07, \( p = 1.52e-14 \), \( n_{within} = 432 \), \( n_{across} = 452 \)). Thus, surprisingly, tasks occupied significantly different subspaces.
6.3.1.2 Online Test of Task-Specific Comparison

Though the centerout and obstacle subspaces are significantly different, we sought to assess exactly how different a subspace overlap of 0.05 – 0.1 is in more concrete metrics by using the task-specific manifolds as a neural pre-processing step in the online BMI loop. This approach estimates $n_t^{\text{shared}}$, or the component of each neural spike count vector that is due to the low-dimensional manifold, $Uz_t$, and mean, $\mu$, (removes the component due to $\psi_t$). Since some neurons in are not well explained by the low-dimensional factors, their had a much lower variance than the original $n_t$. This resulting in much slower movement of the cursor. In order to remedy this, a scaling factor for each neuron $i$ was derived:

$$\beta^i = \sqrt{\frac{\sigma^2_{i,\text{full}}}{\sigma^2_{i,\text{shar}}}}$$

where $\sigma^2_{i,\text{full}}$ is the variance of $n_t^i$ during the manifold-fitting block and $\sigma^2_{i,\text{shar}}$ is the variance of $U(\tilde{u}_i)z_t$ during the manifold-fitting block. Here we call $\beta$ the vector of all $n_t^i$s. Note that $\beta$ defined here is the same as $\beta_{\text{shar}}$ from chapter 5.

Thus, the final estimate of manifold-specific activity that was used as an input into the decoder (instead of $n_t$ directly), was:

$$\hat{n}_{t,\text{shared}} = \beta(UU'(UU' + \Psi)^{-1}(n_t - \mu)) + \mu$$

Then $\hat{n}_{t,\text{shared}}$ is used as the observation in the online BMI instead of $n_t$. If the centerout and obstacle task manifolds are very different in axes that have non-zero projections onto the decoder axis (e.g. 6.3.1.1B), then $\hat{n}_{t,\text{shared}}$ will be very different depending on whether the manifold if fit on the CO or OBS task, resulting in distinct cursor velocities. Thus, if the manifolds are different, then there should be a proportional difference in task performance when using task A manifold versus task B manifold.

On each day (Monkey G only, data from 9 days not exactly overlapping days used in main comparison), a decoder was fit and fixed. Subjects proceeded to perform either the centerout or obstacle task with this decoder, constituting a manifold-fitting block. Their neural data during this session was used to fit a task-specific manifold using FA (6.3.1.1E). Finally, this manifold was used to estimate $\hat{n}_{t,\text{shared}}$ which entered the BMI decoder.

We assess performance for each combination of task and manifold (centerout manifold-centerout task, obstacle manifold-centerout task, centerout manifold-obstacle task, obstacle manifold-obstacle task, indicated by color coded BMI loops between 6.3.1.1F,G). Since decoders had day-to-day variability in their cursor speeds, we normalize performance metrics in each session by the mean of the metric in the manifold-fitting block performed with the same decoder. 6.3.1.1F and 6.3.1.1G show the normalized time to target and path length respectively. When subjects are using a BMI loop with a mismatch in the task performed and the task used to train the manifold, time to target performance suffers (Monkey G, Kruskal Wallis test, normalized time to target: CO task-CO manifold vs.}
CO task-OBS manifold, statistic = 6.09, p = 0.0136, n co task-co manifold = 443, n co task-obs manifold = 548, OBS task-CO manifold vs. OBS task-OBS manifold, statistic = 6.76, p = 0.00933, n obs task-co manifold = 368, n obs task-obs manifold = 452) and path length of cursor trajectories becomes longer for the obstacle task, but is unaffected in the centerout task(Monkey G, Kruskal Wallis test, normalized path length: CO task-CO manifold vs. CO task-OBS manifold, statistic = .021, p = 0.885, n co task-co manifold = 443, n co task-obs manifold = 548, OBS task-CO manifold vs. OBS task-OBS manifold, statistic = 18.13, p = 2.06e-05, n obs task-co manifold = 368, n obs task-obs manifold = 452).

Thus, the differences in the centerout and obstacle manifolds described in 6.3.1.1D are in a task-relevant dimension, and result in worse performance than when the task used to train the manifold and the task performed match. These online results substantiate the findings that across task manifolds are different, and are different in a task-relevant dimension.

6.3.2 Tuning Differences

One hypothesis of how subjects generate sequences of movement is that they string together basis movements from their action repertoire, where each basis movement is consistently generated by a specific neural activity pattern. In BMI control, one theory of how subjects learn to generate skillful control is that they learn how the decoder maps the activity of each neuron into a velocity command, and learn to produce neural activity patterns that will push the cursor in the desired direction [71, 73]. Perhaps these consistent activity patterns for basis movements can be characterized by activations of the low-dimensional factors spanning the intrinsic manifold [227]. However, given the finding in 6.3.1.1 of distinct across-task low-dimensional spaces, we re-assess the initial assumption that subjects use a consistent neural activity pattern to generate specific basis movements. One possibility is that subjects can have different across-task subspaces, but on average use the same neural command to produce basis movements (6.3.2A). Pictured here is a 3 dimensional neural space, with a 1 dimensional readout space (red dotted line). The green and blue planes represent the intrinsic manifolds for the centerout and obstacle tasks respectively. The intersection of these planes with the red plane represents the mean neural activity pattern for a given velocity command (the planes are assumed to be symmetrically distributed in the axis normal to the red plane for ease of visualization). Here, the green and blue planes are different, but the mean neural activity pattern for a given velocity readout command is the same. Alternatively, it is possible that the different blue and green subspaces also have different mean neural activity patterns for the same velocity command (6.3.2B).
Figure 6.3.2 Tuning Differences. a) Illustration of how mean firing rate for a given command can be consistent across task, but the subspaces can be different. Here, the red dotted line is again a 1D readout space. The red plane illustrates the intersection between the red dotted line and the green and blue planes. In both illustrations, the blue and green planes have the same mean firing rate for a given command, illustrated by the solid blue and green lines. b) Illustration of how mean firing rate for a given command can be different with different subspaces, same format as (a). c) Illustration of analysis flow to assess tuning differences. d) Illustration of main within task vs. across task comparison.
Two subsets of CO (light and dark green) and OBS (light and dark blue) data that are compared. e) Control for drift in firing rates over time, comparison of across task data that is close in time versus across task data that is far in time. f) Control for drift in firing rates over time, comparison of within task data that is close versus within task data that is far. g) Differences in mean firing rates for the comparisons outlined in d, e, f. h) Online test to illustrate how differences in tuning impact online decoding. In the timeline, the green bar represents seeding and adapting a decoder during the centerout task. The blue line represents assessing the decoder performance during the obstacle task. i) Comparison of rewards per minute between blocks where decoder fitting task matches the performed task (white bar) and blocks where decoder fitting task does not match the performed task (gray bar). j) Same as i) but comparing angular mismatch between decoder’s assumed preferred direction for a given output unit and inferred preferred direction from task for a given output unit.

We first use a non-parametric method to assess consistency of neural activity patterns for a given velocity command across tasks. We build up an estimate of the mean firing rate for each velocity command for each task as follows (6.3.2C). For each 100 ms bin with a successful trial for a particular task, we extract the two-dimensional velocity command \( v_t \in \mathbb{R}^2 \). Each velocity command is then discretized into one of 32 sections, as shown in 6.3.2C. The sections split the radial space into 8 divisions and magnitude space into 4 divisions for a total of 32 sections. After all velocity commands have been assigned to their sections, the corresponding neural activity patterns that were used to generate the velocity commands are collected and averaged to yield a mean firing rate for each neuron, for each velocity atom section (blue octagon in 6.3.2C). Then, we compare across task mean firing rates by taking absolute differences in mean firing rate for each neuron in each section, yielding many gray octagons (one per output unit in the decoder). Finally, we sum over all neurons to yield a final octagon describing the absolute vector difference between mean firing rates for each command across tasks. Sections with fewer than 15 instances in a task were excluded from analysis to prevent low counts from influencing results.

A number of comparisons were made to assess across-task versus within-task differences in mean firing rate. 6.3.2D describes the first comparison. For each task, each 100 ms bin was randomly assigned to subset 1 or subset 2 (light vs. dark colors). This division allows us to compare across task differences (dark green vs. dark blue and light green vs. light blue, were randomly chosen instead of dark green vs. light blue and dark blue vs. light green) compared to within task differences (dark green vs. light green, dark blue vs. light blue). If there are greater across task differences than within task differences, we expect that the differences in across task vs. within task will be much greater than zero (bar labeled with ‘1’ in 6.3.2G).

To assess whether differences in across-task vs. within-task mean firing rate were due to a slow drift in firing rates over the day, or due to consistent adaptation over the
day, we also compared near vs. close sections both across task (6.3.2E), and within task (6.3.2F). If slow drift in mean firing account for the across-task vs. within-task mean differences observed in bar 1, we would expect that across-task-close would show a much smaller difference than across-task-far (6.3.2E), resulting in a large difference in 6.3.2G, bar 2. Similarly, we would expect that within-task-close differences would be much smaller within-task-far (6.3.2E), again resulting in a large difference in 6.3.2G, bar 3. However, in both animals, bar 1 is significantly larger than bars 2, 3 (Monkey G, Kruskal Wallis test for differences across three bars statistic = 16.72, p = 2.34e-04, bar 1 n = 540, bar 2 n = 65, bar 3 n = 159, Mann Whitney Test for Multiple Comparisons with Bonferroni Correction, bar 1 vs. bar 2 p 5.69e-3, bar 1 vs. bar 3 p = 6.52e-04, Monkey J, Kruskal Wallis test for differences across three bars statistic = 33.04, p = 6.69e-08, bar 1 n = 132, bar 2 n = 23, bar 3 n = 64, Mann Whitney Test for Multiple Comparisons with Bonferroni Correction, bar 1 vs. bar 2 p = 7.37e-5, bar 1 vs. bar 3 p = 8.74e-7). This finding indicates that there are differences in mean firing rate for a given command across-task, that are not present within-task, and that are not accounted for by drifts or adaptation over the course of the day. Thus, the cartoon illustrated in 6.3.2B is an accurate depiction of our current knowledge of how the intrinsic manifold and mean neural activity for a given velocity command differ across tasks.

Similar to our previous manifold analysis in 6.3.1.1, we were curious how big of a mean firing rate difference of 0.4 Hz (Monkey G) or 0.9 Hz (Monkey J) is in more concrete metrics. Also similarly to 6.3.1.1, we were able to test how much these differences matter in an online experiment. Since the Kalman filter decoder used with Monkey G assumes that neurons have an underlying linear tuning model, if a decoder is trained on the centerout task then the fit linear tuning model will be different than if the decoder was trained on the obstacle task. If a subject is using a decoder with the incorrect underlying linear tuning model, then the velocity command computed from the decoder will not match the subjects’ intended velocity command possibly resulting in errors [80]. This experiment is similar to assessing how inaccurate a human is when driving a car that always goes in slightly the wrong direction than intended. If the degree of wrongness is high perhaps in both the left and right direction, driving performance will be heavily effected, whereas if it is only slight, it may not be noticed in short bouts.

To conduct this experiment, we seed a decoder using visual feedback of a specific task, and perform decoder adaptation on this seed as the subject performs that same task. Next, we use this decoder on both the centerout task and the obstacle task (6.3.2H). Finally, we assess performance metrics when Monkey G used a decoder trained on the same task that he performing, versus when using a decoder trained on the opposite task. 6.3.2I, left shows that Monkey G has significantly higher rewards per minute when the decoder he is using is trained on the same task as the one being performed (white bar) versus when the decoder is trained on the opposite task as the one being performed (grey bar) (Monkey G, Kruskal Wallis test, W = 5.90, p = 0.01516, n_same = 92, n_diff = 60). Further, when comparing the angle difference (angle mismatch) between an estimate of each neurons’ tuning during online task performance and in the decoder, same-task-
decoder-training mismatch was smaller than different-task-decoder-training (Monkey G, Kruskal Wallis test, \( W = 3.52, p = 0.061 \)). Thus, Monkey G exhibits a decrement in task performance when using decoders trained on the incorrect task possibly because of an angular mismatch in the decoders’ assumed preferred direction of neurons and his own model of that neurons’ preferred direction.

### 6.3.3 Expanded Tuning Models

Our previous analysis demonstrated that subjects exhibit different mean firing rates for producing the same velocity command, and that such differences could have a detrimental role when training a decoder on one task and using it on the next. In this cursor task, the decoder uses neural firing rates, usually 20-50 dimensional, at a given time bin to produce a two-dimensional velocity command. With such a large redundancy, subjects may internalize a more complex model of how the cursor responds to neural activity instead of the simplest velocity tuning curve model that the decoder assumes. Perhaps the subject represents lagged or leading velocities and positions, generating different neural activity patterns for the same instantaneous velocity command that occurs in a different sequence (e.g. as in 6.3A, center). We first investigate whether greater across-task mean firing rate differences for a specific velocity section are predicted by greater differences in what trajectory the velocity command is embedded within. Specifically, for a given velocity section (6.3.3A, red arrow), we scan through each task and mark the occurrence of when this velocity occurs. Then, the velocity commands 400 ms before and 400 ms after our command of interest are extracted to yield a ‘command-aligned action segment’ (6.3.3A). Action segments are collected for each task and averaged across segments to yield a task-specific mean command-aligned action segment which we term the command-aligned behavioral PSTH. An example of a command-aligned behavioral PSTH is shown for Monkey G (6.3.3B). Finally, we ask whether commands with greater across-task differences in their x and y velocity behavioral PSTHs (from -400 ms to 400 ms) exhibit greater differences in the mean firing rates for the specific command (at 0 ms). 6.3.3C shows the correlation between across-task differences in behavioral PSTHs (y axis) and across task difference in mean neural firing rate (x axis), where each point corresponds to an action segment on a specific day. Both animals exhibit significant correlations between differences in their mean neural firing rates at 0ms and the differences in their behavioral PSTHs (Two-sided t-test for significant slope in linear regression, Monkey G, \( p = 2.39e-21, n=283 \), Monkey J, \( p = 5.27e-19, n = 84 \)). Thus, the sequence in which the velocity command is embedded influences the neural activity patterns produced. This finding supports the hypothesis that subjects have a representation of the cursor that extends beyond the instantaneous command they are producing, not unlike findings that representation of movement are better characterized by temporal segments than instantaneous movement parameters.
Figure 6.3.3 Expanded Tuning Models. a) Schematic of non parametric method used to assess the mean action sequence in which velocity commands are embedded for CO and OBS tasks. Briefly, for a particular task in a session, all examples of a particular velocity command are aggregated, along with the 400 ms before and after the command. These 900 ms are averaged, yielding a mean action sequence for the task. b) Example x velocity action sequence. c) Correlation between log of the difference in CO and OBS mean neural activity patterns (at 0ms) for a given velocity command, and log of the difference in the mean CO and OBS action sequence from a history of 400ms to future of 400ms.
for the same velocity command. Each point is a velocity command from a particular session. d) Expanded parametric linear tuning models where neural activity is modeled as a linear readout of velocity or velocity and position. The residuals model explains the residuals of the original model as a linear combination of task specific velocity commands. e) Illustration of velocity tuning models (dotted line) and position and velocity tuning models (solid line) with different history or future lags. After the solid black line, both history and future lags are included. f) Correlation between normalized of each of the models and normalized of the residual models. As the models explain more variance, the apparent task specific velocity commands is reduced.

We next investigate which cursor parameters (position, velocity) and time lags account most for neural activity differences across tasks by using linear models. First, the neural activity at each time bin is modeled as a linear combination of cursor positions and neural push velocities at various lags, as formalized in 6.3.3D. These models use data from both tasks. The amount of neural variance that each model can explain is plotted in 6.3.3E. At the top of the figure is a symbol for each model illustrating if it includes lagged cursor movement terms (-), leading terms (+), neither (0), or both (+/−). The solid line illustrates models that have position and velocity terms, and the dashed line illustrates models that only have velocity terms. The color intensity of each column refers to how many regressors are used in the velocity version of each model (corresponding to the inclusion of terms from increasingly far from 0 lags). The amount of neural variance accounted for increases with the addition of position terms (solid line is greater than dashed line), and with the inclusion of more regressors.

Since we are specifically interested in accounting for neural firing pattern differences in the centerout and obstacle tasks that were reported in 6.3.3C, for each linear model in 6.3.3E we assess how much of the remaining, unexplained neural variance can be accounted for by a task-specific neural firing pattern (residual model, 6.3.3D). If a model does not account well for the differences in firing rates across tasks, then the residual model which has a binary task factor (tsk = 0 for the centerout task, 1 for the obstacle task), ought to account for a large amount of neural variance. On the other hand, if a model does account for the across-task differences in neural firing rates, then the residual model will account for little neural variance.

In 6.3.3F, we plot the normalized R2 for each model from 6.3.3E versus the normalized R2 of the residual model for each model. In this plot, one point is one model fit on one day of data, and the normalized R2 value is the R2 for that point divided by the mean R2 across all models for that particular day. The significant negative correlation in both animals demonstrates that as the models in 6.3.3E begin to include more cursor movement parameters, the amount of neural variance accounted for increases, and the across-task differences in firing rates are reduced (Two-sided t-test test for non-zero slope, Monkey G p = 0.0317, n = 234, Monkey J p = 2.69e-14, n = 104). In other words, the difference in the centerout and obstacle tasks is merely that the same actions are strung together in
different sequences, so modeling neural variance as a function of an increasing number of velocity lags and leads essentially models neural variance as a function of task.

At this point, we have the notion that subjects may have a complex internal model of how the neural-to-cursor mapping works. As we add more cursor kinematic parameters to our model the amount of neural variance explained improves. However, it must be challenging for subjects to keep track of so many previous and anticipated future cursor kinematics. What if subjects have a very simple model of how the cursor works, but there are guidelines on how their neural activity can evolve from time point to time point? Thus, subjects may maintain a simple model of cursor kinematics, but due to the temporal guidelines on their neural population activity, in different situations they generate activity differently. We explore this possibility next.

6.3.4 Constraints on Neural Activity

There are numerous models that could describe how neural activity evolves from one time point to the next. Possibly, neural activity must evolve smoothly, making a low pass filter applied to individual neurons an accurate description. Maybe neural activity only changes at specific frequencies, so employing a bandpass filter could describe those changes. Maybe there is additive noise in neural activity, preventing the above models from achieving accurate descriptions of neural activity, so employing a Weiner filter would best describe the evolution of activity. Maybe neural activity changes only occur in a low-dimensional space, so employing dimensionality reduction methods prior to modeling temporal dynamics is advisable. We do not assess the validity of every possible model in the following work. Instead, we draw on previous literature and our findings thus far to narrow the set of models we consider. First, we and others find that high dimensional neural data recorded from motor cortex during performance of BMI tasks is well described by low dimensional neural modes [90, 228, 91]. Thus, we choose to use models that reduce the high dimensionality of neural activity to a lower dimensional population state. Prior work has used a linear dynamical system (LDS) formulation:

$$z_t = Az_{t-1} + w_t, w_t \sim N(0, W)$$

$$n_t = Cz_t + q_t, q_t \sim N(0, Q)$$

where $z_t$ is low-dimensional and represents the ‘population state’, and $n_t$ is a vector of neural data as usual. Note, that there is no cursor kinematics information in this model, unlike the linear tuning model. When this model is trained on arm movements, and used online to make predictions (by linearly mapping $z_t$ to a two-dimensional cursor state), it exhibited superior decoding compared to Weiner filters, Kinematic Kalman Filters, and low pass filters [214]. Thus, given its power in explaining online BMI neural data and our inclination that there may be temporal dynamics in our data we also consider how well the same LDS with 15 states fits our data.
First, how well can the LDS model account for the neural data compared to the full linear tuning model (model from 6.3.3E with largest number of regressors, including position)? For each day and each task, a 80% of data is used to estimate a linear tuning model and a LDS model. Performance on 20% of the held-out task data is then assessed. Since the linear tuning model is acausal, incorporating cursor kinematic information from future points, we compared the performance of the linear tuning model to the performance of smoothed estimates of observations from the LDS. For both animals, the LDS significantly outperforms the linear tuning model (6.1A Kruskal Wallis test, Monkey G: statistic = 25.95, p = 3.51e-07, n = 18 per model, Monkey J: statistic = 11.29, p = 7.78e-4, n = 8 per model). Thus, modeling neural activity as a linear function of a previous low-dimensional neural activity state without any cursor kinematics movements more successfully predicts neural activity than using a linear tuning model with tens of terms devoted to capturing cursor movements.

We next consider how well the LDS fits neural activity compared to FA, a model that reduce dimensionality but does not model temporal dynamics and a Gaussian low pass filter, a model that incorporates temporal dynamics but not dimensionality reduction. For a fair comparison, we only use the filtered state estimate of the LDS to estimate the filtered observation estimate, instead of the smoothed state estimate we used in 6.1A. Since there are many neural signals that do not contribute the decoder substantially and are well-predicted by a low-pass filter, we also ask how much of the task-specific neural activity the LDS captures (6.1B). We define task-specific neural activity as predicted neural activity passed through the decoder to yield predicted cursor velocity commands. In both animal, the LDS explains significantly more variance in cursor velocity commands than FA or the low-pass filter (Monkey G, Kruskal Wallis test for differences across three models = 27.90, p = 8.72e-07, n = 18 for all models, Mann Whitney Test for Multiple Comparisons with Bonferroni Correction, LDS vs. FA p = 1.57e-05, LDS vs. LPF p = 2.25 e-06, Monkey J, Kruskal Wallis test for differences across three models = 15.74, p = 3.82e-04, n = 8 for all models, Mann Whitney Test for Multiple Comparisons with Bonferroni Correction, LDS vs. FA p = 7.41e-03, LDS vs. LPF p = 9.39e-04).

In an extreme case where there are little temporal dynamics (A matrix is zero), the LDS will approximate an FA model. We confirm how much the dynamics are being used by a metric termed the ‘dynamics ratio’ [214], or a ratio of the magnitude of the time-update step to the sum of the magnitudes of the time-updates step and the measurement-update step. Previous work fitting an LDS to arm-movement data has reported dynamics ratio values of 0.35-0.50 [214]. For both animals, the LDS dynamics ratio is 0.45-0.6, indicating that in the LDS, linear dynamics contributed substantially to the state estimate. Thus, the LDS is a model that captures substantial neural variance compared to the tuning curve model, an FA model, and in Monkey J, a low pass filter with a Gaussian window of 300 ms 6.1.6.2. In Monkey G, we suspect that due to a number of poorly isolated units included in the decoder that do not contribute to cursor movement substantially, a low pass filter was a good model due to the activity of these units. If we instead assess decoded velocity commands by the LDS, FA, and low pass filter, which isolates the components
Figure 6.1: Linear Dynamics explain most variance. a) Comparison between the linear dynamical system model and the full linear tuning model, both of which use observation of past and future neural (LDS) or kinematic (linear tuning) activity to estimate the neural activity at the current time point. b) Filtered estimate of decoded neural activity from LDS compared to the FA model, and a simple 300 ms gaussian kernal low pass filter. Neural activity is estimated for each of these models and then the neural push from these estimates is compared to the true neural push.
of neural activity that contribute to movement, we find that the LDS outperforms the others 6.1. Finally, in the LDS, the linear dynamics are substantially used.

### 6.3.5 Generalized Linear Dynamics

In this work, we have hypothesized that subjects are using a consistent model to control the BMI cursor in both tasks, and we have sought to uncover a framework that captures how neural activity is generated for one task that also generalizes to the other task. Thus far, we report that subjects do not use a consistent intrinsic manifold to generate activity in different tasks, nor do they generate the same velocity commands consistently across tasks. Given how well an LDS fits the neural data compared to other models, how general are the linear dynamics across tasks? For each model trained on a subset of one task’s data, its performance on held-out data is compared to performance on data from the non-trained task shown in the bottom row of 6.2 (Kruskal Wallis test, Monkey G, n = 18 per model, test statistic = 7.752, p = 5.37e-03, Monkey J, n = 8 per model, test statistic = 0.172). For both the FA model and LDS model, the ability of the model to predict within-task held out neural data (left bar) is compared to predictions on across task neural data (right bar). We also compare how much of the task-relevant neural activity is captured in 6.3. In both animals, the difference between within task and across task estimates of velocity commands predicted by the LDS is significantly smaller than for FA (Kruskal Wallis test, Monkey G, n = 18 per model, test statistic = 23.43, p= 1.29e-06, Monkey J, n = 8 per model, test statistic = 11.29, p = 7.78e-4). Indeed the linear dynamics and observation model from one task generalize better to the other.

Within the population state-space of the LDS, do the different tasks exhibit distinct subspaces that they occupy? If they do, then perhaps our findings from 6.3.1.1 are consistent with temporal dynamics influencing which how neural activity patterns evolve. Since different action sequences require distinct ordering of velocity commands, and the linear dynamics influence how neural activity patterns can evolve through the population state space, perhaps the different action sequences are initialized at distinct points in the state space that can take advantage of the different linear dynamics to guide activity patterns through the space in a desired sequence. In this framework, subspace difference across are to be expected. We performed a similar analysis as in 6.3.1.1D, but now instead of estimating the subspace from an FA model, we use the LDS model to compute the subspace for a 16-trial epoch (see 6.2.4.5). Indeed, when comparing LDS subspace overlaps, they are lower across-task versus within task (6.4B).

We confirm if our intuition that the subspace overlap differences are due to the neural activity patterns following consistent linear dynamics through different population state spaces. Since we hypothesize that neural activity patterns are following linear dynamics to generate different action sequences, a selected velocity command from a given action sequence ought to be produced with neural activity that has a high dynamics ratio within the sequence it falls in. On the other hand, if we interchanged that velocity command and corresponding neural activity pattern with an identical velocity command (vel_new)
Figure 6.2: a) Comparisons of the neural activity estimates from the filtered LDS, FA, and low pass filter. b) Comparisons of neural activity predictions on within-task held-out data (left bar) or across-task data (right bar) for the LDS and FA models. The LDS generalizes much better across-task than the FA model does.
Figure 6.3: Comparisons of generalizability of the LDS and FA models based on accuracy of decoded velocities from estimated neural activity for the held-out within task data (left bar) versus across task data (right bar). The LDS generalizes much better across-task than the FA model does.

and its corresponding neural activity pattern (n_new) from another action sequence, the dynamics ratio of this interchanged command will likely be lower. In this analysis, vel_new can come from an action sequence that is directed toward the same target in the same task, a different target in the same task, or from the other task. 6.4C shows that the dynamics ratio is significantly decreasing as the action sequence become less similar to the original (Monkey G: Cuzick’s test for significant ordering of groups, z = 6.01, p = 1.86e-09, decreasing order, Monkey J: Cuzick’s test for significant ordering of groups, z = 4.59, p = 4.53e-06, decreasing order). Thus substituting in an identical velocity command from increasingly different action sequences would make the original sequence have decreasing dynamics ratio. Thus, identical velocity commands are produced differently in such a way that keeps the dynamics ratio high in respective action sequences.

6.3.5.1 High Dimensional Linear Dynamics Enable Complex Action Sequences

Finally, we assess how the dimensionality of the model fit with Factor Analysis compares to the dimensionality of the Linear Dynamical Model. One prediction is that since the LDS models have temporal constraints, in order for the model to capture the same variance as the Factor Analysis model, it would need to have a higher dimensionality. Indeed, 6.5 shows that to be true.

6.4 Conclusions

Above we have shown that for two different BMI tasks, subjects draw neural activity commands from different low dimensional manifolds. These subspaces differ in a task-relevant manner – using the subspace fit on the opposite task results in task performance
Figure 6.4: b) Main shared subspaces overlap in the LDS for epochs of 16 trials (as in 6.3.1.1D). c) Dynamics ratio when i) using velocity commands from own action sequence, ii) replacing velocity commands with ones from same task and target, iii) replacing velocity commands with ones from same task but different target, or iv) replacing velocity commands with ones from different task.
Figure 6.5: Main shared dimensionality of LDS vs. FA models.

decrements. These different tasks also use, on average, different neural activity patterns for generating the same command. When linear decoders are fit on one task, they result in performance decrements when used to perform the other task. Using more complex models of tuning that include parameters capturing tuning to the past and future of the cursor position and velocity improves tuning model performance. However when compared to models that don’t have an explicit encoding model (e.g. FA or LDS), the variance captured is low. How do subjects represent the activity of the cursor, then? What rules govern how neural activity is generated at different time bins?

We turned to modeling temporal relationships between consecutive bins of neural activity using an LDS. We find that the LDS explains more variance than FA or the tuning curve models. We also find that the LDS generalizes across task better than FA (fit on one task, test on other), meaning that the dynamics process fit with one task must be general in the second task. This is surprising given that the subspace overlap across tasks is still significantly different in the LDS. Thus, even though fitting data with one task may not fully span the space of the LDS, the dynamics that are defined by the $A$ matrix are still accurate even in parts of the space that the training data does not span. Thus, the $A$ matrix defines a set of temporal rules that generalizes across tasks. We confirm that individual action sequences follow these dynamical rules by comparing how ‘dynamical’ they would be if we were to substitute out velocity commands and corresponding neural activity that produced the command for the same velocity command from a different action sequence going to the i) same target during the same task, ii) different target during the same task, iii) different task. The finding that these substitutions progressively make the action sequence less dynamical confirms that neural activity does indeed abide by
dynamical rules, justifying the tuning and subspace differences previously noted. Below we discuss the implications of this work for theories of motor control and representation.

6.4.1 Low Dimensional Manifolds for Computation

Although there is no encoding model explicitly built into how a low dimensional manifold would contribute to movement, it has been proposed that low-dimensional neural activity could be responsible for driving movements efficiently [227]. Indeed other groups have found tuning of low-dimensional factors to the cursor in a 2D BMI task [91], suggesting that if tuning we find, however, that subspaces are slightly different for different tasks, despite the decoder and effector being identical. Perhaps using a higher dimensional manifold is necessary as more tasks are performed, however, this suggests that the low dimensional manifold is not sufficient for explaining how neural activity is generated from a specific effector.

6.4.2 Representation of Movement

In motor tasks, it has been found that tuning curves can drift over time during performance of the same, well-learned task [229, 230, 231, 232], or can change as the task requirements change [233, 234]. Similarly, we demonstrate in the linear tuning curve analyses, that even in a very simple motor task with tens of neurons, a linear decoder, and two output dimensions, that in order to successfully drive the cursor during different tasks subjects do not exhibit a consistent representation of cursor movement. Previous work defending representation of movement variables in motor cortex has discussed many possible reasons for this drift in representation. First, tuning curves could be non-linear instead of linear with movement, thus different distributions of neural-kinematic pairs may result in different linear tuning curves. We find that the kinematics are quite similar from task to task though (6.3G). We also do a non-parametric tuning analysis and find greater across-task versus within-task differences in neural activity patterns for a given velocity command (6.3.2). Second, tuning curves could differ due to unfit co-variates. We do sweep position and velocity co-variates at various lags. Perhaps though, there are uncaptured co-variates such as changes in posture, or physical movement that differ from task to task. Third, subjects could exhibit different types of aiming for different tasks. As found in [203], there are different aiming strategies for different targets, and correlating neural activity with the inferred aimed direction yields more accurate estimates of tuning than correlating activity with the cursor direction. Perhaps in our task, subjects aim differently depending on whether there is an obstacle present or not, making our tuning curves based on neural push seem inaccurate across task. Fourth, it is possible that noisy plasticity drives changes in tuning curves over time, in a random walk fashion [229]. If this were the case though, we would expect to see greater differences in within and across-task comparisons between near and far epochs in 6.3.2. Finally, perhaps the
subjects are still learning the task and adjusting their strategy online. This seems unlikely since performance on either task does not improve over days, or within the course of a single day. Overall, given the evidence we present demonstrating differences in tuning for different tasks, it seems unlikely that these differences could support a representational view of motor cortical population activity.

6.4.3 High-Dimensional Linear Dynamics

In contrast to tuning models and manifolds, incorporating linear dynamics significantly improves the explained neural variance. Indeed, linear dynamical systems have been used to describe population neural activity before, and have even been used online in BMI control and demonstrated to exhibit better performance than typical encoding models [214]. In [214], the LDS is fit from arm reaching data and used online in a BMI task where monkeys continue to use their arm during the task. This demonstrates that during movement, compared to other models that do not take into account temporal dynamics, an LDS is the best estimate of the population state.

In this work we show that not only does an LDS exhibit the most explanatory power of neural activity compared to tuning models or manifold, but also that it generalizes best across different tasks with the same effector. It is notable that this is true even though the different tasks explore slightly different subspaces within the LDS state space. Thus, the dynamics captured by the $A$ matrix are accurate even for portions of state space that are not as well explored.

What exactly does the $A$ matrix capture? Why are there temporal dynamics? Given that neurons are embedded in a recurrently connected network, it may be challenging for them to instantaneously change their rate of firing from one moment to the next. Further, there may be low-dimensional modes of activity that reflect tighter connectivity that also exhibit temporal constraints. However, in the manner in which the LDS is fit in our results above, the $A$ matrix has the challenging task of not only capturing intrinsic neural dynamics, but also of capturing how neural dynamics may change in response to inputs. This is less of a problem in feedforward tasks where input into the network likely does not arrive in time to update the neural activity pattern, but becomes important to disambiguate when assessing tasks that rely on feedback. In other words, in the dynamics equation, there is no control input that could capture task information that is being fed into the network. This is true in [215, 214] as well, and may be the reason why task complexity and effector dimensionality are thought to increase the dimensionality of the linear dynamical system needed to capture neural activity [235]. Instead of thinking of the $A$ matrix as being responsible for capturing all task-related modulations of a low-dimensional population state, if the dynamics process was instead replaced by:

$$z_t = Az_{t-1} + Bu_t + w_t, w_t \sim N(0,W)$$

where $u_t$ is a task-related input (cursor position and velocity with lags), then the $A$
matrix would be exclusively responsible for explaining intrinsic neural dynamics. \( A \) should then not necessarily change according to task, but rather should be a constant reflection of the temporal constraints imposed by the network. Of course \( A \) may vary depending on which data is used to fit it, but this is an estimation concern.

Further, when action sequences are generated by neural activity patterns that are not well explained by dynamics (e.g. low dynamics ratio), is this because of intrinsic neural noise? Or is it because of a large input that causes the neural population state to deviate largely from its initial trajectory? In future work we seek to explore how the innovations updates to the LDS are either used to re-direct action sequences correctly, or could just be errors.
Chapter 7

Conclusion
Motor actions constitute the way in which we interact with the world. The topic of this thesis focuses on understanding principles of how the population of our millions of motor system neurons coordinate during different types of behavior.

7.1 Summary of Contributions

7.1.1 Population Activity and Behavior Reflected by Motor Beta Band Oscillations

In chapters 2 and 3 we asked what the neural signatures are of withholding movement. We developed a novel sequential neurofeedback-motor behavior task to specifically test the relationship between population level beta band oscillations in motor cortex, hypothesized to be involved in maintenance of current status, and movement onset. It was discovered that neurofeedback was an effective tool to manipulate beta band oscillations, and confirmed in three non-human primates that beta band oscillations were tightly correlated with movement onset time, but not other movement parameters like initial speed, initial acceleration, or maximum speed. It was also confirmed that it was beta band oscillations indeed that accounted most strongly for this effect. Thus, beta band oscillations were shown to be more tightly linked to movement onset than could be claimed by correlational studies.

Given that beta band oscillations were related to movement onset, and previous work shows populations of single and multi-units also related to movement onset, we sought to connect the three measurements (beta band oscillations, population level activity, and movement onset) by characterizing how beta band oscillations reflected population activity in different behavioral states. Population level single and multi unit activity was analyzed recorded from the same motor cortical brain region during the neurofeedback and natural motor reaching tasks. We found that beta band oscillations reflect similar “non-moving” population states during the neurofeedback task and during natural motor reaching tasks. Thus, although the neurofeedback task is a new, non-natural behavior, the underlying population exhibited similar firing patterns during neurofeedback-induced beta oscillations as during naturally occurring beta band oscillations during motor control.

Thus, we were able to i) develop a method to study the link between local field potential activity and behavior, ii) show a tight correlation between a specific local field potential activity pattern and behavior, iii) demonstrate that the underlying neuronal population activity exhibits similar characteristics when the local field potential activity pattern occur naturally or via neurofeedback. Taken together, this study links signatures in local field potential signals with different underlying population states, both of which are indicative of withholding movement. Future studies could i) use similar methods to more rigorously test correlations between local field potential activity and behaviors of interest, and ii) use beta band oscillations as a biomarker of movement being withheld or the underlying population activity signifying withholding of movement.
7.1.2 Demonstration of Neurofeedback Control in Parkinsonian Patients

In addition to BMIs being useful scientific tools, in chapter 4 we investigated whether BMIs may be useful as possible therapeutic systems. In three parkinsonian patients, we show in a proof of concept study that they can exhibit neurofeedback control over their motor cortical beta band oscillations, which had not yet been shown. Notably, the system used to perform the neurofeedback study was a wireless, fully embedded neural recording and stimulation system, the Activa PC + S. This fully embedded, wireless capability allowed us to perform some of the neurofeedback sessions in the comfort of patients’ own homes. Further, software used to perform this closed loop study has been made publicly available. This project thus has brought neurofeedback and BMI control out of the lab, and hopefully future studies will continue to trend towards at-home care for increased patient convenience.

We also perform one extended at-home study where we assess how motor cortical beta band activity is linked to finger tapping movements. This study provides pilot data pointing to beta desynchronization being a useful tool for patients to practice to facilitate faster movement onset, and faster and more vigorous finger tapping. Future studies could leverage our findings that parkinsonian patients can learn to volitionally control their neural activity, and investigate how the activity in other brain structures is effected by changing motor cortical beta activity. Further, future studies will continue at-home studies and better characterize across-brain beta band activity during finger tapping movement following neurofeedback to see how beta band dynamics change over the course of movement following neurofeedback.

7.1.3 Establish how Motor Population Shared Variability May Emerge, and how Shared and Private Variability Contribute to Online Control

Beta band oscillations are only one statistic of population neural activity, so we next turned our attention to populations of single and multi-units that coordinate to perform 2D cursor control movements with a BMI, representing a simplified, mini, motor system. In chapter 5, we simulate and test in experiments how different decompositions of population activity give rise to cursor movements. First we develop a generative model of BMI output unit population activity that allows us to ask questions about how correlated vs. uncorrelated and tuned vs. untuned inputs to a population become summed together. We find that tuned, uncorrelated inputs can give rise to observed correlated activity when summed in the population, and that fast, tuned uncorrelated inputs can give rise to even more correlated activity when summed in the population. This simulation yields possible mechanisms in which uncorrelated observations can become summed and yield correlated activity downstream.
Further, we see how population correlated versus uncorrelated activity gives rise to online BMI control in simulation and in a real online catch trial experiment. We find that on average, decomposing neural population signals into correlated and uncorrelated parts and sending them into the decoder individually yields faster and more accurate BMI performance respectively. Many groups discard uncorrelated population activity in their BMI experiments, but understanding exactly how uncorrelated activity supports performance requires future investigation.

### 7.1.4 Demonstration of Neural Dynamics in a Feedback Control Task

Finally, in chapter 6 we build on our investigation of how correlated and uncorrelated activity supports cursor trajectories by studying how populations of single and multi-units coordinate to construct different 2D cursor action sequences in a BMI. Here we show that the correlations in neural activity differ when an expert subject performs straight-line centerout task compared to a curved-line obstacle task. Further, even the mean neural activity patterns for a given velocity command sent to the cursor differ across the two tasks. We find that the neural data is best explained by a linear dynamical system (LDS), which models neural activity as emissions from a lower-dimensional latent state that abides by lawful temporal dynamics. The LDS fit on one task also fits neural activity from the other task well, unlike other models. Further, the individual segments of an action sequence are shown to be selected to best follow the dynamics of the low dimensional latent state, yielding an understanding of why mean firing rates for a given velocity command may differ across task, and why correlation patterns may differ.

Future work will investigate the nature of the temporal dynamics modeled, how much they reflect the task being performed versus the network the neurons are in, and how deviations from the lawful temporal dynamics contribute to BMI performance.

### 7.2 Future Directions

#### 7.2.1 Studying Local Field Potential signals with Neurofeedback

The origin and behavioral significance of specific frequencies of local field potential signals in the brain is debated. Developing methods to perturb these signals would shed light into how the underlying neural firing patterns reflected in these signals contribute to behavior. Non-invasive stimulation methods are one approach, but using neurofeedback is a stimulation-free (and artifact-free!) approach. Further, if the LFP signal of interest is implicated in disease or injury, neurofeedback may be a promising therapy. Beta oscillations remain a signal of interest due to their exacerbation in Parkinson’s disease. Going forward, understanding how beta oscillations are transmitted throughout the basal ganglia, thalamus, and motor cortical areas both in healthy conditions and PD condi-
tions will help clarify how they may reflect impaired computation. New chronic recording systems are being developed to allow just those investigations to take place [192].

7.2.2 Studying Sensorimotor Control with BMIs

Given how many principles of neural computation remain to be understood about simple, closed-loop BMI systems, continuing to study these simple systems is appropriate. The field of systems motor neuroscience is starting to shift away from representational views of motor control towards generative ones, and with that comes a need for new principles of motor cortical computation. In chapter 6 we begin to develop a linear dynamical system to model neural activity during 2D cursor control. Extending this model to include feedback control terms will shed light on what aspects of neural activity are due to true intrinsic neural dynamics, and which are due to inputs to the system such as visual feedback of the cursor. Further studies may then be able to use this framework to decompose intrinsic versus extrinsic components of neural activity, and begin to understand what relationship the extrinsic inputs have with behavior, as is already starting to be done [236]. Perhaps extrinsic inputs represent visual or sensory feedback, strategy shifts, or even mood changes.

7.2.3 Conclusion

BMIs used for science investigations offer new ways to perturb, study, and theorize about our complex, distributed motor system. This thesis makes contributions towards exploring the previously complex-to-perturb local field potential features, towards studying the origins of correlated and uncorrelated population activity and their effects on behavior, and towards testing models of how motor cortical population activity may coordinate the generate action sequences. Further work leveraging the potential of closed-loop BMIs as scientific tools provide promising new paths of scientific and clinical exploration.
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Appendix A

Factor Analysis
A.1 Fitting Factor Analysis (FA)

A.1.1 Overview of Factor Analysis (FA)

This section will outline the Factor Analysis (FA) model and the manner in which we fit Factor Analysis models for data analysis in chapters 5 and 6. FA is a method that can be applied as a dimensionality reduction tool, much like principal component analysis (PCA), probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA), or independent component analysis (ICA). Each method is different. PCA aims to reduce the dimensionality of a high-dimensional dataset with a low-dimensional set of orthogonal axes that capture the maximum variance. These axes, or loading vectors, turn out to be equivalent to the eigenvectors of $X^T X$ where $X$ is a $T \times n$ matrix of $n$-dimensional data observed $T$ times after subtracting the mean $\mu (\mu \in \mathbb{R}^n)$ from each entry of $X$.

PPCA is similar to PCA, but can be described by a probabilistic generative model:

$$n_t = U z_t + \psi_t + \mu$$

$$z_t \sim N(0, I)$$

$$\psi_t \sim N(0, \sigma^2 I)$$

Each observation $n_t$ is described as a linear sum of a low-dimensional latent variable $z_t$ multiplied by a constant loading matrix $U$, plus a noise term $\psi_t$. In PPCA, $\psi_t$ is drawn from a normal distribution with covariance equal to a diagonal matrix $\sigma^2 I$, such that each entry of the diagonal is identical. In contrast, FA models $\psi_t$ as drawn from a normal distribution with covariance equal to diagonal matrix $\Psi$ where each entry of the diagonal can differ. In both PPCA and FA, model parameters are fit using expectation-maximization [237].

In all work described in chapter 5 and chapter 6, an FA model is estimated from neural data using the python sklearn implementation of FA (http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.decomposition.FactorAnalysis.html). The following workflow was used to estimate the FA model:

1. Choose FA dataset. In chapter 5 it would be the visual feedback calibration session for the simulated online shared BMI control, or the resultant population activity to parse the observed shared vs. private neural variability. In chapter 6 it would be the 16-trial epochs of online BMI performance for the subspace-overlap analysis, or the 64 trial block of online BMI data for the online shared BMI control.

2. Aggregate the binned neural data from all correct trials from training dataset and concatenate them into a matrix $N \in \mathbb{R}^{T \times n}$ where $T$ is the number of bins across all trials and $n$ is the number of output neurons.
3. Randomly select 90% of points to be used for training FA, yielding \( N_{\text{train}} \in \mathbb{R}^{(0.9T) \times n} \) and \( N_{\text{test}} \in \mathbb{R}^{(0.1T) \times n} \).

4. For a given \( k \) (dimensionality of \( z \)) initialize and fit an FA model:
   (a) Initialize FA with \( z \in \mathbb{R}^k \)
   (b) Fit FA with \( N_{\text{train}} \). The number of times a fit is attempted is 3, max number of EM iterations is 1000, stopping tolerance for EM is 0.01 (all defaults for sklearn.decomposition.FactorAnalysis method).

5. Compute the loglikelihood of \( N_{\text{test}} \) using the fit FA model. Store it.

6. Repeat steps 4, 5 for different values of \( k \) (usually \( 1 \leq k \leq 10 \)).

7. Repeat steps 3, 4, 5, 6 for different random subselections of \( N_{\text{test}}, N_{\text{train}} \) (usually 5 times).

8. Plot mean loglikelihood for FA models for each \( k \) (averaged over different iterations, different subselections of \( N_{\text{test}}, N_{\text{train}} \)).

9. Select \( k \) with maximum log likelihood.

10. Fit a new FA model with dimensionality of \( z \) equal to \( k \), and with all data \( N \). This is the final FA model.

### A.2 Main Shared vs. Shared Variability

Chapter 6 refers to “Main Shared Variability” instead of just “Shared Variability”. Main shared variability is extracted after fitting FA. The shared signals were ordered by their variance by diagonalizing via the singular value decomposition (SVD) [88]:

\[
u, s, v = np.linalg.svd(UU^T)\]

The top \( p \) singular values that were needed to describe > 0.9 of the total variance were used, and the remainder were set to zero:

\[
s_{\text{reduced}} = [s[1:p], \text{zeros}(1, k - p)]
\]

\[
UU_{\text{main}}^T = u * s_{\text{reduced}} * v
\]

Also required in the computation of the main shared subspace overlap is the projection matrix on to the main shared space. This constitutes a matrix that takes a point and projects it onto the subspace defined by \( UU_{\text{main}}^T \).
\[s_{\text{reduced,proj}} = [\text{ones}(1,p), \text{zeros}(1,k-p)]\]

\[P_{\text{main}} = u * s_{\text{reduced,proj}} * v\]

Throughout the chapter “main shared” variance refers to the use of \(UU^T_{\text{main}}\) instead of \(UU^T\). Further, dimensionality of “main shared” variance refers to \(p\) instead of \(k\), though note that \(p \leq k\). Finally, the projection onto the main shared space is defined as \(P_{\text{main}}\). These methods are also reviewed in the supplement of \([90]\).

### A.3 Estimating \(z_t\) given \(n_t\)

In chapter 5 and chapter 6, individual bins of population activity are decomposed into private and shared components. Below we review how this decomposition emerges:

#### A.3.1 Conditional Distribution of Multivariate Gaussians

Consider a multivariate Gaussian:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x_t \\
y_t
\end{bmatrix} \sim N\left(\begin{bmatrix}
\mu_x \\
\mu_y
\end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma_{xx} & \Sigma_{xy} \\
\Sigma_{yx} & \Sigma_{yy}
\end{bmatrix}\right)
\]

Now say we want to estimate the conditional distribution for \(y_t\) given a particular value \(x\) of \(x_t\): \(p(y_t|x_t = x)\). Because of the awesome rules of multivariate Gaussians, the conditional distribution is also Gaussian: \(p(y_t|x_t = x) = N(\mu_{y|x}, \Sigma_{y|x})\):

\[
\mu_{y|x} = \mu_y + \Sigma_{yx} \Sigma_{yy}^{-1}(x - \mu_x)
\]

\[
\Sigma_{y|x} = \Sigma_{yy} - \Sigma_{yx} \Sigma_{xx}^{-1} \Sigma_{xy}
\]

#### A.3.2 Factor Analysis Model Estimates

Now, turning our attention to the factor analysis model:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
n_t \\
z_t
\end{bmatrix} \sim N\left(\begin{bmatrix}
\mu \\
0
\end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma_{nn} & \Sigma_{nz} \\
\Sigma_{zn} & \Sigma_{zz}
\end{bmatrix}\right)
\]

We compute:

\[
\Sigma_{zz} = E((z_t - 0)(z_t - 0)^T) = E(z_t z_t^T) = I
\]

\[
\Sigma_{nn} = E((n_t - \mu)(n_t - \mu)^T) = E((U z_t + \psi_t + \mu - \mu)(U z_t + \psi_t + \mu - \mu)^T)
\]
\[ = E(Uz_tz_t^TU^T + Uz_t\psi_t^T + \psi_tz_t^TU^T + \psi_t\psi_t^T) = UU^T + \Psi \]

\[ \Sigma_{nz} = E((n_t - \mu)(z_t - 0)^T) = E((Uz_t + \psi_t + \mu - \mu)z_t^T) = E(Uz_tz_t^T + \psi_tz_t^T) = UE(z_tz_t^T) = UI = U \]

Thus:

\[
\begin{bmatrix} n_t \\ z_t \end{bmatrix} \sim N \left( \begin{bmatrix} \mu \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} UU^T + \Psi & U \\ U^T & I \end{bmatrix} \right)
\]

Finally, using the formula from above, the conditional distribution of \( p(z_t|n_t = n) = N(\mu_z|n, \Sigma_z|n) \) can be computed:

\[ \mu_{z|n} = \mu_z + \Sigma_{zn}\Sigma_{zz}^{-1}(n - \mu) \]

\[ \mu_{z|n} = U^T(UU^T + \Psi)^{-1}(n - \mu) \]

\[ \Sigma_{z|n} = I - U^T(UU^T + \Psi)^{-1}U \]

Thus, the shared estimate of \( n_t,\text{shared} \) is \( E(n_t|\hat{z}_t, n_t = n) = U E(z_t|n_t = n) = UU^T(UU^T + \Psi)^{-1}(n - \mu) \)

And the private estimate is \( n_t - E(n_t|\hat{z}_t, n_t = n) \).